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Winter’s icy grip is plaguing 
Okanagan Lake traffic, with 
tugs and barges battling their 
way through ice under the 
bridge. Conditions are reminis­




THROUGH ICE AND COLD BARGE GOES THROUGH
when, the lake froze over. 
Since then, tug hulls have 
been reinforced to withstand 
ice-breaking pressures, but 
there appears to be no remedy 
for unseasonable weather
which has set snow records in 
the city. Low temperatures 
this winter have also caused 
havoc with • the mechanical 
operation of Okanagan Lake 
bridge, causing a chain-reac-
tion in vehicular traffic and 
temper flare-ups through de­
lays in normal positioning of 
the lift span following lake 
traffic. The tug and barge 
pictured were heading for
Penticton _ when they were 
caught by ‘ the Courier photo­
grapher as they slashed their 





If Strike Decided Upon,NOW HUNTERS I CAN RELAX ... ’
OTTAWA (CP) — The 
Canoe Lake Indian Band at 
Canoe Narrows, Sask., has re­
ceived a $15,000 federal local 
initiatives grant to help keep I -v------ -----------
cattle out of the village and ^’Federation have been au 
off the local beach. thorized by the representative
•rh.' assembly of BCTF to makeThe manpower department preparayong for a strike vote 
announced today that thegrant would provide work for 9“ organizations 23,500 
11 people clearing and piling memDers 
brush around two large pas-
If Could Be A Long One
The British Columbia Teach
Maurice Reveyrand, president
tore areas. The cleared areas lot the Kelowna Teachers' As- 
could then be fenced. sociation, said he preferred to
The Indians asked for the reserve comment on the direc­
grant in order to confine their Itive but added “I hope they 
cattle which had been wander- I don’t go on strike." He said if 
ing on public roads, through I teachers did decide to follow 
the village and onto the vil- I the assembly’s ruling "teachers 
lage beach, a department should be prepared to go on a 
spokesman said. I long strike.” '
The grant would also “as- The assembly is a policy-mak 
sist hunters who can’t distin- ling body between annual gen 
guish the difference between leral mpptingo npd also railed 
cattle, horses and moose,’’ the for a membership levy of one 
Indians said in their applies- (day’s pay (about $1 million) for, 
“O’1- ' publicity purposes in a cam
paign by teachers over salary
increases with the provincial 
government
Education Minister, Donald 
Brothers, recently introduced 
an amendment to the Public 
Schools Act under which salary 
increases beyond the figure set 
by toe-government would have 
to go before local ratepayers in 
a yes-or-no plebiscite.
Such legislation, Mr. Revey­
rand declared, had an "adverse 
effect on toe process of educa
__  where legislation was 
meant to “protect the rights of 
individuals and groups and help 
facilitate toe organization of so­
ciety.
Federation president, Adam 
Robertson, said timing of toe
tion”
strike vote had been left to toe
executive, and stressed toe vote 
would be the federation’s “last
resort" if Mr. Brothers did not 
withdraw his amendment.
IRA Will Keep Away 
From Newry Parade
BELFAST (CP) — An officer 
of the Irish Republican Army 
said today that the anti-British 
guerrillas will steer clear of the 
British troops ordered to dis­
perse a Roman Catholic mourn­
ing march Sunday in Newry.
“We plan to keep well away,” 
an officer of the IRA’s militant 
Provisional wing told local 
newspapers. “It would be dis­
tinctly unwise for us to go into a 
situation like this where we 
would ran the risk of arrest or 
>4$hooting by the soldiers.”
■: Up to 30,000 demonstrators 
are expected to join the march. 
The Civil Rights Association is 
organizing it as a tribute to the 
13 Catholic civilians killed when 
British paratroops broke up an­
other banned procession in Lon­
donderry last Sunday.
AU public processions are 
banned in Northern Ireland, and 
the British Army warned that 
its soldiers would break up the 
> Newry march by force if neccs- 
'■■} sary. The army brought in 550 
more infantrymen, boosting its 
strength in the province to 
15,000 troops.
The Civil Rights Association 
appealed to IRA gunmen to stay 
away.
"We do not want any trouble­
makers in our ranks,",a spokes­
man said. "If there is any vlol- 
cnce it must be made clear that 
“it comes only from the British 
Army."
Thursday, night, Prime Minis­
ter Edward Heath of Britain 
published the text of letters he
sent to John Cardinal Heenan, 
Roman Catholic Archbishop of 
Westminster, William Cardinal 
Conway, Roman Catholic Pri­
mate of all Ireland and Jack 
Lynch, premier of the Irish Re­
public, appealing to them to use 
their influence to stop the 
Newry march.
A spokesman tor the army 
said it is highly likely that the 
1st Battalion of the Parachute 
Regiment, which was involved 
in last Sunday’s shootings, will 
be in Newry this weekend.
The Parachute Regiment has 
been blamed for firing indiscri­
minately during the action in 
Londonderry and for laughing 
aloud as the victims of the 
shooting fell.
The army and the British gov- 
e r n me n t have denied these 
charges and Britain’s chief Jus­
tice, Lord Widgehy, is to con­
duct an independent one-man in­
quiry into the affair;.
Civil rights leader Kevin Mc­
Curry said Thursday: "The 
Newry march is going ahead as 
planned.”
Home Secretary Reginald 
Maudling of Britain appealed to 
the civil rights organizers to 
think again about their decision.
He said: “The dangers of the 
action you propose are grave; 
the responsibility on your shoul­
ders is heavy."
In Lurgan, W miles southwest 
of Belfast; troops dispersed 
rival mobs of Protestants and 




VICTORIA (CP) - Premier 
W. A. C. Bennett submitshis 
1972-73 budget to the British 
Columbia legislature today, and 
there are few indications as to 
what it might contain.
The premier, who' doubles as 
finance minister, has let it be 
known only that this will be the 
"best budget, ever." For the 
second year.in a row, he won’t 
allow reporters an advance look 
at the document prior to its de­
livery in the house.
There are indications that a 
reduction in provincial succes­
sion duties may be put into 
effect following the federal exit 
from the estate tax field on 
Jan. 1. The province will enact 
a gift tax along with all other 
provinces and revenue from this 
would offset some of the lost 
succession duties.
Mr. Bennett was to begin 
reading his budget speech to 
the legislature at 2 p.m. PST.
Roaring Blizzard
Pummells Ottawa
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
A roaring blizzard pummelled 
Ottawa today for the second day 
running and disabled the federal 
bureaucracy.
The storm that swept over 
Ontario and Quebec blew 16 
inches of snow into the national 
capitaLThursday and overnight, 
relented for a couple of early- 
morning hours, then resumed 
with winds gusting to 40 miles 
an hour.
All schools in the area were 
closed, most mail deliveries 
cancelled, transportation sys­
tems largely stalled and thou­
sands of public servants snowed 
in at home.
Plows opened the main streets 
of central Ottawa, but other 
roads and district highways 
were 'plugged or barely passa­
ble. .
Strikers Hit | Not Way To Achieve Ends
I |c| Affldll1) ‘,Th® of strike we had LUL UUQ|I| last year is not conducive to 
achieving our ends," Mr. Revey- 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS laSf
ers went on a * one-aay • jay-on 
’,CBC technicians were off toe I last spring, a stoppage describ- 
fob. today in at least six . Cana-1 Revey^nd as a
dian centres—five of them on | sym^° s r e-
Air service was out of hetion, 
trains delayed and inter-city 
buses stalled.
-Federal government depart­
ments said the storm kept many 
officials from their offices, al­
though some made it by car, on 
buses that battled through deep 
drifts or on-foot—by snowshoe 
for the most determined work­
ers.
One person was killed in traf­
fic. Widespread power cut­
offs caused furnaces to shut off 
intermittently during the night 
as wet, freezing snow shorted 
out electric lines.
In the Atlantic provinces a 
storm swept in from the Atlan­
tic, bringing heavy rain to 
southern Nova Scotia, blizzards 
in northern areas and high 
winds, Up to 12 inches of snow 
was forecast for northern New 
Brunswick.
President of the Vancouver
group, Robert Haskins, said, the 
meeting approved a suggestion 
the provincial federation pre­
pare for a strike .ballot “if 
necessary."' It was agreed .at 
the meeting to recommend to
the: BCTF that a coordinating
'Sani-Stations' for Okanagan 
Sought By Basin Water Board
Sani-stattons at yacht clubs 
and marinas in the Okqnugan 
basin will be pursued by the 
Okanagan Basin Water Boaid 
in the interest of anti pollution
The board also decided at its 
Jfc’, regular meeting Thursday to 
approach the federal govern 
ment for provision of aani-sta- 
tion holding tanks to handle dis­
charge of domestic wastes from 
boats. The recommendation of 
tho board’s technical commit­
tee was approved on a motion 
by P. A. Farmer, following dis­
cussion launched by secretary- 
manager, -William J’archom- 
chuk. 1
w Len Bawtree, newly elected 
chairman of the boards suggest­
ed Mr. Parchomchuk take the 
Huni-stutlon matter up with mar­
inas and yacht clubs and report 
al the board’# meeting in April.
In another motion based on a 
technical planning recommenda­
tion, tho board requested the 
pollution control board disallow 
a permit application by Sum­
merland Fish Hatcheries and 
that the waste outfall into Oka­
nagan Lake ftom that operation 
ik be removed completely,
Summerland city council, in 
n letter to the board requesting 
Its Mippoi I “on this j-epous mat­
ter of pollution.” is atf.o concern- 
pd wiUr the operation of Mac-
Donald’s Consolidated Cannery, 
which Summerland city fathers 
feel is also contributing to the 
pollution count of the lake. The 
letter adds the municipal coum 
ell hns also given "considerable 
consideration" to implementa­
tion of a ,bynw similar to one 
In Kelowna in an attempt to 
correct “this serious problem.’’ 
The reference applied to both 
operations.
The basin board dealt with 
the fish hatchery first! since 
that company had already ap­
plied for a pollution control per­
mit tor discharge of 1,000,000 
gallons dally Into the lake.
In other agenda business, the 
board confirmed the appoint­
ment of directors W. C., Bennett, 
Mel Marshall and D. A. Prit­
chard from the Regional Dis­
trict of Central Okanngan; l.cn 
Bawtree and Patrick Duke from 
the Regional District of North 
Okanagan, and B. A. Farmer 





ANCONA, Italy (AP) - A 
series of sharp earth tremqrs 
jolted this town on the Adri­
atic coast today, cracking 
walls, toppling roofs and caus­
ed a demonstration by pris­
oners that they be let out to 
the open
LeDain Again
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) - A 
. member of |he LeDain com­
mission on the non-medical 
■use'of drugs says further re­
ports by the commission will 
analyse the problem from 
personality and social points 
of view.
War Threat
DUBLIN (AP)-Irish Prime 
Minister Jack Lynch said to­
day that the activities of Brit­
ish soldiers in Northern Ire­
land could' “lead to a war 
situation.”
Dief Angry
OTTAWA (CP)—An angry 
John Diefenbaker • loosed a 
blast al the federal govern­
ment today over the hiring of 
Pierre Valllercs, n former 
lender of the terrorist Front 
do Liberation du Quebec, for 
a federally-funded winter,em­
ployment project. “Tills m a 
shocking situation," said the 
former prime minister, Con­
servative MP for Saskatch­
ewan’s Prince Albert riding.
GLOBAL GLIMPSES
CP Rail May Seek Injunction 
After 70 Engineers Walk Out
VANCOUVER (CP) - CP 
Rall was expected to seek an in­
junction today in tqe wake of a 
walkout by 70 locomotive engi­
neers Thursday which virtually 
halted traffic on the company's 
lines in and out of Vancouvsr,
The stoppage by members of 
the Canadian Brotherhood of 
Locpmotlve Engineers forced 
cancellation of Thursday night’s 
castbound passenger run and 
brought freight movement to a 
standstill. A westbound passen­
ger train arrived here about an 
hour late Thursday night.,
At issue is the case of an en- 
gincman with 28 years’ service 
who was withdrawn from serv­
ice in January because he could 
not meet the minimum eyesight 
standards of the Canadian 
transport commission.
•The union‘claims the com­
pany wanted to "give him a job 





VANCOUVER (CP) - Brltirh 
Columbia Hydro and Power 
Authority oiw-ratlons were ex­
pected to return to normal today 
with members of the Office and 
Technical Employees Union end­
ing a four-day walkout.
SADAT LEAVES
MOSCOW (AP) - President 
Anwar Sadat of Egypt left here 
today after two days of talks 
With Kremlin leaders. There 
was no indication what the Rus­
sians promised him.
Sadat flew to Yugoslavia for a 
two-day visit, and It was re­
ported he wbuld also visit Libya 
and Syria before returning to 
Cairo. । ’’
In Vancouver, elementary
- « , .. _ . ..school teachers there have call­senes of rotating strikes against I on federation to impose 
the publicly-owned broadcasting] a ieVy on B.C. teachers to raise 
corporation. the $1 million for educational
However, management per issues by teachers
sonnel were manning the opera . The ca^ wa® made^Wedncs 
tions at Edmonton, Calgary, Re- day at a meeting of 7OT mem 
gina. Saskatoon, Moose Jaw, bers of toe Vancouver piemen 
Sask., and Sydney, N.S. Offi- tary School Teachers’ Associa 
cials said there were some pro- tion.
gram disruptions but no stations! Teachers and school trustees 
were off the air. across the province have re­
in Winnipeg, the technicians! acted with harsh criticism of 
were adopting a work-to-rulephe proposal which ■ they _ say 
nractice amounts to government dicta-
, torship of salaries and which
The technicians, members of wju harm teacher-trustee rela­
the National Association of tionshlps at the local level. 
Broadcast Employees and Tech-
the Prairies—in their continuing
committee be established to dis 
cuss the legislation with (other 
groups affected by government 
spending policies, such as doc­
tors.
Vancouver /teachers. plan to 
meet with members of the legis­
lature from all parties Feb. 12
The president of the Kam­
loops branch of the British Co­
lumbia Teachers’ Federation,
Neil McDonald, said Friday
Education Minister Donald
Brothers’ proposal to put teach 
ers’ salary increases to a vote 
by ratepayers is a further at­
tempt by the Social Credit gov­
ernment to destroy the federa
nicians, walked off the job. _ - _
Thursday in Toronto, Ottawa B.C. AND NORTHWEST and Windsor, Ont., but were1 iwnniivwi
back to wortotoday.
In Toronto, the workerswalked out at noon and set up| KglAUfnA M||| C PGCOrCl 
picket lines in front of the IlVIVflllM ■ Illi IKVWI.M
senior fellow of the Adlai Ste­
venson Institute of International 
Affairs in Chicago. His job will 
be to analyse his 10 years as 
UN chief with particular refer­
ence to its peacekeeping role 
and its chief executive.
One
youth was killed and a police­
man wounded early today In a 
shootout in cast-end Montreal,
The incident took place 
shortly before 2 n.m. after two 
Rouths hijacked a taxi.
NEW GRAVES FOUND
DACCA (Reuter) - TThe 
Press Trust of' India reported 
Thursday discovery of more 
mass1 graves in Bangladesh— 
this time in the university town 
of Rajhhnhi, 125 miles northwest 
of Dacca. The news agency said 
the three graves so far discov­
ered in Rajshahl were believed 
to contain as many as 1,500 de­
composed bodies and skeletons,
THANT GETS POST
s downtown headquarters.;bu a m n o i .i ■ ,, a
Guerrilla Dies | For Safety Performance
In Auto Crash
MEXICO CITY (AP) — Mexi­
co’s most hunted guerrilla, Jen- 
aro Vazquez Rojas, was killed 
In an automobile accident 
the interior ministry said.
The 200 employees of Crown 
Zellerbach’s Kelowna Lumber-
mill have worked 2% years
without a lost time injury, set­
ting a record in safety perform­
ance for British Columbia and 
the Pacific Northwest.
The .record announced today
by Crown Zellerbach general
manager, Dick Carlson, repre­
sents a total of 1,000,000 injury
free man-hours which began
Organic Prunes Enter 
Bizarre Hughes Saga
NEW YORK (Reuter) - A 
bug of organic prunes 
emerged today as bizarre evi­
dence to support author Clif­
ford Irving’s account of how 
tie came to write his contro­
versial life story of Howard 
Hughes.
. The evidence came in a 
sworn statement from re­
search assistant Richard Sus- 
Snd, who says he helped Irv- 
g compile The Autobiogra­
phy of Howard Hughes.
He said he stumbled upon a 
meeting between Irving and 
Hughes in a motel room and 
Hughes gave him a prune 
from a,bag In his pocket.
Irving says he compiled the 
autobiography from numerous 
interviews with the 66-ycar- 
okl billionaire itwccn Febru­
ary and December, 1971. 
Hughes denies having met 
Irving and says the book, Is a 
hoax.
NEW YORK (AP) - Th© New 
York Times publishes what It 
says are excerpts frdm the con­
troversial Howard Hughes "au­
tobiography." but stresses that
UNITED NATIONS (Reuter) the material "could have come 
— ,U Thant, the former UN scc-’from previously published ancc- 
rotary-general, was nam ed dotes” about the billionaire. 
Thursday to a 150,000-job as a| The Times also says the ex-
quoted as saying he purposely
leaked facts about an alleged 
$400,000 payment n?adc to th 
then Vice-President Richard "M. 
Nlxbn in the hopes of getting 
 
help for his problems with 
Trans World Airlines,
Nohody was raising a hand 
Io help me," Hughes is sold to 
have complained. "They were 
glad. I’m talking about Wash 
Ington. They were glad to see 
me in trouble. So I leaked toe
details to Drew Pearson.” 
LOAN GIVEN
Pearson, the late columnist; 
wrote an article during the I960 
8residential campaign, In which 
llxon Was a candidate, that the 
Hughes Tool CO. had loaned
’Mr. hugfe* 800 
you now!
cerpts, obtain from a source fa 
miliar with Clifford Irving 
manuscript, give "no Indication 
. . . that Mr. Hughes had a part 
In preparing the manuscript?’
llughcs comes across as a bit- 
tor man whose language Is vul­
gar. The Times says. The ac
$205,000 to his brother, F. Don­
ald* Nixon. Nixon lost the elec
count says \ he was careless 
about libelling others and talked 
at length about sexual exploits, »
In one excerpt, Hughes isllice^e.
June 3, 1069 and extended
through January, 1972.
IWA safety director, Jack 
Welder, and Crown Zellerbach 
area manager, Tony Jarrell,
joined Mr. Carlson in a series
of congratulatory meetings at 
the mill Thursday.
Both union and management 
representatives paid tribute to 
the co-operative effort between 
the work force and the super 
visory group that made the 2% 
year injury free record possible,
Mr. Carlson said, 'To my 
knowledge there has never been
such an outstanding safety rec 
ord set in the lumber industry; 
It represents a tremendous ef­
fort and contribution by every 
employee,"
The injury free period Is con 
tlnuing and as bf today, 075 In , 




ST. JOHN’S, Quo. (CP) 
Moro than 20 people ,wero In 
jured early today, one critically* 
when a fire, destroyed th© Hotel 
St. .Jean and an adjacent build 
Ing In th© downtown area of tills 
town, about 20 miles .south of 
Montreat
The fire, which began shortly 
after 3 n.m„ raged through tho 
four-storey structure before It 
Was brought under control at
about 7:30 ajn.
lion to John F. Kennedy.
In other excerpts, Hughes al 
legcdly called former aide Rob­
ert Maheu a “very, Icy, calcu­
lating man” and aald singer-ac­
tor Frank Sinatra was Just 
taking advantage of my prestige 
to bolster his Waning prestige."
Maheu managed Hughes’ 
terprises in Nevada for 
year* until his dismissal In 1070. 
Sinatra had financial interests
The neighboring building was 
destroyed when It caught firo 
after on© of the hotel walla col­
lapsed on it.
More than 20 people were 
taken to hospital suffering from 
alight Injuries.
r cn- STOCKS GAIN
In two Nevada casinos until the 
state took Away hit gambling
NEW YORK (AP) - Stock 
market prices showed aomo 
gains In active trading today.
The noon Dow Jones avaraga 
of 30 Industrial stock*?was up- 
1.65 to 904.80
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NAMES IN THE NEWS
Lynch Assails Dublin Violence
Hail Polish | Kosygin Demonstrators 




1 Prime Minister Jack Lynch 
t charged' Thursday that men 
I seeking to overthrow the Irish 
I Republic’s institutions led the 
crowd that burned down the 
British Embassy here. He prom­
ised tough measures to preserve 
the authority of his govern­
ment. He described the assault 
that destroyed the embassy
I Wednesday night as “the action 
I of a small minority of men who, 
I under the clodk of patriotism, 
I seek, to overthrow the institu- 
| tions of the. state.”
I Ladysmith police said Thurs- 
I day they are investigating what 
I they'said'appears to be an at- 
I tempted murder and suicide.
I TW said Stephen McDonald 
I HisM, 26, was killed by gunshot 
I and Susan .Ralph, 20, was in 
I good condition in hospital with 
| a gunshot wound to the jaw.
L Prime Minister Trudeau said 
L in Vancouver Thursday night 
I he doesn't expect to intercede 
I In any way to persuade Roman 
L Catholics to call off further al- 
I leged matches in Northern Ire* 
I land. Mr. Trudeau was com- 
■ menting on reports from London 
I that the British cabinet would 
I welcome intervention by world 
E leaders to help ease tensions in
I
 the strife-tom co^-itry.
A dissident in the air traffic 
controllers union said Thurs­
day in Ottawa his association 
has agreed to submit a strike- 
ending arbitration proposal to 
the membership fdr ratification. 
Harry Thibault of Ottawa said 
the national executive of the 
association has agreed to a 
secret ballot on or before Feb. 
10.
Attorney-General Roy Roma- 
now.says in Regina he has sent 
a telegram to the federal gov- 
I emment Urging immediate con- 
■ sdieration of a third rail route 
B to overcome future rock-slide 
I problems in the Fraser Canyon 
■ area of British Columbia.
I. Social Credit MLA Agnes 
■ Kripps' suggests in Victoria that 
I Canada’s next governor-general 
■ might well be chosen from the 
■ ranks of the nation’s ethnic min-








He was 84. Bom in Aberdeen, 
S.D., he started his 54-year 
career with the St. Paul Dis­
patch where he pounded a tele­
graph key tmd doubled as a re­
porter.
A 1140,000 damage suit against 
a kelp company' and two of its 
officers was adjourned Thurs­
day in British Columbia Su- 
B-etnfe Court. Dr, Arthur Mie- 
onald, a Veterinarian, is suing 
Canada Kelp CO, ■ Ltd,, Doflilu 
E. Bennett and Harold R. Hine 
for return of $140,000 invested 
in the project in 1968 and 1969 
on allegations of misrepresen­
tation. The firm was created 
to harvest and process kelp in 
the queen Charlotte islands.
was originally charged in Kam­
loops with attempted murder in 
the shooting which left Larry 
Fitter wounded in both legs. 
Dunning was alto convicted on 
a charge of possession of a 
weapon for a purpose dangerous 
to the public peace. He will be 
sentenced next week.
Fire Chief George Whitehouse
JACK LYNCH 
. . . state threatened
Orities, and that women also 
should be considered. To date, 
she told .the legislature Wednes­
day, “One-third of Canadian 
citizens that are neither French 
nor English” have been by­
passed in selection of candidates 
for the vice-regal office.
Patrick Mahoney,' newly-ap­
pointed minister of state, has 
been assigned to work on a 
continuing review of tax policy 
with Finance Minister John 
TarneL the prime minister's of­
fice in Ottawa said Thursday. 
Also announced was a mini­
shuffle of parliamentary secre­
taries following last Friday’s 
cabinet shuffle. Parliamentary 
secretaries are MPs assigned to 
assist individual ministers and 
on occasion speak for them in 
the Commons.
Toronto jewelry dealer Jo­
seph Schiff lost $25,000 in dia­
monds to a cat prowler Wed­
nesday in Vancouver.
Frank Turner, whose career 
in the news business spanned 
the years between Morse code 
and computerized tape, died 
Thursday night in Vancouver.
A Liberal member of the 
British Columbia legislature 
asked the provincial govern­
ment Thursday to set up a $100 
million perpetual fund for the 
preservation of farmlands in 
the province. Allan Williams 
(L-West Vancouver - Howe 
Sound) said this fund should be 
known as the agricultural lands 
fund and used to restore exist­
ing agricultural lands, preserve 
endangered farm lands and re­
store those that have already 
been lost. -
Phil Dentine, general man­
ager of the British Columbia re­
gion of Marathon Realty Ltd.— 
the real estate arm of CP Rail 
—said Wednesday that construc­
tion of a third crossing of Bur- 
rard Inlet for private vehicles 
would be a costly mistake. He 
said such a crossing, linking 
Vancouver with the cities of 
North and West Vancouver, 
would force a freeway system 
and would be bad for business 
downtown.
Prime Minister Sheik Mujibur 
Rahman announced today that 
Bangladesh will seek member­
ship in the Commonwealth. 
Britain gave diplomatic recog­
nition to the new state today.
John James Dunning, 34, of 
Kamloops Was found guilty 
Thursday on a reduced charge 
of wounding with intent arising 
from an Oct. 6 shooting. He
of Matsqul has been charged in 
Sumas With criminal negligence 
following a fatal accident last 
month which occurred while the 
chief was enroute to a fire. The 
charge was laid by Sumas 
RCMP anl Chief Whitehouse is 
to appear in provincial court 
Feb. 10.
A charge of dangerous use of 
irearms was laid Thursday in 
Vancouver against service sta­
tion attendant Dan MaeQueen 
as a result of a skirmish with 
a would-be robber. McQueen ad­
mits firing at a fleeing attacker 
who came at him with a knife 
during the overnight, shift Sun­
day at the 'service station, in 
suburban Surrey.
VANCOUVER <CP) — The 
manufacturer of CUte nil! pol­
ish remover announced Thurs­
day it Is changing the solvent’s 
formula to prevent its use as 
an intoxicant by children.
Donald Houston, president of 
Chesebrough > Ponds (Canada) 
Ltd., said in a telephone Inter­
view from Markham, Ont, that 
the new formula will reduce 
the solvent’s toxicity by more 
than 50 per'cent and will also 
contain a new substance to make 
the remover extremely, unplea­
sant to inhale.
The announcement came one 
day after Agnes Kripps. the 
Social Credit member for Van­
couver South, told the British 
Columbia legislature that sniff­
ing of the product has reached 
"almost epidemic proportions” 
in parts of B.C. She called for 
a province-wide boycott of Chese 
brough-Ponds products.
Mr. Houston said he and two 
.other company executives will 
fly here Sunday night for talks 
with Attorney - General Leslie 
Peterson and the Narcotic Ad-
Only Suffered Bruises
TORONTO (CP) — Demon­
strators at a rally to protest So­
viet Premier Alexei Kosygin’s 
visit to Toronto suffered only 
bruises when police horses 
stepped on them, medical evi­
dence showed Thursday.
Hospital records were intro­
duced during an inquiry into 
events af the Ontario science 
Centre Oct. 25 when mounted 
Metropolitan Toronto policemen
were brought in after a bulge 
was pushed into police lines be­
tween the demonstrators and 
the centre where Premier Kosy­
gin was dining as a guest of the 
Canadian Manufacturers Asso­
ciation.
X-rays of Vera La rd Ins, who 
said she was trampled by three 
horses, and her husband, who 
said he .was beaten when he 
tried to protect her, revealed no
Pay-Off Money 'Disappeared 
Quebec Police Inquiry Told
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd,
T OR ON T O (CP) — Base 
metal issues on the Toronto 
stock market edged fractionally 
higher while prices in other 
major sectors moved lower in 
moderate mid-morning trading 
today; .
The industrial index was down 
.4410 196.93, golds 1.61 to 179.38 
and. western oils ,25 to 220.68. 
Base metals were up .24 to
-
Volume by 11 a.m. was 681,000 
shares, compared with 1.01 mil­
lion at the same time Thursday.
Trading was halted at the 
opening in all the shares of 
Maple Leaf Gardens. Harold 
Ballard has purchased all the 
outstanding shares In the com- 
i pany held by the Stafford 
Smythe estate for $30 a share. 
The purchase is worth about 
$7.5 million.























VANCOUVER (CP) -Prices 
on tho Vancouver Stock Ex­
change were up in active open­
ing trading today. Volume was 
691,530 shares in the first hour.
In the industrials, Interna­
tional Visuals was up .10 at .85 
with a volume of 6,500 shares.
Albany oil was active in oils 
trading, down .01 at ,53 as 30,000 
shares were traded.
In the mines, Fortune Chan­
nel was unchanged at .59 with 





Alberta Gas Trunk 63
Alcan









































































(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
Balco Forest Prod. 13%


































































































Five Star ' .14
Peace River Pete .15
Ponderay 1.18
Trans Cda. Resourc. 1.03
Vargus .56
. INTERIM






Herb Capozzi (SC-Vancouver- 
Centre) in Victoria urged Pre­
mier W. A. C. Bennett to scrap 
plans for a government sky­
scraper in downtown Vancouver 
and give the people a landscap­
ed square instead.. He said such 
a squdre Would save the prov­
ince $40 million and “would be 
a better tribute than anything 
you could, build in that space.” 
Mr. Bennett smiled during Mr. 
Capozzi’s speech and when ap­
proached later in the corridor 
by the MLA, the premier laugh­
ed and walked on.
The owner of the underground 
newspaper Georgia Straight 
prepared to move back into his 
Vancouver offices today in the 
wake of a court order ousting 
rebellious employees who had 
taken over the premises. Seven­
teen staffers, all but one of 
them unpaid freelancers, took 
over the offices Jan. 19 after 
owner-publisher Dan McLeod 
refused their demands for co­
operative ownership of the 16- 
page weekly. The- rebels pub­
lished two editions of the paper 
—one named the Georgia Grape 
and the other simply The Grape 
—while Mr. McLeod and 26 loy­
al staffers put out the original 
from a private house.
Former judge Thomas Dohm, 
new president of the Vancouver 
Stock Exchange, says one of his 
main jobs will be to improve 
regulation of securities offered 
on the exchange.
Mrs. Humphrey S. M. Carver,
diction Foundation of B.C.
“We have reduced the toxicity 
level better than 50 per cent," 
said Mr. Houston.
"And we have made a special 
additive vFhich is not harmful, 
but which clauses severe burning 
sensations in the throat and 
lungs.” . •
David Quayle, product man­
ager'fot Chesebrough Ponds, 
said the shifting problem has 
occurred across Canada and 
that. the company has been 
working on a new formula for 
two years.
AROUND B.C
MONTREAL (CP) - Lieut. 
Emile Ducharme said Thursday 
a sworn statement from a 
young girl who said she handled 
money used to pay off two 
Montreal morality squad mem- 
beta disappeared from a locked 
file in his private office the day 
after it was signed “or maybe a 
little later.”
Tile .lieutenant, testifying be­
fore a Quebec Police Commis­
sion inquiry into the conduct of 
Jacques Saulnier, forjner head 
'of the morality squad and now 
chief Of police, Said Mr. Saul­
nier did nothing when Informed 
that the two men were getting 
payoffs from prostitution activi­
ties.
Mr. Ducharme Said he re­
ceived the sworn statement in 
January. 1963, and immediately 
transmitted the information to 
Mr. Saulnier,
broken bones. Christine Roma 
ncnchuk, who said a hors* 
stepped on her leg, was bruised.
INJURIES MINOR
Medical evidence showed only ik, 
minor injuries to two sisters 
who were also hurt in the inci- 
dent. They have not yet ap­
peared at the inquiry.
Thursday was the ninth day of 
the inquiry. There have betn 
about 330 typewritten pages of 
testimony, a day, court report­
ers say.
Earlier/Thursday. Jack Kla- 
dhn said he saw blood shower­
ing from one man’s face and a 
friend dragged away by hla hair,ft 
to the police line. . m
And a geography teacher tes- 
titled he heard a mounted po­
liceman shouting “DP bhsters; 
you'll get-yours," as he swung 
his riding crop at a man and a 
Woman crouched below a spruce 
tree.
The teacher, Michael Wawry-
taving his client testify since 
she is already before the courts 
on charges of living off the 
avails of prostitution and oper­
ating a bawdy house.
DISPATCH CENTRE?
Jeah-Lduis Leger, Mr. Saill- 
nlet’s lawyer, asked Mr. Du­
charme if Miss Adams' house 
lad.not been a "call house’’ but 
a sort of dispatch centre for vis­
iting call girls who did not ac­
tually stay on the premises.
“According to my information 
it was a combination,” the lieu­
tenant said. "There were sup­
posed to .be prostitutes in the 
house and even some men to 
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57, of Ottawa has been appoint­
ed to the Canadian transport 
corpmission, the -first woman 
ever named to the post in Ot­
tawa. ,
'Director of Corrections Sel­
wyn Bocksborough Smith has 
reported a sharp increase in 
the number of prisoners on pw 
bation in British Columbia has 
placed a heavy strain on proba­
tion staff. Mr. Smith, in his-an­
nual report tabled ini the legis­
lature, regretted that the strain 
has, caused some^B.C. proba­
tion officers to* go to the na­
tional parole board where sal­




OKANAGAN FALLS (CP)-A 
$300. reward has been offered 
for Information leading to the 
conviction of persons who shot 
two guard dogs during service 
stations break-ins in the area 
last week. One dog was killed 
and the other wounded in the 
heck. Total loot in the break- 
ins was $32, eight cartons of 
cigarettes and. a wrench.
new Ferry planned
NANAIMO (CP)—Tenders are 
to be called for construction of 
a new ferry to serve between 
Nanaimo and Gabriola Island. 
The new Vessel Will be able to 
carry 30 cars and 200 passen­
gers. The MV Westwood, pre­
sently./ serving the route, can 
handle 16 cars and 150 passen­
gers. ;
URGE DAM START
REVELSTOKE (CP) — City 
council has approved a resolu­
tion urging the provincial gov­
ernment to make an early start 
on construction of the proposed 
Downie Creek and Revelstoke 
Canyon dams. The resolution 
says work on the dattis will pro­
vide employment for men to be 
laid off when the Mica Dam, 
north of Revelstoke, is com­
pleted.
“I know Mr. Saulnier didn't 
do anything about it,*’ he said, 
"because the officers involved 
stayed on the squad.”
The lieutenant has emerged 
as an' important witness at the 
inquiry since the emphasis was 
shifted away from a color tele­
vision set Mr. Saulnier received 
from a hotel owner in Decem­
ber, 1966, when he was still 
head of the morality squad.
TOLD OF HOUSE
Mr. Ducharme also testified 
that on or about May 24, 1965, 
he had informed Mt. Saulnier 
that “Martha Adams was oper­
ating a prostitution ring from a 
house at a certain address.”
He said he obtained a search 
warrant, planned a raid on the 
house and only Informed Capt. 
Saulnier, the judge who granted 
the warrant and the court clerk 
of the plan.
“The other policemen who I 
chose to go on the raid with me 
were not told where we were, 
going until we arrived in the 
neighborhood, a few minutes be­
fore the raid.
"When we entered Martha 
Adams’ apartment, she was 
alone. According to all the infor­
mation I had received from wit­
nesses, there was a continuous 
coming and going at the place.”
A woman called Martha 
Adams was subpoenaed to ap­
pear before the commission in­
quiry today. Her lawyer, Au­
guste Choquette, objected to
When he took the stand Thurs­
day for the second straight day, 
Mr. Ducharme, an 18-year vet­
eran on the morality squad be­
fore he was transferred in 1967, 
was expected to enumerate 
three occasions on which he had 
notified Mr. Saulnier of alleged 
irregularities within the moral­
ity squad.
But, nervous and uncertain, 
he said hq couldn’t recall ap­
proximate dates of the two 
other incidents.
In earlier testimony, Jean- 
Paul Gilbert, Montreal police 
chief from 1965 to 1969, said a 
report on an International white 
slavery racket, concerning Mr. 
Satilnier directly and indirectly, 
was turned over to a special 
meeting of federal and provin­
cial police in 1967.
No decision was made Thurs­
day by the inquiry’s presiding 
judge on whether the report 






























By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Bethel, Conn.—Howard Bar- 
low, 80, who began his career in 
1919 as the popular symphony 
conductor on CBS and was the 
Voice of Firestone on radio and 
television from 1943-1961.
East Berlin—Karl Qruenberg, 
80, who wrote novels .about Ger­
many between the wars and 
was best known for Brenncnde 
Rhur—The Burning Ruhr—pub­
lished in 1028.
Rochester, N.Y.—Kenneth C. 
(Kenny) Unwin, 56, a former 
drummer for such big-band 
leaders as Bonny Goodman, Les 
Brown and Vaughn Monroe.
S y d n e y, Australia—Merle 
Norman, 85, who stirred up her 
first pot of face cream on a 
kitchen stove and controlled one 
of the last personal cosmetics 
empires, Merle Norman Cos­
metics Inc.
PAIR GUILTY
VANCOUVER (CP) — Guilon 
Ross Innes, 23, and David 
O’Brien Brotchie, 22, were con­
victed Thursday on a charge of 
wounding after a man’s throat 
\yas cut in a beer parlor fight 
in December. They were ar­
rested after John Moses Fabian, 
35, was found staggering along 
a downtown street with blood 
pouring from a neck wound. He 
recovered after hospital treat­
ment. ft. ■ '
PROJECTS APPROVED
VANCOUVER (CP)— Canada 
Manpower has approved 12 lo­
cal initiative projects for the 
Greater Vancouver Urea involv­
ing the expenditure of Almost 
$275,000. A total of 130 Jobs will 
bo created. More than $56,000 
goes to the Vancouver Free 
medical service for young peo,- 
plc. Needy Persons Household 
Aid will receive $31,456 to im­
prove living conditions for the 
aged and handicapped.
Judges In B.C. 
Can Quit At 70
VICTORIA (CP) — Judges of 
the B.C. Supreme Court and 
Appeal Court will be able to go 
into partial retirement at the 
age of 70 as a result of legisla­
tion introduced Thursday by 
Attorney-General Leslie Peter­
son.
The present retirement age is 
75. The new legislation allows 
judges who are 70 years old and 
have served 10 years on the 
bench to become "supernumer­
ary judges” until the age of 75.
As supernumeraries, they 
would be called upon only occa­
sionally to hear cases.
Another amendment extends 
tye jurisdiction of the Supreme 
Court to Include cases involving 
disputes over ownership of 
property within, n family.
Another amendment Increases 
the number of Appeal. Court 
judges to nine from eight.
INTRODUCED TREES
Prince Albert, consort of 
Queen Victoria, introduced 




Get in on Sparwood
B.C.’s showplace resource community 
now 4,000 strong and growing fast 
Greenwood Shopping Centre \ 
our now 45,000 sq. ft. enclosed mall has 
space for four select stores: 
Men’s Wear Convenience Food )
Family Shoes Bakery/Delicatessen
For laailng particulars call:
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BUFFALO BILL’S
1465 Harvey Ave. 762-0789
shyn, said the couple seemed top ft \ 
escape the blows. At one point,u J
he said, a man stopped to aid a'- 
woman who had fallen as. she 
fan from the police and a 
mounted Metro policeman 
“Whacked" the man four or five 
times.
NOTES CONFLICT k
Noting the continuing conflict /Jfr 
between testimony by reporters 
and photographers who covered 
the incident and members of the 
Ukrainian community, Roy 
McMurtry, counsel for Metro 
police, told the teacher “either 
you or they are deliberately 
trying to misrepresent the 
facts.”
Mr. Wawryshyn conceded that 
the police horses moved slowly 
and didn't gallop through the 
front lines of the crowd when 
they made their first pass at the 
group. ' . ,
Mr. McMurtry accused the 
witness of .a propensity to exag­
gerate things under oath but 
Mr. Wawryshyn said he didn't 
think he was.
Nicholas Dcrsko, an associate 
professor of mathematics at the 
University of Toronto, said the 
horses occasionally ran but 
changed directiomas they * 
moved through the crowd arid 
singled out different individuals . 
to give chase. ~ '
Aid. William Boytchuk asked . 
for special permission to testify 
but when he was finished the 
judge told him his testimony 
would be Ignored.
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In everyone^ life therea
SUMMER OF’42
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/ TECHNICOLOR*
Show Times 7 and 9 p.m. — Adult Enter. 
WARNING — A lot of swearing.
R. McDonald, B.C. Director
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12 noon - 1:30 p.m.
Monday ■ Friday
Today and Tomorrow 
Only — featuring 
ASMARA
Make it n point to see thia 
exciting, talented Belly Dancer 
who has appeared hi both Ameri­
can and Cimndlan Centres nnd 
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Phone 2-2956 or 3-3407
KOKO CLUB
275 Leon Ave. "NOTED FOR FINE FOODS"
«
H a rvestin g Ma c h i n e
Suggested For Lake
SKATING ON THIN ICE
Oblivious to possible .dan- washed by two other children difficulties if thejee
gers these children play and a dog. Fortunately the City and police officials have
hockey on the ice-covered hockey players are near the warned the ice is not strong
surface of Okanagan Lake, shore, or they might be in enough to support people
broke. walking on it. A small boy 
who fell through ice this week 
on a Fraser Valley lake owes 
his life to the trained nose of 
a police dog.—(Courier photo).
R. H. Kunzli Is New Head
,0f Local C.A.R.S. Branch
B. p. Kunzli was elected 
president of the local branch of 
the Canadian Arthritis and 
Rheumatism Society at its an­
nual meeting Thursday. Mr. 
Kunzli succeeds E. R. Winter 
in the post
Succeeding Mr. Kunzli in the 
vice-presidency post was James 
Burbridge, with Robert Wilkie 
taking over the treasury duties 
from R. S. Young, and Mrs. H. 
L. Smiley becoming the new 
secretary from Mrs. Gijsbertus
Klarenbeek.
Directors elected were Mrs. 
R. L. Blair, Mrs. James Bur­
bridge, Kenneth Chaplin, Mr. 
and Mrs. Gijsbertus Klaren­
beek, Floyd Eldstrom, Mrs. D. 
A. Hindle, Miss Juliet Hocken, 
Mrs. R. H. Kunzli, C. B. Lavery, 
Mrs. David Morrison, Mrs. 
Phillip Robinson, Miss Christine 
Sinclair, Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Stringer, Mrs. E. R. Winter, 
and R. S. Young.
In his president’s report, Mr.
HIGHWAY CONDITIONS
All roads in B.C. are reported 
in normal winter condition, the 
B.C. Department of Highways
says as of 8:30 a.m. 
Fraser Canyon, men and
equipment working in slide 
areas; use winter tires - and 
carry chains.
Cache Creek-Kamloops, use 
wwter tires and carry chains.
Kamloops-Revelstoke, sanding 
where necessary.
Rogers Pass, widening, and 
sanding, some drifting; use 
winter tires or chains.
Allison Pass, men and equip­
ment working in slide areas;
where necessary; use winter 
tires and carry chains.
Osoyoos - Grand Forks, use 
winter tires and carry chains.
Salmo - Creston, men and 
equipment two miles east of 
summit; use winter tires and 
carry chains.
Blueberry - Paulson, sanding; 
use winter tires and carry 
chains.
Oyama and Highway 97, most­
ly bare, remainder sanded.
Highway 33, sanding where 
necessary; use winter tires ahc 
carry chains.
Monashee, sanding; use win­
ter tires and carry chains.
Winter lauded the assistance of 
new president, Mr. Kunzli, 
alluding to his election as di­
rector of the provincial board 
at the prvincial conference in 
Vancouver in March, and his 
service as regional director for 
the Okanagan for the provincial 
body.
The speaker stated the local 
group had been successful in 
reaching its. Community Chest 
goal in October, “thanks to 
members and friends who can­
vassed and those who contribut­
ed so generously.” Mr. Winter 
also, lauded the local society’s 
Women’s Auxiliary, and partic­
ularly . to Mr. and. Mrs. Bur- 
bridge^whom he said “always 
do so much more than is asked 
of them." Included in his praise 
also were Mr. and Mrs. Klaren­
beek.
Yellowhead Route, use winteruse winter tires or chains. ..— „„
Princeton-Penticton, sanding) tires and carry chains.
FILING TIPS
You And Your Taxes
Having problems with those. 
irritating income tax forms?
The Courier will attempt to 
answer some of your most ask­
ed questions through the Pen­
ticton, branch of the National 
Revenue through this series of 
. articles.
The following tax tips deal 
with income problems. , 
Y Question—I have not received 
a T4 slip from one of my em­
ployers. Should I file my tax 
return without it?
Answer—It is your responsi­
bility to file your income tax re­
turn on or before April 30 each 
year. However, before filing 
your return without a necessary 
information slip you should 
make every endeavor to obtain 
M. Ask your employer for a T4 
Blip. If you do not receive a re­
ply before the deadline for filing, 
then in order to avoid being 
penalized, for filing late, send 
your return with the income 
and deductions from this cm- 
ployer estimated. Do not leave 
this income out when calculating 
I your total income, and attach a 
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Board Will Ask Victoria 
To Reid Unit-SM An Hour
■ira
Chamber Seeks
Mr. Winter also touched on 
the loss of Mrs. T. F. McWil­
liams last year, adding he was 
"fortunate in having an excel­
lent board of directors and med­
ical advisory board.”
“We hope it wifi not be long 
b-fore a cure is found for arth- 
ritis’,” he added. “Until’then, 
early diagnosis' and treatment 






that you do not have the T4 slip 
and giving the name and ad­
dress of your employer and, if 
you have one, your employee 
number. Unfortunately, the as­
sessment of your return will be 
delayed pending verification of 
the amounts estimated by you.
Question—My wife and-I both 
receive the old age security pen­
sion. Can we file one return for 
both of us? ,
Answer—No. In Canada it is 
not permissible for people to 
file joint tax returns. Every 
person who has a taxable in­
come for the year must file his 
own tax return. When filling in 
your own income tax return you 
should remember that your 
wife’s old age security pension 
including hny supplement is part 
of her income when you are 
calculating your married ex­
emption.
Question—My wife has inter­
est from bonds that I purchased 
for her in her name. Is this 
interest my wife’s income?
Answer—The interest is your 
income because you purchased 
the bonds from your funds. The 
same rule would apply to divi­
dends on shares, interest on
Mrs. Murtha Elizabeth Nor­
man, 00, of 467 Park Ave., died 
Thursday. She will be buried 
'Wonday.
Born Dec. 10,1881, nt Roches­
ter, Eng., Mrs. Norman came 
n to Canada In 1026, and to KcL 
owna in 1060. 1 •
Surviving are two eons, Wil­
liam of Valois, Que., and George 
of Nakusp; five daughters, Mrs. 
C. Trigg of Verdun, Que., Mrs. 
H. Conway of Kelowna, Mrs. 
M. McCalrna of North Vancou­
ver. Mrs. W. Miles of Kelowna, 
Mfo Mrs. W. Davies of Lac La 
Hachc, B.C.; 14 grandchildren, 
18 great-grandchildren; one 
brother and three sisters in 
England. 1
Rev. R. C. Bastcdo will offi­
ciate at 11 n.»n. in the Garden 
Chapel, 1134 Bernard Ave. Bur­
ial will be in Kelowna Cemetery.
Study 'Premature 
Says Mayor Poth
Okanagan Basin' Water Board 
directors Thursday decided, to 
ask the provincial government 
to rent a mechanical harvester 
to eliminate the growing aquatic 
weed problem on Okanagan 
Lake.
tag individually, the harvester 
costs $26,000, the transporter - 




The Regional District of Cen­
tral Okanagan will press the 
Okanagan Basin Water Board to 
be the vehicle to study the feasi­
bility and develop methods for 
effective removal of all out­
falls in the Okanagan Lake 
system, as well as some method 
of financing same.
The board approved the mo­
tion at its regular meeting this 
week following lengthy discus­
sion on the contentious subject.
Mayor Hilbert Roth, city rep­
resentative on the board, felt 
the resolution was “premature” 
in light of the current $2 million 
Okanagan Basin Water Study 
being conducted by provincial 
and federal governments in the 
Valley. He advocated delay of 
the basin board study since the 
government’s study might sug­
gest some form of financing. 
TREMENDOUS COST
Board chairman, W. C. Ben? 
nett disagreed with the view, 
adding he felt the basin board 
should be engaged in locating 
outfalls. Mayor Roth reminded 
the city had initiated such a 
study through Dr. D. A. Clarge, 
South Okanagan Health Unit 
director, and reiterated his 
feeling the outfall resolution 
was "jumping the gun,’’ since 
there were capable people en­
gaged in the government study.
Eahr Lamont, in support of the
resolution, suggested the'board 
support the motion and start 
a “philosophy’’ for the Val­
ley. Peachland Mayor, Harold 
Thwaite, recommended the re­
gional district ask the basin 
board “stress” the government 
study group that outfalls be in­
cluded in their study.
James Stuart said “no one in
In a detailed report to direc­
tors, board secretary-manager 
William-Parchomchuk Said the 
invasion of aquatic weeds in 
the northeast bay of Okanagan 
Lake has made a public beach 
useless for recreation purposes 
and only one beach, about 1,000 
feet long, remains useful in the 
entire North Okanagan.
This, he said, could have a 
marked effect on the ability of 
tiie area to attract summer visi­
tors.
Com-
merce directors Thursday 
moved to question Pacific West­
ern Airlines on what is proposed 
to improve 'spring and summer 
service, from Kelowna Airport.
President D. A. Chapman 
said “there is no reason we 
shouldn’t push them for fair 
and adequate service,” in an­
swer to a suggestion the cham­
ber hasn’t always had too much 
satisfaction in its complaints 
about air service here.
Problems arose in the heat 
of last summer when the p:» 
senger capacity of aircraft was 
diminished and some were often 
left on standby.
Mr. Chapman also said there 
have been complaints of being 
unable to reach the airline by 
telephone in Kelowna when the 
staff is busy during flight 
periods.
"We’re looking at tremendous 
cost,” he said,' adding he per­
sonally felt the best solution to 
the outfall problem was their 
removal. However, he suggest­
ed the board wait for results of 
the government study.
their right mind” is'opposed to 
removal of outfalls, but sug­
gested some emphasis be 
placed on financing- the study. 
The original resolution was 
later amended to include that 
stipulation.
B.C. Tree Fruit Manager 
Reports On Japanese Trip
"This is just one of many 
items of complaint,” said direc­
ton Lawrence Salloum and he 
suggested if chamber represen­
tations continue to be unsuccess­





Commerce will ask the pro­
vincial highways department to 
consider the tourist season in 
any plans it has for Highway. 97 
road construction.
Director Roger Cottle referred 
to a year old announcement of 
plans for a four lane highway 
east of Kelowna from Reid’s 
Corner to Winfield and the evi­
dence , of survey crews on the 
highway east of Kelowna.
He said, “I hope any plans 
they have in getting started, 
that they consider the heavy 
traffic season and the 'incon­
venience which could be 
caused.”
Chamber officials agreed and 
a- recommendation wlU be sent 
out, - 1
Meanwhile, director Basil 
Melkle told the board the traf­
fic control signal on Highway 
97- at Cooper Road is flashing
savings accounts and so on. It 
s the person who had the money 
o invest who must report tha 
ncome earned.
Question—Last year I won a 
scholarship. Is this taxable?
Answer—For the 1971 tax 
year, If the scholarship is a 
prize for academic achievement 
and has nothing to do with your 
job, it is not taxable. In other 
circumstances, you should take 
up tho question with your Dis­
trict Taxation Office.
Question—Is a gain from sale 
of shares taxable?
Answer—For the 1071 tax 
year, unless it is considered 
that trading in shares is part 
of your business, a gain made 
In Iniylng and selling shares on
NO DAMAGE
No damage was reported 
a deep fryer (Ire at 1136 Harvey 
Ave,, Thursday at 7:50 p.m., 
a relatively quiet day for the 
Kelowna Fire Department.
There were four 





Mr. Booth said the system has r 
seen duty near Calgary and at 
Olympia, Washington. It rents 
for $40 an hotir or $60 per acre. ■
He ■ added the nutritional 
value of the weeds haryested ; 
could be utilized in the form o! ; 
fertilizer.
ENDORSES IDEA
Fred Alcock, Kelowna public 
health inspector.present at the 
meeting,, endorsed the idea and 
said that although the weeds
•til
Studies by the water board’s 
technical planning committee, 
said Mr. Parchomchuk, have 
indicated that mechanical harv­
esting or dredging provide a 
better solution to the-, problem 
than do chemical, biological or 
physical means.
EXPLAINS OPERATION
John Booth, a representative 
from a company which handles 
distribution of a mechanical 
harvesting system, explained 
the operation, utilizing a short 
film showing the machinery in 
action on a weed-infested lake.
Consisting of a harvester, a 
transporter and a shore convey­
or, the system can clean up a 
body of water to a depth of five 
feet at a rate of about on acre 
an hour.
With all three units included, 
the package has a $49,000 price
found locally are slightly dif- ,, 
ferent from the Vernon variety, , 
the problem they pose is getting Ait; 
more serious. ' -w
In recommending the harvest- - 
ing method, Mr. Parchomchuk ,.u 
said, "Since the weed growth 
occurs on foreshore lands under 1 
provincial jurisdiction and since > 
initiation of control techniques 
will be primarily research- -Kl’ 
oriented, it is recommended ’' ‘ 
that the provincial government - 
under-take pilot studies in th# *?’ 
field to remove aquatic weeds”.' "
"A harvesting program could 5 
be initiated immediately.” J
Board director W. C. Bennett " 
went a step further. "I move 
that the Okanagan Basin Water 'il(t 
Board approach the provincial .. 
government and get them to 
rent one of the machines and 
clean up the problem.” ■
"I think it’s the government's 
responsibility.”
The motion was carried 
unanimously. '
Ian F. Greenwood, general । selling apples and cherries to 
manager of B.C. Tree Fruits Japan..Mr. Greenwood, accom- 
and Sun-Rype Products Ltd. panied by Bruce Howard, MP 
has returned from a ministerial for the South Okanagan, had a - 
economic mission to Japan, with number of meetings with senior 
optimism. The mission, compris- personnel of the Japanese Fruit 
ing some 60 government and in- Growers’ Association, fruit and 
dustrial officials have hopes that vegetable exporters’ associa- 
they may open the trade doors tiOn, trading companies and 
to Japan for more Canadian fruit importers, to discuss Ca- 
processed products.. Currently nadian fruit.' /.
97 per cent of ’Canada to Japan’ The brightest note came with 
trade is in the form of raw Mr. Greenwood’s impression 
materials. that the ‘B.C.’ cherry market
Mr. Greenwood represented stands a good c.'u.nce with sales 
the Canadian apple industry, to Japan. He feels the ‘B.C.’ 
seeking ways and means of cherries are a' better quality 
—- ---------------------------------- -- than their own which: are only
Ma IniiiPiAe available for several weeks, andHU inlUrlvS would be arriving when fresh
1 , fruit on the Japanese market
In AaamAnfe was low. He was told that labor111 MCCImwiITS costs involved with Japanese
1 * « x j •oaa.j - cherries was high and as a re­An estimated $306 damage re- suit cherry production on the 
suited from an accident Thurs- decline..
day. morning on Woodsdale Apples are a slightly different 
Road, in Winfield, between cars story. He found the Japanese 
driven by Peter Neu, of Win- produce a very large, sweet, 
field, atid Howard Jakubec, of good quality, apple and the 
Kelowna. There were no injur- Japanese officials feel the Ca­
Enderby Man New Chairman
Len Bawtree, of Enderby,; 
was elected Thursday as chair­
man of the 1972 edition of the ' 
Okanagan Basin Water. Board. । 
He replaces W. C. Bennett, who : 
has held the post for the past 
two years.
Mr. Bawtree, also' chairman 
of the North Okanagan Hospital 
Board and vice-chairman of the 
North Okanagan Regional Dis­
trict’s board of directors, has 
served on the water board since 
the North Okanagan sought 
representation several years 
ago.
He is woods manager, for 
Riverside Sawmills, of Enderby, 
and is also actively engaged in 
dairy farming.
FOR TWO YEARS
In accepting the two-year 
post, Mr. Bawtree briefly ad­
dressed the board, saying, “It 
will be a hard act to follow 
after the fine job Wally Bennett 
and Doug Stuart have done in
nual report to the board.
He briefly outlined the wide 
variety of business dealt with 
during the past 'year, including 
public involvement, requests for 
studies, inventories of waste 
discharges, pollution control per* ■ 
mits, the ’new Water Resources ,ra 
Act, report ■ reviews, water-, 
quality of Wood Lake and the 
growth of aquatic weeds. ;• „
He expressed appreciation to 
water board directors for their ■ 
support and acknowledged the 
advice offered to the board by,, 
ex-mayors William Halina, of 
Vernon, and Doug Stuart, of,, 
, Penticton. .i
Greg Athans of Kelowna, who 
won a gold medal in skiing 
during the Canada Winter 
Games last winter in Saskatoon, 
is ranked in the top 10 in 
Pontiac Cup competitions ac­
cording to their latest standings. 
Athans, with 15 points this 
season, is in a four-way tie for 
fifth place. Athans is 30 points 
behind the co-leader. The Pon­
tiac Cup standings are based 
on regular competitions in both 
Western and Eastern Canada.
Maybe lured by tales of the 
sunny Okanagan two visitors 
from warmer climes were 
spotted in Kelowna today. Ac­
cording to the licence plates 
on their cars, one is from Texas 
and the other Hawaii.
’ i
how only on d temporary basis.
Ho said he was informed by 
the department that there W 
extensive ’ electrical work to be 
done in conjunction with the 
completion of Cooper Rond be­
fore it will be used as a full 
stop signal. .
Directors expressed the hope 
there would be a left turn pro­
vision made when the signal 
process is in operation.
les. nadian apple may not be sweet
No one was hurt Thursday enough for the consumer of 
afternoon when cars driven by I Japan. The Japanese also grow 
Daniel Ruff and William Hamfl-twice the amount of apples 
ton, both of Kelowna, collided that Canada does. On a more 
at the comer of Lawrence Ave-1 optimistic note he mentioned 
nue and ’Richter Street. About the importation of oranges and 
$400 damage resulted. grapefruit to Japan, starting a
About $200 damage was done I treP,^ importing of fresh
in a downtown parking lot. adbili$ JOfPcSnadiaJ govern" 
Iment officials being able to 
IM rAIIDT overcome the codling mothI™ VvUHI problem and satisfying the
' . . ■ ■ Japanese scientists of codling
Victor Garner, of Kelowna, moth free fruit.
received a suspended. sentence  ------ —------- ——----------------
and whs placed on probation . •
for two years, after pleading
guilty to a charge of defrauding » . . feJrlOvv
the Department of Rehabilita-
' tlon and Social Improvement. I No let-up in the current cold 
। He was ordered to pay restitu- spell is in sight for Saturday, 
tlon in the amount of $924.40. I with, the forecast calling for
The weatherman played havoc 
with Okanagan Lake bridge 
early today, delaying traffic for 
about an hour from 7:10 to 
8:10 'a.m, A bridge official said 
vibration broke a wire in the 
bridge tower, preventing tho 
span from lowering to normal 
position following elevation for 
lake traffic. Vehicular traffic 
has been periodically delayed 
due to thick ice impeding pro­
gress of barges and keeping 
the span up longer than usual,
BY SAFETY COUNCIL
the chair.”
“It’s my hope that during 
1972 we can work more closely 
with the three regional districts 
and start to correct some of the 
serious water problems facing 
us.” • ' .
“A gratifying experience" 
was how Mr. Bennett described 
his two-year tenure in his an-
In addition, Mr. Bennett' 
thanked MLA Pat Jordan, mem­
bers of the B.C; Water Re­
sources staff and the board’s, 
technical committee for their 
assistance and co-operation.
Also at Thursday’s meeting,.’, 
a number of council-appointed 
representatives were named as ' 
observers of goings-on at water ' 
board meetings. ;
Mayor Hilbert Roth and N. J. 
Dick, P. Eng., were appointed, 
with Aid. Alan Moss as an al­
ternate. From Vernon will come 
Mayor Stuart Fleming, from 
Peachland, Ivor Jackson and 
from the village of Oliver, R. 
W. Sturgess.
Former City Bank Manager 
F. J. Willis Moves To Coast
........... I occasional snow and the risk of 
Willis Woodkey, of Kelowna, freezing rain in Western sec- 
was fined $250 for driving with- tions of the Thompson-Okana- 
out insurance, driving without Ran. High and low in the city 
a licence and falling to obey a Thursday was 22 and two below 
traffic control device. with no precipitation, compared
----- ----------------------- ------- —-• with 19 above and seven below
DANGEROUS WALK for the same day at the airport.
NELSON, B.C. (CP) - Eric Daytime highs Saturday shou 
Bolle abandoned his truck dur- be 15 to 25 above, with an over- 
ing a snowfall here recently night low today of five below 
When he considered driving con- to five above, 
dltlons to dangerous. Minutes' 
later ho was in an ambulance 
on his way to hospital after slip­
ping on a patch of ice and 
breaking his ankle.
Motorcycle Course Here
Motorcycle fans and would-be I Secondary School grounds in
devotees of the two-wheeled the fundamentals of balance, 
sport will have a chance to machine controls, obstacle rid- 
learn the fundamentals from ing and on-road training.
the stock' market is ordinarily 
not taxable.
Question—Is there a limit be­
low which Interest docs not have 
to be reported on my income tax 
form?
Answer—No. Interest income 
of any amount should be re­
ported, even if no T5 slip has 
been received. \ *
BREAK-IN
Kelowna RCMP are Investi­
gating on overnight break-in 
Wednesday at Midway Tractor 
Ltd,, on Springfield Road. In 
which about $10 was stolen.
the ground up this summer.
A three - course motorcycle 
training program by the Bri­
tish Columbia Safety Council, 
under the auspices of the Kel­
owna and District Safety Coun­
cil, will be available in Kelowiin 
in May and July as part of a 
five city tour of the province 
following a successful program 
In Vancouver last ycur. Tills Is 
the first time the sessions have 
been introduced to the Inter­
ior, 
, Equipped with three vans, 10 
instructors and eight or nine 
"bikes” the program, under 
Garry Walton, assistant, traffic 
section, of the BCSC, will offer 
Basle, Off-Road and Highway 
courses for both male and fe­
male participants.
The program will be launch­
ed In Kelowna May 22 to 28 
with a basic course al Kelowna
I
(Motorcycles will be supplied 
for this course only, but all 
participants In. the program 
must have a learner’s permit, 
helmet and gloves which are 
not supplied.
Tire program will resume In 
the city tor a two-week period 
from July 31 to Aug. 12\ en­
compassing basic off-road\ and 
highway courses, The off-road 
course will offer training lit 
trail runs and other types of off 
the beaten path riding, while 
highway classes will teach the 
proper procedures, of highway 
and freeway driving, including 
200-milc day trips. The courses 
will be supplemented with lec­
tures.
Participants must be 16 years 
and over, and program registra­
tion will be through the local
adult education office at 
owns Secondary School.
Kel-
Mr, Walton stressed the nefcd 
for early registration to facili­
tate scheduling of the program 
which Is, also open to women 
(there are two female instruc­
tors in the program).
Mr. Walton also hopes to train 
local Instructors for continua­
tion* of the program by the lo­
cal. safety council.
In conjunction with the 
courses this aummer, the BCSC, 
through the local council, will 
also offer a bicycle safety 
course for elementary schools, 
with training Supplied by volun­
teer local instructors.
From Kelowna, the program 
will move to Vernon, Kam­
loops and Prince George before 
returning to Vancouver.
To justify the program in the 
city, Mr. Walton would like to 
see a maximum regulation of 
40.-Anyone Interested In the 
program la asked to contact Ute 
adult education office at 2-4891 
as soon as possible.
Long-time Kelowna resident; 
Frederick Joseph Willis, 1946 
Pandosy St., has moved to Van-, 
couver.
A former manager of the 
Royal Bank in Kelowna, Mr. 
Willis was born in Lombardy, 
northern Ontario, and entered 
the employ of the Union Bank 
which later became part of the 
Royal. Bank Sept. 1, 1025. He 
joined’the bank Sept. 20, 1004 
at Lumsden, Sask., and became 
manager at Watrous, Sask,, 
March 22,1013.
Mr. Willis moved to Swift Cur- 
rent March 13, 1010, and be­
came bonh Inspector for the 
Saskatchewan district in June, 
1020, In February, 1024, he went
to Saskatoon as manager, re­
maining there until coming to 
Kelowna in 1930. He retired in 
June, 1945, and was succeeded 
by J. K. Campbell.
He has served as director, of 
the Kelowna General Hospital, < 
a member of the Canadian Club ' 
and the Kelowna Curling Club 
and was director of the Kelowna 
Board of Trade before it became 
known os' the chamber of com­
merce.
Mr. Willis married Marcia 
Annie Morrow at Lumsden. 
Sask., on OCt. 25,1911. She died 
in 1070. A sister, Mrs. Roland 
Michener, is' the wife of tho 
governor-general of Canada.
GOING THROUGH TOE RUDIMENTS OF CYCLING
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Words • Fail Bernadette
I n Ho use Of Co m mon s
The girl once dubbed Northern 
Ireland’s Joan of Arc has lost much 
of her remaining glamor in a wild­
cat House ot Commons scuffle far 
removed from her early impact there.* 
- Few freshman MPs have swept into 
Westminster with the appeal of Ber­
nadette Devlin, one of six children 
of a County Tyrone carpenter. Raised 
in poverty and a bright university 
student, sne was elected Independent 
MP for Mid-Ulster at the age of 21 
on a passionate civil'.rights platform 
—the, youngest woman ever to reach 
Parliament in London.
Self-schooled in the rousing words 
of Irish republican heroes, she took 
the Commons by storm with a maiden 
speech of such eloquence that mem­
bers said nothing like it had been 
heard this century. Overnight she be­
came the star of British politics.
That was less than three years ago.
Her eloquence was quickly spent. 
She hammered continuously on the 
theme of Ulster Roman Catholic 
grievances, but the fire was lost amid 
class-war tirades.
Words finally failed her this week 
in the Commons.
Enraged by her inability to get a 
word in, the psychology graduate tore 
into Home Secretary Reginald 
Maudling with fists and fingernails.
Afterwards she said she was sorry 
she didn’t go for his throat. Referring 
to the 13 Londonderry Catholics shot 
dead by British troops Sunday, she 
said each wing of the Irish Republi­
can Army had vowed to kill 13 sol­
diers in revenge—“that is 26' coffins 
coming back to England and. I won’t 
shed a tear over , any single one of 
them.”
It all seemed a long, long way 
from the days when former Labor
foreign secretary George Brown said 
she was so nice he could not resent 
het; diatribes, and when a baronet 
wrote to The Daily Mail -to say he 
hoped .Bernadette would eventually 
become “mother of the House.”
Now the tabloids are calling her 
“Wildcat” and “Basher Bernadette.”
Political Observers were writing her 
off as a serious influence. Walter 
Terry, political editor of The Daily 
Mail, said her display of violence 
was “about all she’s got left as an 
argument.”
“She has become rather sad and 
twisted and the tragedy is it could 
have been so much better,” wrote 
Terry. He said she is a particular dis­
appointment to the civil rights work­
ers in Ulster who had seen her as the 
supreme campaigner with access to 
the seat of power.
Undoubtedly, Bernadette had such 
a buildup from press and public that 
it would have been hard for anyone 
to live up to.
In her autobiography, The Price of 
My Soul, she compares herself with 
Michael Collins, the assassinated Irish 
nationalist leader of the 1920s whom 
she describes as “aggressive, bullying
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
VIEWS BACKED 
Sir:
In answer to Tom Cumming’s 
letter regarding Mr. Shilvock’s 
letter of Jan. 12, I have to go 
on record as supporting Mr. 




Centroveray and mystery < 
have been consistent com­
panions of billionaire indus­
trialist Howard Hughes. But 
few things in bls life have, 
matched t^e bisarre events 
surrounding a book which 
purports to be hls autobiog­
raphy. This Is the last of 
four articles on the world of 
Howard Hughes.
' By JAMES NORMAN
NEW YORK (API — For a 
man who. probably has been 
more serious than any other 
in his steadfast pursuit of se- 
, elusion, - billionaire Howard 
Hughes has had a remarkable 
career as the centre of contro-
a valid reason for him to do 
so. ' .
—Word came from Switzer­
land that the H. R. Hughes 
who opened the Swiss Credit' 
Bank account was not a 
gaunt, 6-foot-3 Texan but a 
blonde in her 30s carrying a 
forged Swiss passport in the 
name of Helga R. Hughes. 
' Later reports said the woman
While I’m at it, I might also
• put in a good word for the 
guards at the penitentiaries
who protested the bilingual 
badges.
If we allow that to continue 
we will have another Sturgeon 
Falls example here in a few 
years, and who knows maybe
versies. v
Living'behind an elaborate 
cloak of secrecy that only a 
fortune of some $2 billion 
could buy, Hughes became a 
watched-for and hunted man.
Nothing, it seemed, could 
bring him but of his hiding 
places—the Beverly Hills . 
mansion where he spent his ■ 
time with his former wife 
Jean Peters, the carefully 
guarded penthouse in the De­
sert Inn in Las Vegas and fi­
nally the ninth floor of the/ 
Britannia Beach Hotel in the
I have no personal axe to 
grind, but 1 don’t know what another Ireland. I say, people.
Mr. Cummings means when he 
says the long period of Con­
servative administration. As I 
recall it was very short as both 
parties were bickering and 
slinging mud and wouldn’t let 
the party rule. The Conserva­
tives dissolved Parliament and 
called for an election, in which
wake up and do something be­
fore it is too late.
Now for something for our 
city fathers to think about: 
When I retired here seven 
years ago, this seemed to be
Bahamas.
Hughes, now 66, dropped 
from sight in 1953 and hasn’t 
been seen in public since.
He refused to show up in 
court when Trans World Air­
lines charged hint with mis­
management while he was the 
firm’s majority stockholder. 
The result: TWA won a judg-
Centre
was a brunette.
Hoping to return to the 
quiet of his 300-year-old peas­
ant house, Irving instead 
found himself besieged by re­
porters. Angered by sugges­
tions that his lovely wife 
Edith, a Swiss painter, was 
the mysterious Helga, the - 
writer threatened to sue any-
Privacy
* One scenario would have It 
exactly as Irving now soya 
the whole thing happened: 
that he mqt with Howard 
Hughes at the times and loca­
tions specified in his .affidavit, 
that he handed the cheques to 
Hughes or an aide, but that M 
because of some whim on tho® 
part of the billionaire, he
agreed to take them back and 
have his wife deposit them 
and then withdrew the money, 
- putting it into another ac­
count
On the other extreme Is the 
scenario that makes Irving, 
the hoaxer who invented the 
. details of his meetings with 
Hughes and how he obtained 
' autobiographical materU1X 
from him. Irving has rejected^' 
this theory and has stead-
one who implied that
While bands of reporters 
camped in the Irving living lastly maintained that the 
room for nearly a week and ’ ’ ’ 
Swiss authorities asked the
Irvings to come to Zurich for 
an investigation of fraud, 
Hughes maintained his splen­
did isolation on an island in 
the Bahamas.
Irving returned to New 
York less than a week after 
he left, and with him came 
his wife. There were these 
further developments:
—Irving disclosed through 
his lawyer that his wife had
book is authentic.
; Another proposed theory Is 
that Irving was given a
. .. totally undiplomatic . . .an arro­
gant personality.”
Bernadette has never been far from 
the headlines in her three years at 
Westminster. A fund-raising tour of 
the United States ended in a row 
about what she did with the money. 
She was jailed for joining a stone­
throwing crowd on the Derry barri­
cades. Last year she gave birth to a 
baby girl, refusing to name the father.
As she wryly admits in her book: 
“I haven’t done miracles, freed the 
people, produced civil rights or lived 
up to the image of St. Bernadette.”
they were defeated by the Lib­
erals.
What has happened since is 
a very sorry tale and all those 
who are on pension have paid 
dearly since. It took the Lib­
erals almost three years to de­
a nice clean town and a real 
haven of rest.
What has happened to our 
city? We .now have bottomless
waitresses in some of our night 
clubs, half dressed in others. 
Where are we heading?
When we elect our mayor and 
councillors we expect them to 
set an example for others and 
cide on a flag under Pearson. . do away with this kind of por- 
He also was the instigator of nography and blasphemy. Clean 
the 30 per cent increase in UP our theatres, too. Why should 
wages to the dock workers we allow such pictures as Hair, 
rind Jesus Christ Super Star?
Less TurbuIent Course
which set off a spiral of union 
demands that has caused 
strikes and unrest in the unions 
ever since.
Seems that nothing short of 
30 per cent now is the first de­
mand by the unions. Then to 
make it worse the salaries of 
all members of parliament 
were increased.
Now when the Just Society 
of the Trudeau clan took over 
I’d like to ask what is just 
about it? They increased the
members’ salaries out of all
(Victoria Colonist)
Instead of attempting to buck the 
full tide, the Toronto psychiatrist who 
advocates more jailing of misde­
meaning youth might make better 
headway if he skirted the open chan­
nel for a less turbulent course. The 
soft approach to juvenile delinquency 
has far more advocates than the get- 
tough policies that Dr. Ronald Stokes 
would institute.
But there are far too many repeat­
ers on court dockets still which ap­
parently prompted the head of the 
Clark Institute of Psychiatry to some 
blunt speech. In a recent adress to a 
conference on correction services in 
Ontario he complained that judges 
too often showed a reluctance to send 
an under-1.6 offender to training 
school even though he might be what 
the psychiatrist termed “out of con­
trol.” ' ,
warning before imprisonment. Magis­
trates can order them to attend for 
up to 12 weeks in two-hour stints. At 
the centres they are put to work on 
such things as floor scrubbing (on 
their knees) and are given a vigorous 
physical fitness course. One of the 
centres is staffed by local policemen 
and the other by a volunteer team of
proportion and then they cry 
for the unions to cut their de­
mands; How naive can they 
get?
How in the name of goodness 
can we expect our youngsters 
to be good, clean citizens when 
we allow tripe like this to come 
to our city? What kind of an 
example are We setting for our 
future citizens? Surely if the 
trend is.not changed God will 
pass a judgment on us.
I say, let’s turn back and 
look to the only source that can 
help us to clean up our city and 
get back on an even keel. 
Namely, the Lord Jesus Christ.
J. E. GRETSINGER, 
Kelowna.
ment of at least $137 million. 
But Hughes kept his privacy.
BOUGHT NEVADA LAND
And wrapped in that se­
crecy, Hughes, in 1966 de­
scended on Nevada and within 
four years—at which time he 
left in secrecy—had become 
the state’s largest landowner 
and employer, around whom 
swirled a statewide debate.
Difficulties in firing Robert 
Maheu,’the man Hughes had 
hired to run his $300-million 
Nevada empire, almost
OLD POST OFFICE
All during this time the pen- Sir: 
sioner has been left on the bot- I was most interested in read-
tom rung of the ladder. Who 
cares about him; the Just So­
ciety ? the unions? No, he is 
left out in the cold.
Then the Just Society says
. . keep out of the bedrooms of the
•prison officers who, The London Ob- . taxpayers, they didn’t say any- 
server reports, are convinced of the thing about the Just Society 
value of the'plan. b.u™-h ke®Pi«* thfif hands out
. ,T . , ...... of the pockets of the taxpayers.
It gives them a taste of discipline ■
ing a letter signed by .Helen M. 
Duke, suggesting that the old < 
Kelowna post office be con­
verted into an art gallery.
Such a gallery. would be cen-. 
tral, could be used as-a meet­
ing place, have space for hrt
brought the billionaire out into 
the light. A voice identified as 
Hughes' spoke over the tele- , 
phone with Nevada Gov. Paul 
Laxalt in 1970 to affirm the 
intention to sack Maheu.
But last Dec. 7, McGraw- 
Hill Book Co. announced it 
planned to publish the auto­
biography of the elusive bil-,, 
lionaire. It was a publishing.* 
sensation.; But once again, the 
Hughes penchant for privacy . 
asserted itself.
First, the Hughes Tool Co., 
led by its general counsel 
Chester Davis, denied such a , 
book could be possible. It set 
up a long distance telephone 
call said to be from Hughes in 
’■ the Bahamas to seven Los An-
Some of the “attenders” interviewed 
were less certain. They agreed that 
while actually attending the centre 
they have it clearly in mind to keep 
The feeling is, said Stokes, that out of trouble, but the observation
the young law-breaker is being put was made: “You don’t think before
into a jail setting where he would be you get into trouble, do you? It just
happens.”
While, in its present form, the at­
tendance centre plan may be only 
effective in reinforcing the shock 
which many of the young people feel 
when they go before the court apd
under the influence of hardened crim­
inals. But, “my argument is that by 
the time he has reached that point, 
isn’t he one himself?"
He also called for tough adult jails 
to change prisoners’ behavior by mak­
ing them think about how they got 
themselves into trouble. The same 
thing should apply to the young of­
fenders and an experiment along this 
line that is under way in Britain would 
seem to be worth studying.
Two “attendance centres” are in 
operation at Manchester and Green­
wich for !7-to-20-ycar-old law break­
ers who report to them for specified 
periods of time each week as a final
packet of material stolen from 
Hughes by a disgruntled for-, 
mer aide and that he ingetf 
iously wove the document 
1 into an autobiography in ak 
interview format.
Still, another possibility, 
outlined by Hughes Tool Co. 
public relations man Richard 
Hannah, is that a computer­
ized readout indexing every
opened the Swiss account in item that has ever appeared 
the name of H. R. Hughes and in print about Hughes plus^i
had withdrawn the $650,000, 
placing it "substantially in­
tact" in another Swiss ac­
count.
—Irving’s friend and attor­
ney, Martin S. Ackerman, an­
nounced that in the “best in­
terest” of his client he was 
withdrawing from the case be­
cause he felt Irving at that 
stage needed a competent 
criminal lawyer.
—I r v i n g's new attorney, 
Maurice Nessen, hustled the 
couple and their children out 
of their previous place of se­
clusion north of New York 
and into a new hideout.
SHADES OF JAMES BOND
If the events following that 
Dec. 7 announcement by 
McGraw-Hill appear confus-
some notes by Hughes was 
given to Irving, who then used 
it as a roadmap in doing re­
search for a plausible auto­
biography. Hannah suggested 
the possibility that Robert 
Maheu, whom Hughes had 
fired in Nevada, could have 
leaked the material to Irving.
ing, the proliferating theories 
on what led up to it are posi­
tively James Bondian.
CAPITAL COMMENT
Just How Good 
Is Your MP?
DENIES LEAK
Maheu, central to a number k 
of the theories, denies leaking 
the material to Irving. Saying 
he understood the book was 
derogatory toward him, 
Maheu asks: “Does it make 
sense I'd leak it?”
Life magazine, which had 
contracted to publish excerpts 
of the book in three instal­
ments, speculated that au­
thentic material might have 
been stolen and given to Irv­
ing by “a disloyal or greedy 
employee.”
By FARMER TISSINGTON
OTTAWA — How good is your 
member of Parliament? Leav­
ing p a r t i s a n considerations 
aside, just "how well do you 
... —... think your federal representa-
geles reporters. The man on tive perform?, both in hik riding 
the phone told the reporters - • 
he had never heard of Clifford ;
Irving, the 41-year-old writer 
who claimed to have met
lectures, and also be used for Hughes for secret interviews 
travelling art exhibitions — all ................. ...as he collaborated on the
and in Ottawa?
Thousands of Canadians will 
be considering this question in 
the coming months as the next 
general election draws near. If
________ ..____  . . c .  - mentioned by Miss Duke. work. The reporters -'agreed 
R gives t e  a taste. Of isci li e Imagine just wasting three The room above the regional ' ' ~~
^ without institutionalizing them,” one years to cut the income tax a 
officer pointed out in the report; add­
ing: “Unlike a fine, which may be 
. paid by mum and dad, this punish­
ment is certain to hit them person­
ally.”
few cents for those on the bot­
tom rung of the ladder and hun­
dreds of dollars to the rich.
The old saying the rich get 
richer and the poor get poorer 
still holds with the Just So- 
cietyrNowonder weare all 
disenchanted with the present 
administration.
I say three cheers to Mr. 
Shilvock and many others who 
support him. I used to vote Lib­
eral but not anymore. I'm most 
disenchanted with the way 
things are going in our be­
loved Canada.
CANADA'S STORY
they had spoken with Hughes. ' 
library, now being used, is often irving, in New York to give 
the galley proofs of the book a 
final once-over, said he was
far too small and overcrowded.
No alterations need to be done 
to the outside of the old post 
office, which has a dignity and prepared to show numerous __ ____ „ . . . - ..- documents with Htighes’ 
more gracious bearing than so handwriting, authenticated by 
many of the new buildings—nor .
would the interior need any p 
major reconstructiondone td.it. CHEQUES ENDORSE 
It would be helpful if others 
interested in the idea of the There were two cheques.
building being used as an art 
gallery would write to your 
newspaper, giving their views.
Yours truly, 
S. M. R. 
Kelowna,:
endorsed by an H. R. Hughes 
and deposited in a Swiss bank 
account. Additionally, there 
were handwritten letters to
Irving, allegedly from 
Hughes, and a nine-page let­
ter to Harold McGraw, presi-
he also does his riding home­
work, and does it well. ,,.L
I said there were three gen­
eral classifications. Perhaps I 
should have said four. Unfortun­
ately, there is also the MP At 
the low end of the scale. He 
takes little interest in his Ot­
tawa work and is lazy when it 
comes to looking after his rid­
ing. Fortunately, this type is 
few and far between, but votersyour present MP does not mea­
sure up to your expectations, 
you have a couple of choices. j. ------ ,
The obvious one is to vote for a make sure, they are not re« 
turned to office.candidate of another, party. But 
if you want to support your 
MP’s party, .but not the MP 
himself, the problem is much 
tougher. <
Only by getting together with 
other members of the party in 
your riding and supporting an­
other man or woman at the
nomination meeting, can this be 
done. And in Canadian politics 
it is a rare occurrence when an 
MP does not get his party's 
nomination as often as he 
'chooses to Seek it.
have a responsibility to find out 
who these people are and to
In assessing the value of jui 
MP, the Commons’ Hansard Mp 
port is one guideline, but notTii
particularly good one. Hansard
makc contact with the machinery of 
punishment, perhaps it could be ex­
panded to include discussion groups 
where there could be self-analysis in 
the seeking of solutions to personal 
problems, London magistrates feel the 
need for such extension of the proj­
ect, and it most certainly would win 
favor with social workers in this coun­




In my view, there are three 
dent of the publishing house. general classifications of MPs. 
The experts also vouched There is the MP who speaks
for the many handwritten no- ' " ’
tations in the margins of the
frequently in the Commons, who
is active in tlie daily question 
period, and who plays a leadingtranscript which Irving said . . . .
he had typed from tone role in committee and in his
recorded interviews with party caucus. He gets a lot of
BYGONE DAYS
10 YEARS AGO 
February 1062 
Two young boys, seven years old, are 
credited by Ihe RCMR with giving a 
lend which led to the arrest of a 20- 
yeniMild man who snatched a money 
bng containing $774 from a drug atoro 
employee. The boys, whom police did 
not Identify, gave the constable informa­
tion that led to finding the bag in the 
sand on the Inkcshore near the museum.
20 YEARS AGQ 
February 1032 
Harry F, Chapin was presented with 
a life membership In the, Benevolent 
end Protective Order' of Elks. Over 
30 years ngo Mr. Chapin *as one of a 
itroiip who organized the BPOE lodge 
in Kelowna,.and he la still a member,
30 YEARS AGO
February W2
Kelowna’s quota for the. forthcoming 
Victory Ixmju Is 1340,000. Thia ta the 
largest amount to be raised for the war 
program In the Okanagan-Cariboo dis- 
Mel. Capl. C. R. Bull, chairman of tha 
Kelowna committee, sold the quota was 
n romnllinmt to the district, but meant 
that "everyone must do hla utmost to 
■nit the loan across."
(Front Courier Files)
Bert Lambly, Albert Scott and W. Short.
By BOB BOWMAN
There was an important dif­
ference In the early settlement 
of the United States and Can­
ada. The people from England 
who formed the colonies on the 
Atlantic Coast of the IJ.S. went 
there to stay. They wanted free­
dom and had no intention of rc- 
' turning to their homeland, They 
built solid communities which 
grew rapidly.
On tire other hand, the French 
who came to Canada wanted, 
for tire most part, to make 
money In the fur trade, and 
then return to France. That was
the land----- for settlers in the 
Quebec area and insisted on re-
Mrs. Mount was energetic in getting the One of the reasons why Canada 
ensemble together. Judging by Ihe ap- developed more slowly. Illsto- 
plauae, their first concert went over rlans estimate that only 10,009 
first rate. people from France actually rc-
50 YEARS AGO 
February 1022
Chinese Naw Year began Friday and 
was heralded by a tremendous bom­
bardment of fireworks , on Thursday 
night. The celebrations were insignifi­
cant compered to the days. before the 
Chinese Republic. Having cut off their 
pigtails the Orientals apparently decided 
to make less noise, to the relief of their 
Caucasian neighbors.
CO YEARS ago 
Febniary 1911
Dominion News: Throughout the Ca­
nadian west there were 44.470 entries 
tor free homesteads, representing an 
acreage of 7,116,649. This is an in­
crease of nearly 3.000 entries over tlie 
previous high record. 1
49 YEARR AGO 
February llttl 
The monthly meeting of theGlenmore 
Dramatic Soclelv raw the debut of, h ‘ 
new orchrMra, “Ilie Vagabonds.” mada 
bp b! S. Macro, Mil, S. Short, J. Vint,
IN PASSING 
hcavcri mate<for life and tho 
young remain with their patents for 
two years.
The opossum is no larger than a 
1 honey bee j8t birth. '
qulred formalities so they were 
solemnly aware of their Impor­
tant places in t|ie communities. 
' One of the most valuable of 
the early settlers established by 
Champlain was the first doctor 
In Canada, Louis Hebert, who 
was given a seigneury Feb. 4, 
1623. Hebert had already served 
in Acadia from; 1604 to 1613 be­
cause he wanted to get away 
from the lintrlgues of |he royal 
court in Pari?, His father had 
been physician to Catherine of 
Medici when she was haunted 
by ghosts after instigating the 
massacre of St. Bartholomew.
Huehes.
Then, even more sensa­
tional things began to happen:
-McGraw-Hill announced it 
intended to hold up publica­
tion until certain questions 
pertaining to the Swiss bank 
account were answered. '
—Irving swore, In an ex­
plicitly detailed, 23-page affi­
davit, that he personally had,
publicity, is frequently quoted 
and interviewed and, In short, 
becomes a national political fig-
has an index which lists, among 
other things, how many times 
each MP has spoken or asked a 
question. It does give a fair in­
dication of the extent of an 
MP's activities in tlie Commons. 
It says nothing about his com- , 
mittce or caucus work, nor 
about the less glamorous busi­
ness of taking caro of riding 
matters.
And it has one other dlsadvan-y 
tage. It is weighted in favor ot 
MPs from opposition parties. By 
tlie nature of the best, the Com­
mons is a place where a govern, 
ment back-bencher has little ' 
chance to shine. During the 
daily question period probably 
, 95 per cent of the questions 
come from the opposition 
benches. Government MPs can• uro. But the same man may, be „ ..
a poor riding representative, enter debate but often the gov-jg- 
Hla drive for national fame may eminent whip discourages such"
leave him scant time to attend
to the dally, mundane chores of 
looking after his constituents. 
He visits his riding infrequently 
and, when he docs, makes little 
t. i j . effort to meet with and talk tohanded two cheques totalling .. . ■ ,$325,1)00 to Hughes and Had “vcl“fie Joe; ,
given another cheque for Then there is the type of 
- -- ’ - 1 •• member who hardly ever
speaks or asks questions, Is 
never Interviewed by tlie news 
media and rarely takes part in
5325,000 to a Hughes aide. 
Then the writer took off for 
his home on the Mediterranean 
Island of Ibiza, saying he did 
not plan to return to the 
United States until there was
committce or caucus discus­
sions, But this member is a 
good constituency man. He 
spends most of his time helping
participation if the government 
Is anxious to get a piece of
ieglslallon pul through with a 
minimum of delay.
WHO’S HE?
The other day I saw a state­
ment from Gordon Sullivan, the 
Liberal MP for Hamilton Moun­
tain. He announced Jie did not ' s 
intend to run in the next cle<I i
tlon, My reaction, and the renc| ' 
tlon of many members of the—4
Hebert arrived at Quebec In 
. - 1617, but the merchants made
mained In Canada. life difficult for him. They did
Chnmphln was an exception, not want to see people get Into 
Although he was a great cX- *«—<— •*
Sdorer wlio opened up territory 
or the fur trade, -Champlain 
worked hard to establish perma­
nent communities. He allocated
TAHAV IKI IIICTADV people in’ his riding with their TODAY IN HlblOKY problems Involving the federal
farming which was Hebert's 
hobby. Ho supported his family 
from the produce of the land
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and often gave food to the 
needy. The merchants tried to 
compel hlrq to sell his annual 
harvests to them and paid hlni 
tlie lowest prices,' ’
Hebert's son-in-law, Guil­
laume Coulllard, is believed to 
have been the first man in CaiL 
ada to use a plow drawn by 
oxen In 1028, the year following 
Hebert's death.
OTHER FEB. 1 EVENTS:
1007—-First hall ever held 
Canada was at Quebec,
in'
1783—F I g h ting slopped In 
American Revolutionary War.
1 1793—Lt.-Gov. Simcoe began 
tour of Upper Canada.
1826—First Issue of La ML 
‘ nervn, Montreal paper.
1873—W I n n I p o g became a
cityl
1876—Manitoba abolished Its 
Legislative Council.
1906—X -r ays were demon’
Alralcd nt McGill.
, 1954-prune Minister 
Laurent began world tour.
St.
. By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Feb. 4, 1972 . , .
.'Gold was discovered, In 
the Fraser River area of 
British Columbia 114 years 
ago today—in 1858, Tens of 
thousands of men headed 
for the Wes'. Coast. 
Hundreds of ships Jammed 
with gold-seekers worked 
their way across the Gulf of 
Georgln to the Fraser, then 
nuule the, dangerous trip up 
the swifl-nnmlng river. 
Hundreds died without ever 
seeing a speck of gold dust 
but others made it and 
panned fortunes from the 
sandbars nt such places as 
Bopp, Boston Bar and Bar- 
kcivllle. When the gold 
fever died, l|:ousnnds of pro­
spectors stayed to found 
businesses and industries.
1003—The resignation of 
Canadian Defence Minister 
Harkness precipitated ‘he 
collapse of Prime Minister 
Johp Diefcnbaker’a cabinet.
1057—A federal grand * 
Jury In New York Indicted 
Jack and Myra Noble and 
Jacob Album on charges of 
npyingfor tho Soviet Union.
govcrnmonV-evcrything from 
pension applications, unemploy­
ment insurance claims, immi­
gration problems, rush requests 
for passports, even trying to 
find a Job for an out-of-work 
constituent.
He visits his riding often find 
usually Ips regular hours every 
week or Iwo when people can 
meet him and talk over their 
problems or state their opinions. 
He rends the local papers cure. 
, fully and keeps fully Informed 
on what Is going on, In his rid­
ing, even to the extent of send­
ing messages of congratulation 
on births, marriages'and simi­
lar happy events. He knows a 
lot of people by their first name 
and Is readily available to the 
average citizen.
BENT AND RAREST
The third classification—and 
It is not only the beat, but the 
rarest—Is the MP who somehow 
manages to combine the best of 
both of the above classifica­
tions, Not only does he take on 
special responsibilities for his 
party, acting perhaps as an op­
position critic to a cabinet min­
ister or heading up a caucus 
committee In some special field,
Press Gallery, was: "Gordon 
HulUvan, who's he?"
A check with the Hansard 
Index tends to confirm that un­
kind question. In the period 
from Oct. 8, 1970 to Nov. 19, 
1971, there are only seven en«A>, 
tries tinder his name, all butv 
three of them questions. Con­
trast this, say, to the index for 
Max Bailsman, the New Domo-
crat from Waterloo,In Ontario. 
The entry under Mr, Haltsman's 
name occupies over two pages 
of the IndeXMnd numbers well 
over 100 separate Hems.
Consider Doug \Htewarl, the 
Liberal MP for Okanagan-Koot­
enay, Ills name dovs not npm'au, 
in the Indux ut nlL Indicating nja, 
Hpeeches and no qiiestloiiH in tho1 
Commons, <
I don’t know Mr. Sullivan per- 
tonally, nhd he may lie a good 
constituency man, 1 do know 
Mr. Stewart. He has told mo 
that his particular view of how 
to be a good MP In to work hard 
on riding nlfnlrn and Is not 
based on an active Commons' 
performance. From what 1 have 
seen, ho performs hla riding 
duties well, both In Ottawa and 
on frequent trips back to hlsE' 
British Columbia constituency. T*
From the above you will real­
ize; that It takes all kinds, And 
there are all kinds of MPs in 
the CommoiiN, It's up to the vot­
ers to decide which kind they w 
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FOR LITTLE GIRLS
The nautical look is the big­
gest new trend in spring fash­
ions tor little girls. You’ll see 
it in short and long dresses
featuring sailor collars in outfits to party, wear. Shown 
navy or red middy braid and is the French school girl look, 
ties. It is found in everything The identical print dresses 
from play dresses and pant have contrasting big square 
collars.
What’s New About Women’s 
Lib? is the topic chosen by 
Christine Waddell, director of 
the women’s bureau, depart­
ment of labor, Vancouver, when 
she addresses a one-day seminar 
at Capri on Feb. 27.
The seminar, sponsored by the 
Kelowna Business and Profes­
sional Women’s Club, starts’ at 
10:30 a.m. and includes a lunch­
eon and group discussions in 
the afternoon. The seminar is 
open to all interested women 
and that part of the report by 
the Royal Commission on the 
Status of Women relating to 
provincial legislation, will be 
Highlighted during the afternoon 
discussions.
FROM WINNIPEG
Mrs. Waddell, who will be the 
feature speaker in the morning 
program started her working 
career with an owner-catering 
business in the YWCA at Winni­
peg, where she was born and 
grew up.
Her varied career since that 
includes a stint with a depart­
ment store in Toronto and ser­
vice with the British Embassy 
in Washington during the war 
years.
Back to Toronto and mar­
riage, she was engaged in pri­
vate enterprise in an apartment 
house business.
Arriving in Vancouver in 1947 
she re-entered the labor force, 
being employed with a catering 
company. Becoming a member 
of the negotiation committee of 
a union, she was elected record­
ing secretary and business 
agent for the International Un­
ion. This paid position she held 
for 12 years. ’
■ During this time her duties
HITHER AND YON
* Kelowna's Lady of the Lake, 
Wendy Nichols, hu returned 
from a wonderful two weeks in 
London, England, where she 
visited Jocelyn Burtch, daugh­
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur 
Burtch of Kelowna, with whom 
Wendy makes her home. The 
two girls enjoyed all the tra­
ditional sights in London, visit­
ed -.museums, cathedrals and 
Windsor Castle, Trafalgar 
Square and Picadilly Circus.
, They also travelled to Mans­
field by train to visit Jocelyn’s 
aunt, Mrs. Muriel Webster. 
Wendy found the Londoners’ 
flats and lack of central heating 
different. On her return she was 
met at Vancouver airport by 
her sister and brother-in-law, 
Mri and Mrs. Donald Kerr and 
Patricia Burtch.
Enjoying a week long visit 
here with her parents is Janyn' 
Locke of Vancouver who has 
been a house ,guest with her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard 
Locke of Glenview, Road.
Mrs. J. J. Blumer of Leon 
Avenue and her daughter Mrs. 
Paul Ponich of Hillcrest Street 
returned Wednesday night by 
plane from Regina, Sask., where 
they were' called to attend the 
funeral of the former’s brother- 
-in-law, Gilbert Smith. While 
there they were guests with 
Mrs. Smith, sister and aunt of 
the two.
ernment within the department 
of labor, in recognition of the 
increasingly important role of 
women in the labor force.
During 1970 the total labor 
force in British Columbia in­
creased from 836,200 to 878,000 
and women from 270,000 to 286,- 
000. From 1960 to 1970 the num­
ber of women in the labor force 
almost doubled.
In 1970 the bureau assisted 
men and women, dubs, employ­
ers, employees, union represent­
atives, professional personnel 
and students with departmental 
pamphlets and material from 
the departmental library and by 
explaining, statutory minimum 
wage and working condition re­
Women Are Now Comprising
One Third Of Labor Force
For years, women have faced 
major obstacles when it came; 
to the world of, work. The few i 
who escaped the ‘expected’ fe- ; 
male occupations such as teach­
er, nurse, librarian or secretary 
often found the going difficult. । 
Some career areas were desig­
nated as ‘men only’. In others, 
the career ladder seemed to 
stop abruptly at the middle 
rung. Rare indeed was the 
woman who has reached the ■ 
ugher echelons of any organi­
zations.
TIMES CHANGE
According to a recent release 
from the Public Service Com­
mission of Canada, times are 
changing. In this era when 
women comprise more than a 
third of the labor force, society’s 
traditional attitudes toward the 
working women are visibly 
eroding. The day may not be 
far off when the ‘full participa­
tion’ of women in the world of 
work is commonplace.
* the Public Service of Can- 
ids, the country’s largest em­
ployer of women, they are work­
ing toward that day. They have 
established an office of Equal 
Opportunity to plan, promote 
and co-ordinate programs to 
help ensure that all persons, 
regardless of sex,' are con­
sidered on the basis of sbili',
"There is still some prejudice । visuals. But the audio visual 
against women but you can beat side is just one aspect df her
t—I’ve done it. As a woman 1 
can get by on merit but I have ] 
to really work. On the other 
hand so do men. I work with 
everything from straight pro­
gramming to d e v e 1 o p i n g 
methods. My job is to make it 
easier for the statistican to 
analyse the results of various 
experiments conducted here. I 
like the interplay between the 
programming ~and the maths.”
IN EUROPE
Before coming to Ottawa as 
a foreign service officer, Anita 
Szlazak studied and worked in 
Europe for four years. Her 
background in economics and 
her time in Europe left her with 
a strong, interest in the area of 
international policy. After de­
ciding she wanted to come back 
to Canada she joined the bureau 
of economic and scientific af- 
: fairs, department of external 
affairs. She is responsible for 
, much of the external affairs in- 
, put into international civil avia- 
. tion policy.
; This involves co-ordination
v .1. Sue also designs and im­
plements orientation programs 
xor new staff and old staff go­
ing into new positions.
An ambitious person who 
wants to keep on growing, she 
likes being sent regularly on 
courses and seminars which 
means that she is always im­
proving her skills.
BUREAUCRACY
Carol Paumann of the Man­
power Development offices of 
the treasury board realized that 
the public service is a bu-
included, processing grievances, 
presenting appeals for Work­
men’s Compensation; Unem­
ployment Insurance ahd Labor 
Relations. She became a mem­
ber of the Advisory Committee 
of the Department of Education 
on Training matters.
In 1965 she was the success­
ful candidate in a competition 
for position of industrial rela­
tions officer; a position held by 
no other woman at the time.
In 1966 she was appointed di­
rector of the newly created 
women’s bureau which was es­
tablished by the provincial gov-
reaucracy and that .like all 
bureaucracies could be frustrat­
ing. Although she found this to 
be true, she, also found that it 
is simply a large organization 
which doesn’t have to be that 
bad. It’s only the people in it 
that make .it so. “By being in 
personnel I felt that I could 
help change some of this and 
it became a very tangible goal
Kerr Exhibition 
NowOn Display
quirements. Mrs. Waddell has 
fulfilled a number of speaking 
engagements and attended 
meetings and special hearings 
relating to labor, Human Rights, 
Food trades and others.
Interested women should con­
tact the program convener, Mrs. 
Mary Greer by Feb. 20 to facili­
tate catering arrangements.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sauve of 
Kelowna have returned from a 
three week holiday in Mexico. 
Although they encountered some 
poor driving conditions enroute 
they enjoyed the sunshine and 
sights when they arrived. They 
also made stopovers at Phoenix, 
Disneyland, Knoxberry Farm 
and others. Picking fresh lem­
ons, oranges and grapefruit off 
the trees was a treat they took 
pleasure in which added to a 
perfect holiday.
Tonight’s the big night for Kel­
owna’s dancing crowd. The an­
nual charity ball sponsored by 
the Kelowna Hospital Auxiliary 
which has been a tradition in 
this community for more than 
50 years starts at 8 p.m. at 
Capri. Live talent, dancing and 
a smorgasbord at midnight 
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receptionist for expanding new company 
in Kelowna.
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All Purpose
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Serve with Busy Bakerof°r$l 00
Sodas. 10 fl. oz. tin .... H ft Ww
and initative whatever ,.ie 
career area, whatever the 
echelon.
W. A number of women who are 
Tjnaklng careers for themselves 
in many different fields in gov­
ernmental departments are cited 
as examples of women who have 
Jobs that are for them, person­
ally stimulating and challeng­
ing. They demonstrate that in 
the Public Service the chance 
does exist for a woman to ex­
plore her full potential in what­
ever field she may decide to 
^direct her energies — finite 
simply, a work atmosphere
which offers, ‘A chance to be 
yourself'.
Gail Hanox, commodity of­
ficer In tlie department of trade 
and commerce is responsible 
for advising the Canadian gift- 
ware and handicraft Industries. 
She is one of the few females 
^■working In this field, but since 
■■ne was the only girl In her 
■■Economics classes in unlver- 
TSity, nothing has changed, she 
■ays.
PRACTICAL SIDE
, Since handicraft people tend 
not to bo very businesslike, a 
Serson In this field nctxls, to 
ave a practical side. But it 
also helps to have an artistic 
^Interest, too. When she takes 
travelling displays of glftwarc 
and handicrafts to trade fairs, 
■he not only promotes the crafts 
but sometimes help to set up 
the booths, Visiting places like 
Boston!, New York and Now 
, Orleans can be exciting but she 
really enjoys the industrial 
tours more, where .slip can see 
all the various crafts, how they 
are made and participate In the 
justness discussions, 
' The opportunities for com-
with other government depart- 
ments and agencies, liaison 
with the airlines and representa­
tion of the department’s interests 
both in Ottawa and abroad in 
bilateral air negotiations and at 
international conferences con­
cerning civil aviation. Because 
the work Js fast moving and 
varied, Anita keeps active and 
interested. Civil aviation, she 
says, is an exciting subject 
with tremendous political and 
financial implications for gov­
ernments.
Judie Ulyatt, training officer 
with the department pf health 
and welfare, helps people to 
expand their knowledge. It’s 
part of her job to create an 
awareness and an enthusiasm 
to learn. Thi^s is accomplished 
in a variety of ways.
For example, Judie produced 
a system of 30 half hour video 
tapes aimed at orienting people 
to their new Jobs in the depart­
ment. As producer she scripts 
the tapes, and designs the
for me,”
Treasury board, where she 
works, is concerned with the 
division of resources within the 
government and because of this 
it’s an important link between 
the political structure and the 
various departments.
Her job as organization and 
manpower development officer 
is really two-fold. One aspect 
is analysing the health of an 
organization. If it’s not effec­
tive it’s my job as part of a 
team to find out why. She is 
currently developing guidelines 
for employee appraisal which 
enables a manager to assess an 
employee’s performance. Per-
sonnel, she says, is one of the 
easier fields for a woman to
ANN LANDERS
move ahead; there 





This sainple of women Involv­
ed in the Public Service of Can­
ada Is proof that equality of op­
portunity is' no hollow slogan. 
As the country's largest em­
ployer of women, the Public 
Service is working to make the 
idea a reality.
The Kelowna Art Exhibit So­
ciety is presenting 20 paintings 
by Illingworth H. Kerr from the 
Glenbow Art Circuit. The show­
ing, now taking place in the 
Okanagan Regional Library, 
will continue to Feb. 19.
The exhibition includes vivid 
interpretation of our environ­
ments. His subject matter 
varies from landscapes and 
farms derived from musical 
and visual experiences.
Mr. Kerr was born in Lums­
den, Sask., in 1905 and studied 
at the Central Technical School 
in Toronto, the Ontario College 
of Art and the Westminster 
School of Art, London, England. 
He also studied with members 
of the Group of Seven.
He was an instructor at the 
Vancouver School of Art in 1945- 
46 and from 1947 until his re­
tirement in 1967 he was head 
of the art department of the 
Alberta College of Art. He was 
awarded a Canada Council Fel­
lowship for study in the United 
States and England in 1960. He 
is a member of tho Alberta 
Society of Artists.
He has illustrated such books 
as M. Campbell’s ‘The Nor' 
Westers’ and Kerry Wood’s 
'Willowdale' and published an 
autobiographical novel ‘Gay 





pulcr programmers are fan­
tastic, says Leslie Graham, of 
the computer systems program 
with the department? of agri.
culture. There is rapill 
ton and the average
Fireman's Wife Tells 
It Like It Really Is
Dear Ann Landers: I am a 
28-y e a r -o 1 d mother of four. 
Today is Sunday and we are 
horiie alone, Where! Is my hus­
band? He’s on duty—a fire 
fighter. «
We consider ourselves an av­
erage family and I would never 
consider asking my husband to 
change professions’.
This Is a man who loves his 
job. He works a relatively short 
week, 56 hours, compared with 
other husbands. But fire, fight­
ers are sometimes calk'd on to 
work ,24 hours at a time In case 
of a disaster. It Is part of the 
job and I respect his obliga­
tions. Once my fire fighter 
worked seven dayii straight. He
the line. In
tine In one position is about
one ami half years. It's my to 
move up, ahc say.s. “They don’t 
just talk about what I can do 
tor them, but they talk nlxnit
promo-{cninc home only twice, to 
staying i change clothes and get grocer- 
..... i ics, (Our men, have to buy their
what they can do for me. I am 
«*wouragcd to read nnd .study
jMtiul because of this, 1 
“been taking courses eycr
I began," 1 \
have
M nee
own food when on duty,! Our 
baby was »ix months old at the 
time, and sick with pneumonia, 
Our other children wore 5, 4 anti 
2-
There are times when I hear 
the .ilrcrt’i and my heart Jumps
a single day he
saved a family and kept a fire 
from spreading to an entire 
block. Sometimes those alarms 
in e a n someone’s fire-fighter 
husband Is about to slop Into a 
trap set by n deranged menial 
case. It has happened, *
The National Safety Commis­
sion says five fighting Is the 
most dangerous profession in 
the country-more dangerous 
than mining, longshore work or 
police service. । In the hack of 
iny mind Is the ever-present 
fear that one night a voice on 
the phone will say: "I am 
sorry, he didn't make It this 
time.” So, the next time you 
hear .the wail qf a fire, engine 
siren, thank God that the men 
manning that rig arc dedicated 
professionals w|io will give all 
they have,'to protect you and 
your loved ones. And say a little 
prayer for them,’ will you?— 
Mrs. Fire Fighter U.S.A,
Dear Mrs.: You bet "I will,
And thanks for making* It possi­
ble lor pillllons of Americans to 
see the picture through the eyes 
..r n til ।
because I know my fire figljter
•may be about to lay his life on'of a Ine-fighter's w.lc.
Menopause Topic 
To Be Discussed 
At Lecture
Is there a male menopause, 
not physical but mental? Why 
docs it affect some women more 
and some less? Is it true that 
many women begin to have 
weight problems nt this time? 
What are the chances of becom­
ing pregnant during meno­
pause? What drugs are avail­
able and how can your family 
doctor help? How does taking 
the birth control pill affect 
menopause? When can you tell 
if your irritability is caused by 
the menopause? What can the 
family do and how can the 
woman help herself?
These arc some of the ques­
tions which arc expected at the 
lecture-discussion at Kelowna 
Secondary School on Monday, 
co-sponsored by the Kelowna 
Registered Nurses Association 
and the Adult Education Com­
mittee.
Written questions will be in­
vited from the audience and 
husbands are especially wel­
come 1 to attend the evening 
which starts at 8 p.m. in room 
W123.
Speakers on the program in­
clude, Dr. A. R. Roundhill, Dr. 
Hnrbnra Massey, Ish Holmes, 
clinical psychologist and Dr, 
Derek Royle, gynecologist.
Program organizer ,1# Mrs. 
। Hetty Warner, UN, nnrt chair- 






Easy care acrylic, both cardigans and ft AA 
pullovers. Asstd. colors, broken sizes, ftavv
Men's Dress Shirts
Permanent press, long sleeves, stripes ft AA 
and plains in several colors. dtirtv
Boys' Oddments
Polo pyjamas, corduroy pants, shirts and
sweaters in variety of styles and 
colors. Sizes 12-16. 1.79
Boys' T-Shirt*
Long sleeved cotton knit T-shirts. RQl*
Brown, red, yellow, navy. Sizes 4-6X. Ww
Children's Winter Boots
Oddments in assorted styles, 4 Aft 
colors and sizes. Pr. Invv
Phentex Yarn
2-ply, navy, copen blue and ft OOft 
dark green. Approx. 3!/z oz. balls Vfor Wv
Tea Towels
Good quality linen tea towels. IQa 
White with multi-colored stripes. Ea, Ivl*
Children's Lunch Kit
10 oz? vacuum bottler 1.59







6 fl. oz. tin 5-1.00
Fresh Variety
Lettuce
Red, Butter, Romaine or 
Endive. California.
Canada No. 1 Grado ........
B.C. Gem
Potatoes
Canada No. 2 / II 'ks. / Jff
Grade. Cello bag .. A iB ■
PRICES EFFECT! VE:
Friday and Saturday, February 4 and 5
TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
Downtown Open Mon. • Frl. 9:00 ■.m» * OiOO
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 0:00 p.m.
Orchard Park Open Mon.-Wed. »:30 «.m. - 6:00 p.m.j 
Thur, and Frl. 9:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.; Bal. p:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
We Reserve tho Right to Limit Quantities
1 * 1 .v ** f,
5 SAFEWAY
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Austrian Skater Is Building Lead 
Karen Magnussen Ranked Fourth
Buck Running Out Of lime *■
To Catch Playoff Position
SAPPORO, Japan (CPI - 
When champion figure skater 
Beatrix Schuba of Austria;said 
she had the Olympic goldmedal 
locked up, the word* rat of 
hung in the air. '
But the 21*y e a r *o 1 d ibop* 
keeper’s daughter didn’t waste 
the words—“I don't think any­
one can catch me” was the way 
she put it,... ;
Then she’went on the ice and 
turned in a perfect perform­
ance, unofficial figures showed 
Friday. The nine Judges rated 
her first three c om p ul iory 
school figures at iho top. of the 
list, giving her a total of '9.6 or­
dinals—the: lowest possible in 
the platings, .
The ordinals are more impor­
tant than the scoring points—the 
lower the ordinals the higher 
the posting. With the point sys­
tem, it’s the other way around.
When the three figures were
completed Friday—three more 
are on tap Saturday—the Cana­
dian challenger, 19-y e a r -o 1 d 
Karen Magnussen of Vancou­
ver, found herself in fourth 
place, but still within earshot of 
a medal
UB. GIRL SECOND
Julie Holmes of the United 
States was in second place and 
a Hungarian girl, Zsuzsa Al­
massy, was third.
Miss Schuba is the best in the 
world in tracing .figures - but 
compared with the others, she 
is not strong in the freestyle. 
Excellent freestylars like Miss 
Magnussen are counting on a 
good enough showing in the six 
compulsory- figures -to win a 
medal by outclassing Beatrix in 
the ballet on ice.
But each segment counts 
equally in the final analysis. In 
six national, two Europeans and 
one work! championship, Miss
Schuba built up such an over­
whelming margin in the com- 
pulsories that no one could 
catch her.-
The first full day of competi­
tion in the Games Friday went 
pretty much according to form.
Ard Schenk, the 27-yearold 
Flying Dutchman, won the 
5,009-metre speed skating gold 
medal as everybody expected 
he would and appeared a solid 
bet to win three and possibly 
four gold medals before the 11- 
day competitions end Feb. 13.
HOLDS SIX RECORDS
He already holds six world 
records and missed an Olympic 
record by 1.3 seconds when, 
half-blinded by snow, he sped 
the distance in 7:23.61. His 
world mark for the 5,000 is 
7:12.0.
Shy Vyacheslav Vedenin, a 
30-y e a r -o 1 d Russian soldier, 
showed a strong finishing kick
metres—a distance equal to 3%
ROSS PHELPS — SPORTS EDITOR
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miles. Their countrymen, Paal 
Tyldum and Jobs Harviken, 
were well-frozen after trekking 
18.6 miles in the cross-country 
race as they nailed down silver 
and bronze medals.
Wolfgang Zimmerer and 
Peter Utzschneider of West Ger­
many got off to a fast start in 
the two-man bobsled champion­
ship. They clocked the fastest 
times in each of the first two 
heats totalling 2:29.37 and were 
favorites going into the final 
two runs Saturday.
Canadians Bob Storey of Ot­
tawa and Mike Hartley of To­
ronto stood 17th in the 21-sled 
field with 2:35.19 for the two 
runs and Hans Gehrig of Mont­
real and Andy Faulds of Bur­
lington, Ont., were 20th , with
United States Wins A Berth 
Finns, Poland Gain Entry
SAPPORO, Japan (CP) -< 
The United States, Poland and 
Finland each scored hockey vic-. 
taries Friday to qualify .for the 
championship tournament at the 
Winter Olympics.
'The Americans downed Switz-; 
eriand 5-3, Poland defeated1 
West'Germany 4-0 and Finland . 
crushed Norway 13-1 to advance ■ 
to the.. Class A battle for the ; 
gold medal along with Russia, 
Czechoslovakia and Sweden^ J
Switzerland, West Germany ' 
•nd Norway will play in Class B 
along with Japan and Yugosla­
via.
Thursday, the Czechs, beat 
Japan 8-2 and Sweden drubbed 
Yugoslavia 8-1 to gain entry into . 
Class A play. Russia drew a bye 
and was exempt from playing in 
the qualifying round because of 
their victory in last year’s 
world championships. <
U.S. coach Murray William­
son said he had not expected 
the Americans to control the 
game against Switzerland as 
much a they did. The U^, pep­
pered Swiss goalie Gerard Rigo- 
let with 59 shots while Switzer­
land bad only 18 at American 
goalie Mike Curran; <
"I thought we would not have 
as much trouble a^ we did,” 
said Williamson,''-"it turned.out
over Yugoslavia “but I know 
they are capable of an explosive 
game.”
"I think their style is a little 
bit like ours, but with their 
greater experience it will be 
real tough and it would be an 
upset if we were to win.”
The Americans held period 
leads of 2-1 and 3-2 and the 
Swiss tied the game- at 1:03 of 
tiie third period. But Tim Shee­
hy’s second goal of the game 69 
seconds later sewed up the win 
for the U^.
AHEARN SCORES TWO
Aside from Sheehy’s pair, 
Kevin Ahearn also scored twice 
for the Americans with one goal 
scored by Stuart Irving.
Defenceman Marcel Squaldo 
apd Charles Henzen and for­
ward Francis Reinhard replied 
for Switzerland.
Three goals by Laurie .MohQ- 
nen and Lasse Oksanen led the
to win the 30-kilometre cross­
country gold medal over a well-1 
treed, undulating course in one . 
hour 36 minutes 31.15 seconds. <
Vedenin, who ducked report­
ers after his win, is only the । 
second non-Scandinavian to win 
the event
Norway, the country which 
took the team tide four years 
ago at Grenoble, France, picked 
up more points than the Rus­
sians Friday by sweeping the 
four silver and bronze medals in 
the two finals and leads the 
standing with 20 points while 
Russia and the Netherlands 
each has 11. The unofficial point 
system is based on scoring 10-5- 
4-3-2-1 for the first six finishers 
in each final.
Germany showed its power in 
the bobsledding and luge com­
petition. A West German pair 
held a commanding lead after 
two heats in the two-man bobs, 
with Canadian teams 17th and 
20th. East Germans were lead­
ing in the men’s and women’s 
luge singles after two heats, and 
were headed for a sweep of all 
the medals.
NORWAY COLLECTS
Norwegians Roar Gronvold 
' and Sten Stensen won the silver 
; and bronze medals in the 5,000
2:37.18. ;
Wolfgang Scheidel, H a r a Id 
Ehrig and Wolfram Fiddler 
made it 1-2-3 for East Germany 
in the men’s luge singles after 
two heats. Poul Nielson of Cal­
gary was disqualified when he 
fell off his sled after hitting a 
bump in the first heat. He was 
unhurt.
The luges have two steeL run­
ners and the rider steers it by 
shifting his bodyweight.
EAST GERMANS TOPS
It also was 1-2-3 for the East 
Germans in the women’s races. 
Anna Marie Muller, Ute Ruhr- 
old and Margit Schumann were 
separated by only 38- lOOths of a 
second. Miss Muller clocked 
1:30.00 for the two runs and an­
other scheduled Saturday and 
the last one Sunday.
Hileki Nakano of Japan 
pla'ced first in the jumping part 
of the Nordic combined with
Bruins Adding A New Ripple 
By Sharpening Defensively
By THE CANADIAN PRESS I
During the.last few seasons,: 
Boston Bruins have been noted 
for their high scoring and hard 
hitting. This year they’ve added 
a new ripple—defence—and it 
may become fashionable in Bos­
ton for years hence, z
For the second consecutive 
night Thursday, the Bruins' de­
fence was hear perfect as they 
beat Minnesota North Stars 6-1 
and maintained an eight-point 
lead over New York Rangers in 
the National Hockey League's 
East Division.
The night before goalie Gerry 
Cheevers and iris team-mates 
shut out the Rangers in New 
York 2-0. Against Minnesota, it 
was goalie Eddie Johnston's
leaps of 269 and 266 feet off the 
70-metre ski jump. He earned 
220.5 points.
Rauno Miettinen of Finland 
was second with 210 points and 
Alexandre Nossov of Russia 
third with 203.1. But Nossov is 
considered stronger in the 
cross-country part of the compe­
tition, and could capture the 
gold medal.
The 15-kilometre cross-coun­
try race is scheduled Saturday
to be a tough game.” :.
He said that he was happy 
with the control the U.S., exhib­
ited but had been concerned 
about the Americans being too 
anxious around the het ahi con­
sequently missing good scoring 
opportunities.
The Americans will face Swe­
den Saturday in their first en­
counter in tiie six-team round­
robin affair.
Coach Williamson says his 
club wfil be underdogs for the 
rest of the Class A competition.
He said he was not impressed 
with tiie Swedes in their win
Finns to their easy win over
Norway. Yuha Rantasila added I g. ___ _ ,
EsfiSS; Mild Surprise By Canadian 
Jorma Peltonen and Timo Turu-L ■ • Bw [aurie Kreiner p|aces Fifth
Svein Hagensen spoiled al 
shutout bid by Finn goalie SAPPORO, Japan (CP) — 
Jorma Valtonen by scoring at| Laurie Kreiner, one of the 
11:46 of the first period after youngest competitors ever to 
Finland had streaked to a 3-01 win the Canadian open downhill 
lead. title.pulledamildsurpriseFri-
Poland broke a scoreless tie day by finishing fifth in the 
with three goals in the second non-stop run, the dress re­
period arid one more in the|hearsal for the women’s down- 
third to upset the West Ger- hfii ski race at the Winter
I Olympics.Leszek Tokara, Walenty Zie-I Berner, a 17-year-old 
Ont., student, covered 
course on the slopes of I Mount Eniwa in a time of one 
80al the fmal minute 42.64 seconds.
Goaltender Walerv Kosvl rec-1 1716 youngster who started iste?3® shSoSorPollnd*
I the Canadian downhill crown
I three years ago. She also fin-
Skiers' Psychological Problem KSX’S wJffi 
■ w . (last year.
Keeps Canada Down II) Standings I the only competitor to^turn in a
II ■ ** surprise showing in the non-
By THE CANADIAN PRESS .
SAPPORO, Japan (CP) - Be- ' 
fore the race, Canadian coach 
Bjorger Petterson of Inuvik, 
N>W.T., said: “If we can come 
3Qth in this one, it will be a 
i triumph.”.
t /There were 60 skiers in the 
i 3(bkilometre cross-country Fri­
day and' Canada came 32rd—
| Malcolm Hunter of Ottawa—and 
j Stith —Jari Omholt-Jensen of 
i Inuvik.
I J It was one of the wont show- 
i Inga Canada has' ever made in 
tills event in Olympic competi-
[I tipn.
'“It sounds like alibiing to say 
we should-never have gone into 
tiie 30,” Petterson said, "Our 
kids were the two youngest in 
; the field,” Hunter is 21 and Om- 
Ublt-Jensen 24.
I :jTop cross-country skiers 
jtually are at their peak in the 
9s. The gold medal winner in 
Ite event, Vyaschelav Veredin, 
120.
Canada’s best distances arc in 
10- and 15-kilometre events.
POLE TROUBLE
Petterson said Hunter was
anada’s best bet in the 30-kllo-
Just as he was strapping on his ®toP-
skis, an irate Austrian coachK^o^ tinished wito toe best 
stormed up and ripped them time ofthe day with 1:40.52 De- 
away. spite Friday’s showing, neither
With no time to argue the |8irl has been rated as a favorite 
point, Petterson passed Hunter for Saturday’s downhill. t 
nis own poles. One of the favorites for that
"Unfortunately, one had a race, Annemarie Proell of Aus- 
broken basket,” the coach said, tria, was ninth in the non-stop 
Hunter dashed away with unfa- with a clocking of 1:42.99 while 
miliar poles. I veteran French ace Anne Fa-
Later, while double-poling, mose was 10th in 1:43.00.
LAURIE KREINER 
. . . comes in fifth
turn.
In other games Thursday, the 
Rangers beat Buffalo Sabres 4- 
2, Philadelphia Flyers edged 
Detroit Red Wings 5-4, Pitts­
burgh Penguins downed St. 
Louis Blues 4-3 and Montreal 
Canadiens skated to a 1-1 tie 
withi Los Angeles Kings.
IT’S BAD NIGHT
It was a costly night of NHL 
action as the Bruins lost Ken 
Hodge with a fractured ankle, 
Montreal’s Terry Harper went 
out with a cut hand and Kings 
goalie Rogatien Vachon suffered 
a knee injury.
“It was a great defensive 
game,” said Bruins coach Tom 
Johnson. * ‘Everybody out there 
gave us a great game.”
The Bruins began stressing 
defence in training camp. They 
have been working at it ever 
since, and the success has been 
obvious. They have lost only 
two of their last 37 games and 
Johnston and Cheevers are in 
contention for the Vezina Tro­
phy. The trophy goes to the 
goalies of the NHL team who 
allow the least goals in a sea­
son. ,
“Last year,” said goalie John­
ston, who had to make only 15 
saves against the North Stars, 
“we’d be leading five or six to 
one and the game would end up 
7-3 or 8-4. This year when we 
get a five or six-to-one lead, 
that’s all they get—one goal.
“Sure, we’re aware we’re in 
contention for the Vezina, but 
every time somebody mentions 
it we let in four or five the next 
day.”
It didn’t take the Bruins long
4‘We’ve got to get going now, 
and nobody knows that better 
than us," Kelowna Buckaroo 
manager-: Wayne North said 
Thursday, “only thing is. Chilli, 
wack and Richmond know that 
too," he added.-
Bucks dropped a 4-2 decision 
to Kamloops Rockets Wednes­
day and with' the loss missed -a 
chance to gain ground on Rich­
mond Centeiinials, second last 
place team in the B.C. Junior 
Hockex League.
Bucks have 19 games left this 
season, and are five points be­
hind Centennials and 13 behind 
Chilliwack Bruins, wild hold the 
fourth and final playoff spot.
The last-place Bucks meet 
Chilliwack tonight at 8:30 p.m. 
and go against Cents Sunday at 
7:30, and four points added to 
their standings would put them 
back in the running for a play­
off .berth. \
Bucks have their fourth game 
in eight days against Vernon 
Essos at the Memorial Arena 
Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. Essos, 
'runaway leaders in the BCJHL, 
haven’t had much trouble with 
Bucks this season with two 
notable exceptions.
Essos nipped Bucks in their 
second meeting of the season 
and Kelowna came back in the 
next game to hand Vernon an
BRUCE GERLACH ' ' 
... steady bluellner
EDDIE JOHNSON 
... my turn now
or stick, a team spokesman 
said. He was taken to hospital 
for x-rays and the ankle was 
placed in a cast.
The right winger will be lost 
to the club four to six weeks.
At Los Angeles, Vachon hurt 
his knee trying to stop a shot by 
Larry Pleau that went for the 
only Canadiens’ score. Vincent 
Carter, Kings’ team doctor, said 
Vachon apparently tore a liga­
ment in his knee which was to 
be x-rayed today.
Vachon said he was deked out
of position by Jacques Lemaire 
who then passed to Pleau.
“I went to my right to play 
Lemaire, and then tried to come 
back quickly to my left and I 
heard something crack in my 
knee,” he said..
Rookie Gary Edwards re­
placed Vachon in the nets with 
13 minutes left in the second pe­
riod and shut out the Canadiens
8-5 setback.
North, who started the season 
as coach, quit and now is taking 
the job while coach Don Culley 
is on holidays, points to one 
line for Bucks’ success in recent 
weeks. The line of Ken Wenin- 
ger, Archie McKinnon and Mur­
ray Hanson has scored 24 goals 
in Bucks’ last 11 outings, being 
shutout against Rockets Wed­
nesday for the first time in that 
span of games.
Defenceman Bruce Gerlach 
also came in for some praise. 
"Gerlach is picking up a lot of 
the slack on the defence, along 
with Dave Okrainic," North 
said. "Okrainic is a very steady
player, and Gerlach is improv­
ing fast."
North doesn't plan any lir i 
changes, and expects win;/ j 
Blair Chapman to be back! 
action. Chapman missed thj 
game against Rockets because 
of a knee injury, but will likely 
suit up and take a regular shift.
to get their offence in gear 
against the North Stars. Fred 
Stanfield tipped in a Bobby Orr 
slap shot after 47 seconds of 
play and Wayne Cashman made 
it 2-0 less than a minute later 
when he banged in a rebound.
ANKLE IN CAST
Minnesota’s Danny Grant 
scored on a power play, but the 
Bruins added two goals in each 
of the last two periods as they 
extended their 'unbeaten string 
to 12 games.
Hodge suffered his ankle in­
jury when he was hit by a pucl
the rest of the way.
Pleau’s first goal of the sea­
son gave Montreal the tie after 
the King’s got their only goal 
from Butch Goring.
Pittsburgh earned only its 
third victory in 25 games when 
Bryan Hextail broke a 3-3 tie 
with his goal midway through 
the third period at St. Louis.
The win pulled the Penguins 
into a tie with the Kings at the 
bottom of the West Division, 
each with 35 points.
Rod Gilbert’s 34th goal of the 
season at the 1:50 mark of the 
first period started the Rangers
Fire Department 
Holds Bonspiel
The Kelowna Fire Depart­
ment will field one foursome 
and 25 others from the Okana­
gan will compete in the second 
annual fire department mixed 
curling bonspiel at the Kelowna 
Curling Club this weekend.
The ’spiel will start tonight
Habf Harper^ 
Has Surgery
LOS ANGELES (AP) — 
Montreal Canadiens defence- 
man Terry Harper underwent 
surgery early today to repair 
tendons in his right hand in­
jured when he smashed into the 
glass over the boards during a 
game ag a i n s t Los AngelejW 
Kings.
Doctors, in suburban Ingle­
wood said the one-hour opera­
tion was an apparent success. 
They did not say when Harper 
would be released or how long it 
might take him to recover.
Harper hit the boards after 
a bruising check by the Kings’ 
Gilles Marotte in a National 
Hockey League game here 
Thursday night and shattered a 
portion of the partition that runs 
along the top of the boards, se­
at 8 p.m. and will continue Sat- verely cutting his hand, A fan in 
a front row also was cut.urday and Sunday.
one of the poles broke.
"Malcolm howled and a®®^E J^DER WRAP
nearby Swedish girl gave him111' dress rehearsal was not 
one of hers-wlrich wasi consid- considered a true showing of 
erably shorter,” the coach said.p°vm since some top skiers ob- 
"At post No. 4, 7% kilometres vlously were under wraps.
out, he screamed ’Pole, pole’ Each country was allowed to 
and one of our jumpers, Peter enter five skiers in the non-stop 
Wilson, gave him one. run but only four of them will
"Unfortunately, it was a pole I be able to compete in the down- 
he had borrowed from a short hill race.
mine the third and fourth mem­
bers of their squad. Monika Ka- 
serer, Berni Rauter and Wiltrud 
Drexel were competing for the 
final two berths and Miss 
Drexel was the slowest of the 
three. Aside from Miss Kaserer 
and Mips Rauter, other Austrian 
team members will be Miss 
Proell and Brigitte Totschnigg.
Canada’s four-member team 
was not announced but it’s a 
cinch Laurie Kreiner and Judy 
Crawford of Toronto will be a 
part of it. Miss Crawford holds 
down the No. 3 starting position 
for Saturday’s downhill and is
BOWLING
MERIDIAN LANES
Tuesday Mixed (7-9), Feb. 2. 
High single, women, Vera Sen- 
ger 290, men, John Schmidt 
323; High triple, women, Vera 
Senger 729, men, John Schmidt 
838; Team high single, The Bay 
1138, triple, Lotus Gardens 
3205; High average, women, 
Dot Uedg 227, men, Nob Yama-
on the way to their victory at 
Buffalo but New York coach 
Emile Francis tabbed Jim Neil­
son’s goal as the key score.
The Sabres had tied the score 
at the end of the opening period 
and Neilson put New York back 
in front 21 seconds into the sec­
ond period.
At Philadelphia, the? Red 
Wings started fast with two 
goals by rookie centre Marcel 
Dionne but the Flyers roared 
back with three goals in the sec­
ond period to take a 4-2 lead 
and stayed in front the rest of
the way.
girl."
Hunter was right back where 
he started with odd-sized poles.
At the ID-kilometre turn, he 
came in howling his now-famll- 
lar cry.
"I. borrowed one from a some-
rated as Canada’s best chance
Austria used the run to deter- for a skiing medal.
Scoring Spree Barely Enough 
To Move Wheat Kings Past Natswhat reluctant Swiss FIS offi- , 
dal and passed it to him,” the! By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
coach said. I ■"After that, he just couldn’tLAn H-goal effort by Brandon
etre but he suffered a "bad lnn® Thursday night almost wasn’t
psychological problem" over a nXtiogfcal nrobtem bv then ” enou*h for lhc Wheat Klngs to 
frustrating situation Involving Psy™ti°8lcai prooiem Dy wen. | 
i kl poles.
luation Involving move within a point of second
"Some of our jumpers came 
< ut to help with timekeeping 
nd one of them walked off with 
ils poles,” the coach said.
Unwittingly. Hunter pleked up 
u pair belonging to an Austrian.
Posing A No-No
don scored five unanswered 
goals in the second. Vancouver 
replied with its four quick goals 
early in the third before Bran­
don cooled off the visitors with 
wo of its own.
A brawl then ensued and two 
players from each team were 
given the gate before the clubs 
traded another pair of goals.
Dan McCarthy scored Swift 
Current’s winning goal during a 
scramble after 46 seconds o 
overtime. McCarthy’s first goal 
early In the opening period also 
followed a scramble.
For Top Skiers
I SAPPORO, Japan (Reuter)—
The International Ski Fcdera- 
lon (FIS) acted Thursday to 
leny ski manufacturers free 
niblicity from gold medal win­
ters in the Winter Olympics.
! The federation ruled that 
kklers taking part in the Alpine 
flnd Nordic events must not 
pose for cameramen displaying 
adds with trade marki, 
, FIS President Mare Hodler 
told a news conference that 
competitors using sMs with 
trade marks must take them off 
before being photographed — 
meaning that. most iki gold 
medal winners would hove to 
pose qt the finish without their 
•Ills. ' ;
In jumping evenU, photo­
graphs would Ira allowed in be­
tween jumps provided |he brand 
• names on the skis were turned 
away from the camera.
; Anyone violating these rules 
would lie disqualified) Hodler 
warned.
_ place in the Western Canada
Inw Vnrinn U“8ue’"
■V" mIWI HIM Brandon'edged the western dl-
I vision cellar-dwelling Nate 11-8, J but almost blew the grtme tn theI min la0AflliA final period when Vancouver ( VV|U I vtlllll V I scored four quick goals.
_________ ' In the other eastern division 
HONOLULU (AP) — "That’s! game, last-place Swift Current
about as good as I know how to Broncos eked out a 5-4 win over 
play,” Bob Murphy said after visiting Flln Flon Bombers who 
posting a 65 for a three-way I trail Brandon by a point.
share of the top spot in the The Wheat Kings' victory 
Hawaiian open golf tournament gave them 50 points, one behind 
Thursday. Saskatoon Blades, while Van-
Murphy was tied with Dave couver remained in the west-
Eachelbergcr and Grier Jones I a r n -d 1 v 1 s I o n cellar with 22 
!^r..the flrst r°und ln <be pointe. Swift Current’s win 
*200.000 event that, offers a reamed them 31 points, two 
KOjOOO first prize. fewer than fifth-place Winnipeg
They were seven under par on Jets.
the Walalae Country Chib Three-goal efforts by Ron 
course, but only one stroke in Chipperfield and Robbie Neale 
front of another half dozen play- Jed Brandon to its win over the 
er* headed by Masters chain- visiting Nate. Chipperfield's 
at ca ®oody* I splurge brought his season total
x® ^a” ®°me “PCdacularly to 43 points and gave him the 
fo1* swing as the strongest league lead in goal-scoring, a 
field of toe year took advantage point ahead of Min Mon's 
of mild temperatures and near- Blain Stoughton.
perfect conditions. Half the field! Brian Cbatcs added two raid 
par 72. Grant Thomson, Donn Mc- 
That s what the people want I Laughlin and Glen Mikkebon
to see, $a!d Lee Trevino, in I one each for the Wheat Kings.
contention with • 68. I Vancouver marksmen were
They come out to see birdies Tom Gawryletz with two, Gord
•nd eagle*. You get your lead- Stewart, Bill Ennos. Dave Con- 
er* shooting two or three over stanzo. Pat Russell. Nellie 
par and the people are going to] Greene and Wayne Paulson, 
say, '"Hell. I can do that." and The teams were tied 2-2 at the 
go off and play somewhere.9 . I end <rf the first period out Bran-1 are having to Inka these days,"
Prices Are Hiked 
For Lions' Games
VANCOUVER ,(CP) - In- 
creased prices for tickcis to 
home games of British Colum­
bia Lions of the Canadian Foot­
ball League wore announced 
today by Lions’ general man­
ager Jackie Parker. •
Individual game prices for 
1972 will range from S3 a ticket 
to a high of $6.50. The previous 
high was\S5,50.
Tills incans that the top price 
for a season tickcc for the 
Lions' ,10 home games at Em­
pire Stadium this coming season 
will lie $65.
Parker said the increases are 
necessary because of higher 
costa and n deficit In the club's 
1971 operating budget. '
He described the Increases as
oka 236; “300” club, John 
Schmidt 323, 321, Isao Terai 
313; Team standings, Western 
Discount Optical 48, Makeups 
47%, Capri, Motor Inn 44, Cos­
monauts 43, Willows 43.
Tuesday Ladles 7 p.m. Feb. 1, 
High single, Carol Casorso 281; 
High triple, Pearl Brown 723; 
Team high single, Rockets 1147, 
triple, Happy Jacks 3192; High 
average, Dorothy Stoltz, Arlene 
Duggan 212; Team standings, 
Rolling Pins 126, Tin Pan Alleys 
119, Bombers 109.
Ladles Golf League, Feb. 2. 
High single, Isabelle Vanettar 
346;. High triple, Isabelle Vanet­
tar; Team high single, Divots 
1022, triple, Putters 2387; High 
average, Audrey Behl; “300” 
club, Isabelle Vanettar 346; 
Team standings, Climax 305%, 
Triumph 302; Wild Goose 284%.
VALLEY LANES
Tuesday B Flight (Mixed). 
Feb. 1. High single, women, 
Sharon Solloway 274, men, Ger­
ard Tone 277; High triple, wom­
en, Sharon Solloway 646, men, 
Dennis Wenlnger 645; Team 
high single, Snip and Clip 1085, 
triple, Aces 3123; High average, 
women, Mary Klassen 205, men, 
George Kozub 215; Team stand­
ings, Saskatchewan 950, Aces 















"an inevitable step which most 











9 190 135 65
8 164 166 52
10 137 146 52
15 28 5 122 159 35






34 11 5 168 96 73
27 17 8 138 117 62
17 26 10 148 195 44
17 28 7 141 172 41
15 26 8 120 156 38
Pittsburgh 13 29 9 119 163 35 
Los Angeles 14 33 7 128 207'35 
Games Tonight 
Montreal at California 




for the following area 
WESTBANK
Green Bay, Road 
Contact
The Circulation Dept. 
THE KELOWNA DAILY 
COURIER.
Phone 762-4445
Carrier inunt bo between the 












"February Bargain Days" continue. Shop tonight 
'til 9 and all day Saturday!
Allstate Truck Tires
6.70 -15 AQ AE 
Installed AiOavV Ea.
Allstate Traction Grip Truck Tiros get you through 
toughest road conditions. They feature Bclf-clcnning trac­
tion treads and a rugged, nylon cord body.
$2 extra
Sice Ply Rated Installed
8.00-16.5 8-ply tubeless 41.95
6.70-15 6-ply tubeless 29.05
6,50-16 G-ply tubelcBtr 32.95
6.70-15 6-ply tube typo 28.05
7.00-15 6-ply tube type 36,05
6.50-16 6-ply tube type 29.95
7,00-16 6-ply tube type 37.95
7,50-16 8-ply tube type 42.95
Tires Installed on Split 
Rim Wheels ................
"Express 55" Truck tires
6.70 -15 Ary AE 
Installed AI «wv Ea,
The “ExprcflH 55” Is Allstiilc's deluxe truck lire for long, 
mileage and safety, duo to Its First Line construction and 
long-wearing, nigged nylon cord.
Rise Ply Rated Installed
6,70-15 6-ply tube type 27.95
6,50-16 6-ply tube tyjiu 28.95
7.00-15 G-ply tube type > 32.95
7,00-16 6-ply tube type 34.95
7.50-16 8-ply tube type , .18.95
7.00-17 8-ply lube type 38.95
7,50-17 8-ply tube type 41.95
7,00-18 8-ply tube type 40.95\





Pork Free While You
.. $2 extra







- Friday, February 4, 1972
ENTERTAINMENT 
GUIDE =
DERREN NESBITT plays Dead Man's Shoes, in which ises an English village. in a Suitcase Show,
one of the leading roles in a narcotics gang terror* This is one chapter, in the Man
Have Suitcase 
Will Travel . . .
An exciting mystery-adven­
ture series, starring Richard 
Bradford as a man named 
McGill, an unjustly discredit­
ed American intelligence 
agent, forced to pick up the 
threads of his shattered 
career and begin life again. 
Man in a Suitcase begins to­
day at 10 p.m. on CHBC-TV, 
Kelowna. McGill earns his liv­
ing the dangerous way, tra­
velling around the world with 
nothing but a suitcase, a 
change of clothing ... and a 
gun, working for anyone who 







NO FUSS — LEAVE THE FINANCING. 
TO US — Only 3 years old} 4 bedrooms and 
room for a Sth: 1 and J^'baths; Many built- 
ins; feature wall; stove and fridge Included; 
very close to elementary and senior schools; 
vendor anxious and will assist with financ- 
'ing. If you think you can't afford a homo 
call mo on this one. Clare Angus at 762-3713 
days or 762-4807 evenings. Exclusive.
fr i'' •v u
JUDGE US BY THE HOMES 
WE SELL — For many years 
we’ve been singularly successful in 
introducing the right buyers to the 
right sellers. Helping to make the 
Okanagan Valley area the kind of 
fine community it is.
We’re ready to help you find 
the right seller or buyer, too.
Collinson Mortgage 
& Investments Ltd.
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Aye,, 762-3713 
Rsthrnd: S&oppera* Village, 765-5155
CLOSE IN LOTS OF ROOM — Sec and 
admire this older 4 bedroom, southside home. 
Large living room, separate dining room, bath 
and half and completely remodelled kitchen 
with maple cupboards, You have to see to 
appreciate. Call Wilf Rutherford at 762-3713 
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7:00—Will the Real Jerry Lewi. 
Please Sit Down .
7:30—The Road Runner
8:00—Funky Phanton











5:00—Wonderful World of 
Sports Illustrated
5:30—Wide World of Sports
6:30—Name of the Game
8:00—Bewitched
8:30—UCLA/USC Basketball




Channel 4 — CBS 
(Cable Only) 
7:15—Across the Fence 
• 7:45—Sunday School of the Air 
8:00—Bugs Bunny 
8:30—Scooby Doo .
9:00—Har Jem Globetrotters 
9:30—Hair Bear Bunch 
10:00—Pebbles and Bamm 
' Bamm
10:30—Archie's TV Funnies 
11:00—Sabrina, the Teenage
Witch 
11:30—Josie and The Pussycats 
12:00—The Monkees 




3:00—Rollin on the River 
3:30—Saturday Action Movie 
“The Terror”
5:30—Good Ole Nashville Sound 
6:00—Buck Owens
6:30—Lawrence Welk Show 
7:30—AU In The Family 
8:00—Hee Haw




11:30—Big Four Movie 
“Beach Casanova”
Channel 5 — CHAN TV
24 Hours 
Monday to Sunday 
Hourly News — 24 Honrs
MONDAY to FRIDAY
BRIAN LEBOE
6:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
6:55—Farm Report
7:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
7:30—CKIQ News
7:39—Weather Office Report 
7:43—Sports •










• 6:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
7:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
8:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
9:00—CKIQ News and Weather
Dracula 
Protected
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Uni- 
venal Pictures Co. is accounta-
9:05—Sunday Strings . 
10:15—Sunday Morning .
Devotional. , , me u> acw ueia uigosrs neirs
10:30—International House of profits from marketing of
.. .. his likenesias Count Dracula, a
11:00—CKIQ News and Weather Judge ruled Tuesday. 
11:05—International House of
M  to actor B l  Lugosi's h ir
Music (cont'd) 








Superior Court Judge Bernard 
S. Jefferson’s 40-page decision 
did not specify any amount of 
damages to be awarded Lugo* 
si’s son, Ed* George Lugosi, a 




PARIS (Reuter) — The first 
U.S. opera ever produced at the 
Paris Opera wUl be given a 
gala performance, Feb. 7 in the 
presence of French President 
George Pompidou, it was an­
nounced Wednesday.
The opera is South with music 
b y Tennessee-born composer 
Kenton Coe from an original 
play by Paris-based American 
novelist Julian Green,, who on 
the day of the gala win be offi- 
cially received into the Acade­
mic Francaise—the first for­
eigner to be elected since it was 











4:30—Wide World Of Sport
6:00—AU Star Wrestling
7:00—Rollin’ On The River
8:00—Gynsmoke
9:00—Academy Performance 
"The Ride To Hangman’s 
Tree”
11:00—CTV News 
11:15—Local News ■ 
11:30—The Late Show
"Madigan”
Channel 6 —NBC 
(Cable Only)










2:00—Creature Feature Double . 
Header “Rddan”, “The 
Mummy”
4:15—Saturday Great Movie 
“To HeU and Back”
10:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
10:15—Jean Pauley
10:30—Community Date Book
11:00—CKIQ News and Weather
1J:15—Nancy Edwards






2:00—CKIQ News and Weather
3:00—CKIQ News and Weather
3:05—Random Mike
4:00—CKIQ News and Weather
5:00—CKIQ News and Weather 








6:00—CKIQ News, Weather 
and Sports
6:11—IQ Alley (Tues, only)
6:15—Close of Day
6:30—T-Radio
7:00—CKIQ News and Weather
8:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
9:00—CKIQ News and Weather
10:10 pun. - 6 a.m.
CHRIS LANE 
(Country Music)
Hourly News; Sports at 
11:05 p.m. and 2:05 a.m.
1:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
2:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
3:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
4:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
5:00—CKIQ News and Weather
■ ■ ‘ '
6:00—Q News, Weather, Sports 
6:10—Sounds of Soul
6:25—Hymns by pop artists 
7:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
7:05—Bob Conde Concert
8:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
8:05—Bob Conde cont'd
9:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
9:05—Bob Concie cont’d
10:00—Q News, Weather, Sports 
10:10—Bob Conde cont’d
11:00—CKIQ News and Weather
■ The court held that the actor, 
who died in 1956, played the 
Dracula role for Univer s al 
under a 1930 contract that per­
mitted use of his likeness for 
the movies but no other com­
mercial purposes.
About four years after Lugo­
si's death, Universal began li> 
censing manufacturers of shifts, 
games, Halloween masks and 
other items to reproduce his 
likeness ar the vampire. Univer­
sal had ’ contended the heirs’ 




Hourly News and Sports at 
■ 11:05 p.m. and 2:05 a.m.
SATURDAY
6:00—CKIQ News and Weather
6:55—Farm Report











UNITED NATIONS (AP) — 
Representatives of six U.S. cor- 
porations gave entertainer 
Danny Kaye a cheque for $135,* 
569 Tuesday—payment for six 
million product wrappers and 
labels collected by volunteers 
for the UN Children’s Fund.
The money will be used for 
UNICEF rehabilitation work in 
the area of Peru struck by a 




SALES & SERVICE 
• Agents for Pfaffs, 
Husqvarna
• New, Used machines 
- • Service to all mach­
ines
• Free pick-up,* delivery
• Prices to fit your bud­
get
135 Belgo Rd. 765-8759






• Hearing Aid Batteries and 
. Repairs
• Consultant Available 
Orchard Park Shopping
Centre .
Phone 763-5844. Local 341
9:00—CKIQ News and Weather
6:30—Starlight Stairway 9:05 - 9:15—Peanut Club
■/Mt-** Amazing Kreskin (Uncle Eberieezer)
£“am 12 9:30—Shoppers’Village Show
• • 10:00—CKIQ News and Weather
9:00—Saturday Night Movie 10:05—Happy Day News
“WhereWere You When lO^S-AdultEducation.rpt.
«« J.,? . We,nt Out 11:00—CKIQ News and Weather
10:0Q—Winter Olympics 12:00-CKIQ News and Weather
ll:0O—Q6 Eyewitness News 
11:30—Winter Olympics





CBC Radio received 3,000 en­
tries from all parts of Canada 
this year In its, annual Song 
Market contest for amateur and 
professional. Songwriters.
MORTGAGE MONEY
$1600 to $10,000 or more
• Up to 15 year amortization
• No hidden charges
• No bonus
• No finder's fee
• Open from commencement for home pur­
chase, renovations, debt consolidation, 
vacation or any other purpose.
C.A.C. REALTY LIMITED
A Subsidiary of Canadian Acceptance 
Corporation Limited





CUT YOUR MILK 1/ 
BILL IN ......... /2 
12 qts* Skim Q rjQ 




D. C. (Don) Johnston
Don't let an accident ruin 
your future . . . be sure your 





1:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
1:30—T-Radio
2:00—CKIQ News and Weather
3:00—CKIQ News and Weather
4:00—CKIQ News and Weather
5:00—CKIQ News and Weather
5:30—CKIQ News




7:00—CKIQ News and Weather
8:00—CKIQ News and Weather
9:00—CKIQ News
10:00—CKIQ News, Sports, 
Weather 1
10 P.m. - 6 a.m.
(Country Music) 
Hourly News; Sports at 
11:05 p.m. and 2:05 a.m.
EAGER APPLICANT
LONDON (CP) — One young 
politician, it is reported, was de­
termined to appear on televi* 
qton. Delighted when an invita­
tion arrived asking him to,pan* 
ticipate in a discussion program 
for a fee of £25, he Immediately 
wrote back: "I should be 
pleased to appear and enclose 
my cheque for £25."
PLAN YOUR WINTER
VACATION NOW




. . . $299.00 and up
$299.00 and up
PUERTO VAUARTA - $299.00 and up



















l;0O—Cathedral of Tomorrow 
4:00—Encounter *
4:30—The New Majority 
5:00—Audubon











Channel 3 — ABC 
(CaMsOnh) 
7:30—Eight Lively Arts. 
8:0(MLet’s Catch A Wish 
8:30—Underdog 




10:30—Make A Wish 
11:00—NBA Basketball - „. 
1:30—Issues and Answers 
2:00—Hawaiian Open Golf 
4:00—American Sportsman 
4:30—Pistons, prop and Pilots 
5:00—Moyie ot. the Week  , 




' 9:00—ABC Sunday Night Movie 
"Ice Station Zebra’’
■■ ■ , Part I . 
11:00—ABC News 
11:15—Insight
Channel 4 — CBS ' 
(Cable Only) .
7:30—Rev. Rex Humbard 
8:30—Kathryn Kuhlman and 
Guests
9:00—Voice of the Church 
9:30—Ensign O’Toole 
10:00—Good Old Time Gospel
Hour 
11.00-NHL Hockey
Toronto at New York 
1:30—Pacific 8 HOites 
2:00—CBS Golf Classic' 
8:00—Sports Action Profile 
8:80—Face the Nation 
4:00—Cannon 
5:60—Animal World 
5:30—Sunday Award Theatre 
"Magnificent obsemten? 





11:30—It Is Written 
12:00—Merv Griffin - ■
COULD YOU HEAR BETTER?
YOU CAN TRY!
Service Center *
HELD: Monday and Tuesday, 
Feb. 7th and 8th
30 Day Trial Program.
$50 Gov't Hearing Aid Now Available
FRE& HEARING EXAMINATION 
CLEANING HEARING AIDS 
CLEANING EAR MOLDS 
SERVICING
Repairs to all makes of hearing aids 
25% Off All Batteries.
‘Most Respected Name in Hearing”
HEARING AID 
SERVICE
156QA Water St., Kelowna, B.C.
Phone 763-6995 for appointment or house call.
Channel 5 —• CHAN TV 
(Coble OwimmI 9)
10:06—Oral Roberts
- 10:30—The World Tomorrow 


























Channel 6 — NBC
(Cable Only)
7:00—Common Sense Grammer 
7:30—Golden Years
- 8:00—Streams of Faith 
8:30—Day of Discovery 
9:00—Oral Roberts
.......9:30—Herald of Truth 
■ 10:00^-World Tomorrow ' 
. 10:30—Council of Churches
11:00—Academy Award Theater 
"Yellow Sky”
; * 1:00—Meet the Press
1:30—Bishop Sheen 
; - 2:00—Music Box
2:30—Death Valley Days
3:00—Winter Olympics
5:00—Championship Wrestling ' 
6:00—High School Bowl
6:30—This Is Your Life





11:00-0-6 Eyewitness News 
11:30—Winter Olympics
MUSCLES MOVED
LONDON (CP) The first 
successful muscle transplant op­
erations have been performed 
at Middlesex Hospital in West 
London by a team et British 
specialists. The publication 
Medical News Tribune said 99----- --  old Zoltan Hargitay, for a maul- 
patients bad muscles trans- ; ing he received from a lion at ' 
planted from their lege and an amusement park six years






Solid Stereo Music 
Between News
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
6:00—CBC World At 6 a m. 
6:10—Good Morning Music 
7:00—OV Simul. News 
8:00—CBC "World at Eight” 
8:30—Music 
9:00—CBC World at Nine 
9:59—Dominion Obsvtry T/S: 
10:00—News Simulcast OV 
10:05—Music Til Noon 
12:30—CJOV-FM News 
1:00—Heritage Concert 
4:00—News Simulcast OV 
4:05—Caravan 




10:00—CBC News, Sports 
10:30—Panorama - Noctum 
1:00—OV Simulcast News 
1:05—Night Music 




7:00—OV News Simul. 
8:00—News—Simulcast 
9:D0—CBC News 
10:00—News Simulcast OV 
12:30—CJOV-FM News 
1:00—Heritage Concert 
3:00—Concert Classics ; 





1:00—News Simul OV 
1:05—Night Music 
5:00—News Simul OV 
7:00—News—Simulcast 
9; 00—CJOV-FM News, Sporta 
9:15—Sunday Morning Music
12:00—CJOV-FM News, Sports 
2:00—CBC News
5:00—News Simul OV 
7:00—CBC News
8:00—Heritage
10:00—CBC News Pacific 
10:15—Noctum
12:00—CBC News




VENTURA. Calif. (AP) — A 
810,000 j u d gm e n t has been 
awarded the son of the late ao- . 
tress Jayne Mansfield, 12-year-
the out -of -court settlement
Thursday on the suit originally 
filed for a $1.6 million against 
now-bankrupt Jungleland of 
nearby Thousand Oaks.
The settlement was reached 
by lawyers for the boy’s lather, 









Next to Strohm’s Barber 
and Beauty Shop
Give your special valcn- 
tine a unique gift . . . 
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POPULAR SONG
Close to 75 different versions 
of the song Snowbird, written by 
Canadian Gene MacLellan, have 






BETHEL, Conn. (AP) — 
Howard Barlow, the Voice of 
Firestone on radio and televi­
sion from 1943 .to 1961, died 
Monday bight. He was 80.
Barlow began his career in 
1919 as the popular symphony 
conductor on CBS and continued 
in the 1920s and 1930s as the 
network’s first musical director.
He is survived by his wife, 
Jeanette, known professionally 
as actress Ann Winston.
Death 'was apparently the re­
sult of a heart attack.
Although Barlow was well- 
known on radio since the 1920s, 
his fame dated from 1943 when 
he became conductor of the 46- 
, piece Firestone Orchestra on 
NBC and later on ABC radio 
and television.
BOTTLE CENTRE-
RETURN YOUR .. .





Slim Adam and George Anderson wish 
to announce they have sold the 
Jenkins Cartage Ltd., 
on thehr retirement, to 
Charley Adam, Gordon Thomas 
and Ray Wasman.
We wish to express our thanks to our 
many friends and customers for their 
patronage over the past 45 years.
We trust you will continue to patronize 
the new owners, who have been 

































477-A I >n Ave Kelowna
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Peter O To o l:e. has won a !
Channel 3 ABC
(Cable Only)
SEA FOOD AND STEAKS
4A KELOWNA DAILY<OURIER, FBI.. FEBytf, 1172
DAILY PROGRAMS
Monday to Friday Chonnel 5










2:00—Paul Bernard (M, F)
2:00—Galloping Gourmet
2:30—Let’s Visit




















1:30—Let’s Make a Deal




4:06—Love, American Style 
4:36—Wild, Wild West 





7:00—CBS Morning News 
7:30—Cartoon Time
8:00—Captain Kangaroo 









12:30—As the World Turns
l!00—Dialing for Dollars . 
1130—The Guiding-Light 
2:00—The Secret Storm 
2130—The Edge. of . Night 
3:00—The Lucy’ Show 
3:30—Gilligan’s Island 
4:00—Big Money Movie.




8:00—University Of The Air








2:30—What’s The Good Word
























12:00—The Noon Thing 
12:36—Days of Oiir Lives ■














The Duke' Cannot Foretell
How Long Style Wilt Last 
__________ anxiety over violence than did 
five decades millions have the young children
SINGAPORE (AP)
at some pr ejpu m a bl y great 
> ‘ American dying at. the back of 
the stage while they discuss his 
place in their lives.
“It is written in beautiful
elaborate English, polished to a
high literary sheen, which re-' 
calls the prose of another Amer­
ican mandarin, Henry James 
writes Herbert Kretzmer in The
Daily Epress?
swayed and stomped to the 
music of Duke EDington. But 
the Duke says it’s a waste 9* generous applause from the au
time trying to figure out how dience at its British premiere
Monday night but ran into atastes wiD change.“Do you think it’s some kind
of crap game?” he asked an .
interviewer Monday during a
stopover en route to Jakarta..
‘‘Trends in music depend en­
tirely on people. I can’t foresee.
Don’t worry about what it’s
going to be next week. That’s 
bad investment.”
Ellington, 70 last April, said
his music is "an accumulation
Ive been writing music as a
matter of brain inter-sound,
Jhe veteran com.poser and 
recording artist told reporters.
Following rave performances
in Thailand and Malaysia, El­
lington and his 20-man band are
giving two concerts in Jakarta
and then will perform in Singa­
STORRS. Conn. (AP)
speech professor at the Univer­
sity of Connecticut says predict­
able violence on television has
little effect.on young viewers.
"The more predictable the vi­
olent shdw, the less aroused the
viewer became,” Dr. Gerhard.
J. Hanneman said of a study he
conducted under an $8,000 grant 
from the University. oLConnecti-
eut Research Eoudation.
“Young children do not real 
ize the significance of the viol­
ence they are watching,’’ he
said, adding, that these children - 
show as much reaction to 'a
novel scene from Lassie As they
do from watching a brutal beat­
ing on TV.
He said the findings indicated
• that the more a person watches
He tested groups of college '
; students and groups, of .children 
from six toTfl years bf age. • 
He noted the coDege students,
$225,000 judgment against pro ! 9$
death and’injury^ showed’moreducer Joseph E. Levine and two
motion picture companies in
connection with his perform­
Justice Gerald , Culkin of the 
state Supreme Court rejected \
BAN SNOWMOBILES
MISSISSAUGA, Ont (CP) —
A ban on snowmobiles in a local
. damage to trees has been im-
Thursday arguments by the de- • 
fendants .that O’Toole violated 
the ternis'of his contract with
disgraceful conduct” during 
filming of the movie in 1967.
OF TRUE LOAN VALUE
1st, 2nd, 3rd MORTGAGES
HOMES APPRAISED ON TODAY’S
HIGH MARKET VALUES
BORROW $1,500 $25,000 OR MORE
For any reason, whether your home is paid for or not. 
Let the equity you have in your home work for you in 
lowering your monthly payments, home renovations, new 






Above examples based on interest of 1 to 1*4% per month
on the , unpa d balance amortized over 15 years. Open 
mortgage prepay anytime. Shorter term loans available.
c conic to you, loans are made confidentially -In the
orivacy of your home.
TELEPHONE DAN KILBURN — 763-6338
BUPRARD MORTGAGE
LONDON (AP) AD Over, a 
new play by Edward Albee, won
mixed reception from London's
theatre critics today.
The reviewers 1 were unani
mous, however, in praising the
acting of Dame Peggy Asch-
croft and Hollywood’s Angela
Lansbury, making her first
stage a'ppearance in London.
Dame Peggy and Miss Lans­
bury play the wife and mistress
posed by the conservation au­
thority in this Toronto-area
But The Daily Telegraph’s 
John Barber says: "Every Ed­
ward Albee play seems slower 
and more portentous than the 
' last. In •the latest, All Over, only
the tatters of his former talent
survive."
Michael BiDington of The 
Guardian describes the work as
a fascinating theatrical expert
ence.
Irving Wardle of The Times 
calls the play "a funeral piece,”
but The Daily Mirror's Arthur 
“Every one of Al-ThirkeU says: 
bee’s characters has (he ring of









5:00 p.m 10:00 p.m
9 p.m.








now are silent >
763-50221383 Ellis St




















7:00—Doris Day Show 
7:30—Medical. Centre 





































' 8:00—Marcus Welby MD 
• • 9:00—Odd Couple 
9:36—Ian Tyson
’;, ’"The Matchmaker





















9:30—Front Page Challenge 
19:06—Nature of Things
11:00—National News;




6:06—Monday Evening Movie 
“Wells Fargo”





























EDMONTON (CP) — During 
a three-month fall, tour, Citadel- 
On-Wh i e 1 s, the professional






7:00—The Brady Bunch 
7:30—Winter Olympics 









8:30—ABC Movie of the Week
"Second Chance"
10:06—Marcus Welby, M.D 




















Dan Rowan, co-star of televi
sored" by Edmonton’s Citadel
Theatre, gav.e-147 performances 
for 28,672 .students ..in,*27 Alberta 
communities, said director 




They tell her she has a 
puss and she insists
doesn't have a crazy cat.
crossing a rab­
bit with a piece of lead to 





Why don’t you tear over to 
Rlg-O today for a Ure deal
}31 Llllh A,I , f’l
Round-The-Clock Radio, TV
Nov Permitted In Britain
&ELOWNA DAILY COt®lEB, FBI.. FEB. 4, 1972j^AGE 5A«^ 
On the radio side, the enlarge­
ment of‘hours will permit the 
independents to broadcast be­
tween 2 am. and 5 a.m which
LONDON (CP) — In a move Authority, which regulates the 
that will bring some comfort to commercial opera t ion, had 
both private and public broad- asked that the available fourth
casters, the British government
has decided to permit round-
channel be allocated to its
the-clock . radio and TV pro­
grams but to defer indefinitely
the opening of a fourth televi
sion channel.
Private broadcasters, who
wanted the last of Britain’s
available TV channels, get a
consolation prize in that .they
. earlier were given the go-ahead 
for commercial radio, which is 
expected to become operative in
1973. The extended TV hours
also will give them more adver 
tising revenue.
They now have one TV chan­
nel while the BBC has two.
For the BBC, the announcer
ment by Communications Minis­
ter Christopher Chataway
Wednesday means it can extend
its radio broadcasting by three
hours a day while the prospect
of competition from a second
commercial TV channel is de­
At present the independents 
and one BBC channel are al­
lowed 66 hours of TV broadcast­
ing a week. The second BBC 
channel, leaning somewhat to
educational and cultural. pro­





Won.-Fri. 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
Includes
5 courses, salad and
dinner: roll,: coffee or
LOTUS
GARDENS
sion’s Laugh In,- completed -his-
checkup at Mayo Clinic Wednes- * 
•day after? having small cyst 
removed 'from his right shoul­
Rowan said other than having
the cyst removed,
shape.
He returned bo Los Angeles^
broadcasters. But Chataway
told Parliament he is not per­
suaded that the time has yet
come to allocate the fourth net
The minister emphasized that 
no decrease will be permitted in
the amount of time given to ed­
ucational programs and such re­
Phone 762-3575
Now! Heat a Five-Room Home with
Electric Hot Water Heat for $12.00
’Based on 8 Month
Heating season, 
(1,000 sq. ft. home)
A/L's RADIO S
TV SERVICE
Service to all color and B&W
TV. Phonos
Open Mon. throuch Sat











own John Deere snowmobile suit
AT NO ADDITIONAL
Payment on the Snowmobile
No Installment Payments from May until
November, 1972
No Finance; Charges until .November... 1972
.Nothing Runs Like a Deere. And here’s a great, 
special offer from your participating John Deere 
Dealer. Buy a hew John Deere Snowmobile
a Month*
anytime between now and April 1, 1972, and you’ll
also get a John Deere Snowmobile Suit at no
additional charge. You select the suit yodr prefer
from any of John Deere’s handsome styles. But
that’s only half the deal. Your John Deere Dealer
is also making it easy for you to own either a new
339CC or 436CC Snowmobile. You make only a
minimum down payment. And there’ll be no 
installment payments to make between May 1 and ;
•IWnolM th. MUI. and du,t .4 
■», >■• and <aa| n.al. Now, far th. ‘ tint Hma, hem... onartmania h2il7rfa7llww,X*.»,".’i!!n* *•* b* •••••'•d.wtafc aconam'cal Cot w.i« 
*••? at far l.w.r «o»l than y.u aver Ihaa.M aattibla. Thora*, tharma- 
fc.' wat« huHmV’JX.'*’"!; ’"V*11*"1*'" ’«.« ''»«lon af Iha '<.>1^7 
■iodld* " ’ •»•••■■». Np ply.., na link., na hollar., no chlmnoy
Far eampleta dotrita abent tM» wsuuing ekdrlc beating davdspMHOt 
ruH this w«P«n W at m eWatiea er pkme
, A. Simoncau




November 1, 1972. No finance charges imposed 
until November. You get a beautiful now John 
Deere Snowmobile, a new snowmobile suit 
normally valued at up to $89.95 at no additional 
cost, and special financing. All to introduce you
to the fun and excitement of, John Deere Snow-
mobiling. Offer good until April 1, 1972. See your 
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WEDNESDAY
Channel 2 — CHBC—CBC 
<CcM« Chaaaal IM 
4:30—One Northern Summer 
5:00—Video 1 
5:30—Get Smart 








11:20—Late Edition News, Spec* 
11:30—It Takes A Thief
Channel 3 —ABC 
(CaMa Only)
7:30—I Dream of Jeannie
8:00—Courtship of Eddie's 
Father ,
8:30—ABC Comedy Hour














11:30—-The Merv Griffin Show
’ Channel 5 — CHAN TV
(Cable Channel 9)
5:00—Hockey Night in Canada 
Toronto vs Pittsburgh
7:30—News Hour




11:20—News Hour Final 
12:00—The Late Show
"Marilyn”










Channel 2- CHBC CBC 
(Cable Channel IM 
4:30—Drop-In 











11:20—Late Edition News, Sports 
11:30—“Key Man”
Channel 3 — ABC
(CaMa Only)
7:30—Let’s Make A Deal











; 8:00—They’ve Killed President 
Lincoln
9:00—CBS Thursday Night 
Movie
“A Streetcar Named 
j fyn * *
11:30—Scene Tonight
12:00—Merv Griffin




8:30—Burt Bacharach - 
Special!! :
9:30—Here Come the Seventies 
10:00—The Bold Ones ..
11:00—CTV News
11:20—News Final
12:00—The Late Show 
; "The Naked Jungle”








Quebec consumers - workshop 
concluded shoppers would be
better served if guarantees an 
appliances were written in -plain 
language, if service costs were 
proportionate to the cost et the 
appliance, and if advertising 





PORT COLBORNE, Ont. (CP) 
— Alice Howe complained in a
FLAKDEAD
Yydcut tribesmen in Siberia go 
bear hunting armed only with a 
hatchet. If they fail to kill the 
bear the first time, they play 
dead to gain another chance at 
the animal.
Remember your valentine 
with flowers from 
art* flowers 
BY CHIC 
tt Orchard Park Sbappiag 
Cento* 
763-7777 
Unique in Western Canada 
"Combination Art Gallery 
and Flower Shop!" 




559 Groves Ave. 
(left nff South Fandosy; 
Phone 3-6551
LIZA GOES BACK
Liza Minelli in 1930s attire 
for her role as cabaret singer 
Sally Bowles in the Allied 
Artists release Cabaret. Joel ; 
Grey, Michael York and Mar­
isa Berenson also star in the 




MELBOU NE (CP) — 
Packed houses, excited reviews 
and wildly-cheering audiences 
hgve greeted the opening of Ute 
Australian tour of the Royal
Winnipeg Ballet
Ballet is Dazzling, said the 
, .. . .. x. • „ headline over one review the
letter to city council that driver- nmrning after the opening night 
less cars going through a car - -- - 
wash opposite her cottage hero
have rolled off the exit ramp 
and into the cottage. Council de­
cided to ten the operator that 
all cars must have drivers.
in Brisbane's top theatre. An. 
other headline was Magic and
new...
extruda.wood 
WOOD GRAINED VINYL PANHL 
moldings 
Wood-grslnsd film permanently bonded 
to vinyl bate. Won’t erack, chip, pwl—• 
retains Ite natural beauty for years. Baty 
to install —> cut with fine tooth eaw or 
snips — nail, staple or glue In place, 
Highly durable surface realsta eolllng and 
tbraelone—wipee clean with « cloth,HOW I light emoH
Four baalo colora TAN MARA 







Let your clothes get into 
the act when you take 'off 
for a fun vacation. Our 
expert dry cleaning will 
get them crisp and fresh, 
so you’ll relax in comfort. 
Fast service at no extra
cost.
Let us be your guide to better cleaning .
Ont hour 
'Kunmae 
TNI MOST IN DRY CL8ANIMO
Mortals Meet L
Within hours of the reviews T 
hitting the streets the projected 
two-week season in Sydney was 
increased to three weeks. Tick­
ets are sold out in Brisbane and 
there are few good seats left 
even in the-extended Sydney 
week.
The ballet company will be in 
Australia almost two months. A 
number of newspapers have de­
voted page-long pre-season de­
scriptions of the ballet which 
until now has been little known 
in Australia.
Critic Jean Sinclair in the 
Brisbane Telegraph wrote after 
the opening night: “Tlie Royal 
Winnipeg Ballet’s refreshing in- 
dividual approach brought 
storms of applause. Ballets 
completely new to Brisbane 
were done with eloquence of 
movement and butter-smooth 
technique.
"While the company is firmly 
classically-based, it well explore 
the reality that lies outside the 
fairytale confines of conven­
tional ballet. The evening was 
packed with sustained novelty.”
In the Brisbane Courier Mail, 
ballet critic , Constance Cum­
mins said the company danced 
with "unfailing confidence and 
•stylish exuberance.”
She added: "These dancers 
have great verve and strong 
personalities that quickly drew 
a warm response from the audl- 
, cnce which took to them whole­
heartedly.”
KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY
1054 Edis St, Kelowna Did762-2»U
WESTERN OPTICAL
LANDALE CLEANERS LTD
559 Bernard Ave. Kelowna, B.C
. CANADIAN HERO
William Hall wan the first 
black man, the first Nova Sco­
tian and the first Canndlaq 
sailor to win the Victoria Cross, 




'/ ^Tinted lenses, safety lenses and 
fancier frames higher. Plastic 






Tinted lenses, safety lenses 
and fancy frames at slightly 
higher'prices . . . and special 







Bring Your Optical Prescription To Us
WESTERN OPTICAL
DISCOUNT SERVICES 
Phone 1471 Pandosy St., Kelowna CHARGEX 
762-5035 Stores in Kamloops and Vancouver
TO FRIDAY
team

















your features, accent your 
personality.
dy’s son by a previous mar­
riage








News on the hour
Glen McIntyre 
(Sat Sun. - Mon.)
Louis Mason

































To Dizzy Heights Of Stardom
nature stopped a trial at the Old
Bailey. He was left in the arms
of a solicitor while his mother
9:30—OV Headlines 
19:00—OV News. Weather 
10:30—OV Headlines 






2:00—OV News, Weather 
3:00—OV News, Weather 
3:05—Billboard Open Line 





















4:05—NHL Hockey (Times 
vary upon where played)
6:30—OV Headlines





9:30—Family Bible Hour 




Edward Dmy tryk, a native of 
Grand Forks, B.C will, direct 








































6:35—Billboard Open Line .
7:00—OV News
10:00—CBC News, Weather 
10:15—Five Nights
10:30—Sports Scores
Bluebeard, which goes into pro- 10:35—®BC Programs








in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances 
1461 Sutherland Avenue
Phene 7632124
Now you can put it all to­
gether, under one solid roof 
or , protection. Your house, 
furniture, family liability and 
glass coverage — with addi­
tional features as: Mysteri­
ous disappearance, theft from 
an unlocked automobile and
credit card forgery — All 
this in one complete pack­
age.
IV>r your Insurance needs 
see Denis Aubrey at DeMara 
tt Sons Insurance today.
Phone 762-2132.
Canuck Game of the Week 
Vancouver at Boston
Thurs, Feb. 10 at 4:30 p.m.
ALBERTA BEATS THE
Bottles continue to be a pro­
blem in ditches, parks and bea­
ches. The Consumers’ Associa­
tion of Canada reports new Al­
berta legislation will require
that all non-returnable bottles
be withdrawn from the market
by December 31, 1972.
HOLLYWOOD (AP) . Billy 
Dee Williams, a 34-year-old 
black actor, .is a suddenly hot 
movie and television property
Williams, a 14-year acting vet­
eran, became an overnight star 
last Nov. 3 in Brian’s Song, 
which ABC said drew the larg 
est audience of.any movie ever 
made for television—and rave 
reviews.
The six-foot-tall Billy played 




tress Shirley Jones and her hus­
band, actor Jack Cassidy, have 
agreed on a trial separation 
after 15 years of marriage.
The actress, star of The Par 
tridge Family television series 
said Thursday that no formal
legal action was planned. The 
couple were married in 1956 
They have three sons.
Singer David Cassidy, also a 





• Repairs to AU Makes of
Electric Shavers
professional football star’s real- 
life , friendship' with his late 
 
white, Chicago Bears 
mate, Brian Piccolo
appeared in the court facing a
charge of possessing forged £5
notes. After two hours,
month-old Simon decided ne had
A locker-room scene
Sayers tearfully tells his beefy
fellow players of Piccolo’s ill­
ness—lung cancer, fatal at 26—
James Caan also was brilliant
as Piccolo, and one reviewer
asked "How do you split an 
Emmy?. Both deserve to
win."
ABC and Columbia Pictures
have released the TV feature to
theatres, and for Billy die offers
are rolling in—three TV series, 
two features so far.
Viewers will see Williams
again Feb. 4 as a convict boss
in CBS’ 90-minute version of
Truman Capote’s The Glass 
House filmed entirely at the 
Utah State prison with real pris­
oners as extras.
waited long enough and made a
heated protest An appeal was
granted to change his diapers 












Just as you. choose make-up,
clothes to complement your
own fashion look .
choose eyewear to flatter





Spring is just around the comer
Now is the time to overhaul your machinery
and equipment
Take advantage of our 35 years experience.
MIDVALLEY
PAV1N G CONSTRUCTION LIMITED




* . I 1 11 '.. »i .
Subdivisions, Sewer and Modern Equipment and








Phone: 762-3039594 Bernard Ave
ti
Customatic Tint Lock
Picture Tube—7 Year Protection Plan
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FRIDAY
Channel 2 — CHBC — CBC
(Cable Channel 13)






























“Dr. Goldfoot and the
CHAN TV
7:00—Story Theatre







8:30—Friday Night Movie 




Actor Divorces Wife Again
SANTO DOMINGO (Reuter)
Actor George C. Scott and his 
Montreal-born wife, actress Col­
leen Dewhurst, were divorced
mony of $4,165 a month in addl 
tion to a straight yearly pay
ment of $55,000.
recently for the second time.
The first time Scott, 44, and
Colleen were divorced was in
Up to Date
The couple have two children 
by their marriage, Alexander
and Campbell, who will together
Juarez, Mexico, in July, 1965. receive a total of $5,000 a year.
They remarried in July, 1967 Another clause in the divorce
Miss Dewhurst, 47, was in settlement says that if Scott 
court when the divorce was earns more than $170,000 in a 
granted. Scott, winner of an ...year, Miss Dewhurst will re­
Oscar last year as best actor, ceive an additional $20,000 that 
for his appearance in the movie
Patton—an award he refused to
accept—was represented by a
lawyer.
Court was told Miss Dewhurst 
will receive a separation allow 
ance and that Scott will' pay ali
PROTECT TREES
QUEBEC (CP) — The Quebec
department of lands and forests
is issuing special warning signs
to tree farmers this winter in a
! move to protect young trees 
from damage caused by snow
Canadian - born actor Ray­
mond Burr, star of TV S Iron­
side drama series, has volun 
teered his time to make a 30- 
second television film to pro­
mote The Ability Fund, a na 
tional ■ campaign conducted in 
Canada on behalf of physically- 
disabled Canadians.
year.
Their home in South Salem,
N.Y., valued at $750,000 was
given to Miss Dewhurst.
Les Grands Ballets,Canadians 
of Montreal pay homage to ■ 
composer Igor Stravinsky with 
An Evening of Stravinsky, the. 
first of their 1972 ballet series
Dances have been created for 
the company to the music of 
three Stravinsky works, Fire­










1618 Pandosy St., Kelowna
Television
Featuring
26" (315 sq. in.) Spectra-Briie Picture Tube
• C.G.E. “One Touch” Color Tuning System
Automatic Fine Tuning Control (AFC)
Insta-View with Switch
Set & Forget Volume Control
Contemporary Cabinet in Walnut Grain
Warranty—1 Year y *599 .00
BARR & ANDERSON
Open Fridays Until 9:00 p.m
Appears before water board *
> ■
DISTR,CT PAGE Vernons Carnival
Make Rutland A Municipality KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, FBI., FEB. 4. 1972 PAGE 11Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank
"Newcomer" Urges In Brief MUSEUM NOTES
Underway Tonight
"immediate” incorpora-* The ________
rtion of Rutland as a municipal­
ity was urged by relative Kel- 
jtawna newcomer. E. R. Collins, 
fit the regular meeting of the
f Okanagan Basin Water Board 
^Thursday.
Describing himself as a “pri- 
' vate citizen interested in the 
orderly development of the Oka- 
;' nagan basin,’’ Mr. Collins had 
* other suggestions in a summary 
of a 13-page brief to the board, 
c. Mr. Collins, who has only re- 
sided in the city for 18 months, 
rariso advocated extension of 
- "Kelowna boundaries, which he 
deemed necessary “if it wishes 
/to grow.” He added no city 
*could remain “static” in a 
' growing community such as is 
envisioned in the area today.
, His brief urged immediate 
w consideration to extending the 
^flkity’s boundaries to . include 
ponits which could be 
^■Kved "relatively easy from 
recently installed Five 
' Bridges collector and the Ethel 
Street trunk line.”
VIGOROUS GROWTH
Mr. Collins described Rutland 
as a "vigorously growing” com­
munity of 10,000 people repre­
senting about 52 per cent of 
^Kelowna’s population, 
rir "It Is unrealistic to expect it
to continue to expand on unser- 
vietd land or on servicing de- 1 
veloped by private interests, i 
and without being incorporated ' 
as a municipality.” Mr. Collins ' 
added Rutland "cannot be per­
mitted to expand on a haphaz­
ard basis or on septic tanks any 
longer," and that incorporation 
should be done on a "voluntary 
basis.” Failing this, incorpor­
ation must be done "involuntar­
ily” the brief added.
The speaker also had some­
thing for the Regional District 
ot Central Okanagan, which he 
said should restrict construction 
of new multi-family dwellings 
and tourist accommodation 
astride Lakeshore Road until 
piped services were available. 
The regional district should also 
set up a short-term program for 
the acquisition of privately-own­
ed sewage disposal plants and 
systems.
Mr. Collins said his brief was 
designed to "direct attention” 
primarily to those section's of 
the Okanagan Basin Study deal-, 
ing with water quality and social 
and economic aspects. The 
brief was also directed, to a 
lesser extent, on waste treat­
ment, with particular emphasis 
on residential development and 
sewage treatment.
Regional District of Central 
Okanagan chairman W. C. Ben­
nett, suggested a copy of the 
brief be sent to the district 
board, adding he could have a 
"real good discussion'* with Mr. 
Collins on some aspects of the 
brief. Mr. Collins said that was 
the "main object” of the brief. 
ROTH AGREES
From Mayor Hilbert Roth. 
Mr. Collins was commended for 
his presentation. He added he 
agreed "wholeheartedly'’ with 
recommendations made in the 
brief about Rutland.
In self-defence, Rutland board 
member, Mel Marshall, said he 
thought it was "up to the peo­
ple ot Rutland” if they wanted 
to incorporate their community 
and added Rutland had two 
sewage systems and one large 
system. He was referring to 
reference in the brief to pin­
pointing septic tank use.
With all due respect to Mr. 
Collins, the brief was received 
and filed by the boArd follow­
ing a suggestion by chairman 
Len Bawtree the brief be sub­
mitted to the regional district.
Getting A Ferry 
Wasn't So Easy
Most of the preparations have 
been made, the townsfolk are 
keyed up and ready to go and 
today the Vernon Winter Cami- 
vaL our northern neighbor’s an­
nual 10-day midwinter bash,
Kiwanis Club will sponsor a 
Chinese New Year’s Dance at 





WESTBANK (Special) — St. 
It George’s Anglican Guild, West- < 
bank, held their February meet- 
ing Tuesday evening with 15 
members in attendance.
A card of thanks was read 
from Mrs. Ida Brown and her 
son Robert for all the prayers 
said for Robert while he was 
undergoing an operation in the 
U.S., as well as for other help 
' given. Robert is at home how 
c and improving every day.
It was moved that all bills be 
1 paid and a letter to be written 
to Ernie Burnett thanking him 
,for all the plants he has given 
-jv to St George’s Church. A dis- 
> cussion on candles took place 
and an order for a box will be 
: sent.
J. H. Blackey, who recently 
. moved from Westbank and went 
- to Kelowna, has been seriously 
< ill and had to return from his 
< holiday in California for an 
operation. He is now . on the 
mend.
Mrs. John Brown, who moved 
with her family to Vancouver 
iiome time ago, and was a most 
"active member of the Guild and 
the Eastern Star in Kelowna, 
has been very ill.
There is a telephone now in 
the hall and the expense will be 
shared wiht the kindergarten, 
guild and church committee.
A discussion on catering took 
place and a report on the parish 
supper was given.
The guild will hold a whist 
j drive on Feb.'11 in the Parish 
Hall. Mrs. J. Paynter and Mrs. 
! Mackay will arrange the af- 
•■.j^Jair. •••■’•
A discussion also took place 
’ regarding a spring bake sale 
and tea. It was decided to have 
this on April 8.
It was also decided to have 
a get-together for those con­
firmed last year and this year’s 
confirmation class, on Feb. 16, 
at 6:30 p.m. will be sponsored 
by the guild.
Mrs. Campbell was introduced 
to the members. She gave a 
talk and demonstration on dolls; 
1 low to'make apple dolls and 
low she restores dolls and show­
ed a wonderful collection.
Mrs. Campbell said some dolls 
that have been around a while 
are worth a lot. of money and 
in the United States, doll col­
lecting comes third in popular­
ity.
Mrs. Campbell makes her 
apple dolls by peeling a large 
delicious apple, dipping it in 
lemon and drying it. She carves 
out the face and uses small 
pearl beads for teeth. The dolls 
have varnished faces and look 
realistic. The one she showed 
was a little old lady sitting on 
a chair. Mrs. Campbell has 
mended and re-stuffed dolls for 
charity organizations to re-sell.
PEACHLAND (Special) — St. 
Margaret’s Anglican Church, 
Peachland, and St. George’s 
Anglican Church, Westbank, are 
to have a new minister.
Rev. Raymond G. Bray and 
Mrs. Bray are expected to ar­
rive this .week, and will reside 
in Westbank. The two westside 
churches have been without the 
services of regular clergy since 
last July when Cannon Robert 
Brown became full time priest 
at St. Michael and All Angels 
in Kelowna.
The Rev. and Mrs. Bray are 
coming from the Parish of Fern­
ie Diocese of Kootenay where 
the Reverend Bray has served 
since 1965.
Rev. Bray was born in Toron­
to and received most of his ed­
ucation in Ontario. He attended 
the University of Toronto, for 
two years, Sir George Williams 
University, Montreal, for two 
years and Huron College, Loh- 
don, Ont
He was ordained Deacon on 
May 15,1960, and as priest May 
14, 1961.
Prior to ordination he was 
assistant manager and manager
of the Diocese of Toronto, Camp 
Longford Mills, Ont., for ten 
years.
He served as assistant. Cur­
ate. St. Matthew’s Church, 
Islington, Ont. Parish of Shus- 
wap Lakes, Diocese of Kooten­
ay,, and at the Sorrento Lay 
Training Centre in a manager­
ial position for one year before 
going to the Parish of Fernie in 
1965.
By URSULA SURTEES
In 1958 an event, took place 
which even the most optimistic 
of our early pioneers never 
dared dream about—the open­
ing of our famous Okanagan 
Lake bridge.
Prior to that time, there was 
the regular race to catch the 
ferry. Many a traveller has felt 
his heart sink as he suddenly 
met a line of cars coming, up 
the road from the direction of 
the lake. This cvuld only mean 
that the ferry was in, and the 
possibility that he had missed 
it was strong indeed, meaning 
he would have to wait for the 
next one.
Way’ back in 1885 the Mc­
Dougall brothers provided a 
ferry service of sorts using a 
sixteen foot long’scow. This 
could carry up to fiye pack 
horses, but the power for pro­
pelling the scow across the lake 
was provided by the strong 
back and arms of the rowers. 
The service was very "hit and. 
miss” to say the least, as one 
brother lived twelve mile from
lar within half a mile or 






RUTLAND (Staff) — Mr. and 
Mrs. Errol McCarthy, of Mc­
Carthy Road, have, returned 
from the Coast with their baby, 
who was welcomed home by 
his sister Holly Ann.
RUTLAND (Special)—Dr. and 
Mrs. Wilfred Tetz and family 
from Lacombe, Alta., were 
visitors at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Fred How.;
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Lemky,
from Port Alberni, have recent- 








If Acirif BflAfiiflHfl From Sedgewick, Alta., were 
1 v3ll f I ■yvllIlM 80(1 Mrs. Ron Bownes and 
■ * I Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Anderson;
PEACHLAND (Special).— Re-|and from CUC Lacombe, Alta., 
ports and election of 1972 of-l were Harriet Anderson and Mel- 
ficers were the main items on vin Kindopp, enjoying a visit
the agenda at the St. Margarets here with friends and relatives, tion.
couldn’t be found on the list of 
provincial civil servants al­
though she had travelled aboard 
government ’aircraft as such, 
has turned out to be Rehabili- 
tation Minister Phil Gaglardi’s 
private secretary here.
She is, in fact, 21-year-old 
Beverly Kriese, who works in 
the local office of the Provincial 
Alliance of Businessmen, a gov­
ernment. employment agency 
created by Mr. Gaglardi. .
William Hartley, New Demo­
cratic Party member of the 
legislature for. Yale - Lillooet, 
raised the question of Miss 
Kriese’s status in the legisla­
ture Wednesday.
He said, passenger logs on 
government aircraft listed a 
“Miss Crease” as having trav­
elled on government aircraft 
between Vancouver, Victoria 
and Kamloops last March. The 
logs identified her as represent­
ing the rehabilitation depart­
ment.
EXPLAINS SITUATION
When Mr., Hartley was unable 
to find a “Miss Crease”-listed 
by the civil service, he asked 
a number of questions about 
just who she was and who she 
was employed by. .
The; log listing apparently 
was made , phonetically, and 
Miss Kriese s u r f a c e d here 
Thursday to explain the situa-
the ferry, and the other four— 
both were apt to be away on 
hunting trips when needed most.
By 1904 Kelowna was growing 
nicely and the settlement on the 
west side was expanding; the 
need for a reliable and regular 
ferry service was becoming a 
necessity. In December of that 
year a petition was being cir­
culated on both sides of the 
Lake to stir some action in 
government circles to this end.
In early 1905, the petition is 
still going strong with Vernon, 
Peachland, Kelowna and Sum­
merland all involved. It was 
finally sent to Price Ellison to 
place before the government.
Mr. Ellison acknowledger 
receipt of the petition, promis­
ing : “to press the matter as 
strenuously as lies in my pow­
er.” About this time a little un­
easiness was felt on the west 
side concerning the location of 
the proposed ferry. Arguments 
about the most suitable situa­
tion went back and forth, until 
finally the "Kelowna Clarion’’ 
prints in exasperation “We want 
a ferry, and we are not particu-
In April 1905 an amount of 
$1,000 dollars was granted by 
the government to finance a 
ferry service between Kelowna 
and Westbank. Immediately a 
number of solid citizens were up 
in arms, What, they wanted to 
know, could they get for a mis­
erable amount like that? Price 
Ellison hurriedly suggested a 
meeting of all interested people 
to put forth suggestions as to 
what could be done within the 
limits of the $1,000 appropria­
tion.
He further suggested that pos­
sibly an open scow with a small 
engine would do until better 
things could be secured. Ap­
parently his suggestion was 
adopted. Tenders were called 
for, and H. B. D. LysOns got 
the contract.
He built a motor boat, the 
“Skookum”, which was thirty 
feet long and powered with a 
one cylinder seven hqrse power- 
engine.
This towed the scow of ap­
proximately forty feet and the 
conveyance received a yearly 
subsidy of $1,000. In return it 
was expected to make two round 
trips a day, weather permitting. 
No Sunday service. Fares were 
25 cents per pasesnger and $1.00 
per horse. So it was that on 
April 1906, the Kelowna-West- 
bank Ferry was officially start­
ed on its regular service.
NO REFERENDUM
QUESNEL (CP) — Quesnel 
school board has decided 
to cut its budget or ask the 
provincial government for a 
special grant in order to con­
form to the provincial govern­
ment’s 108 per cent formula for 
school budgets. The steps were 
taken rather than ask voters to 
approve the additional amount 
above 108 per cent of the basic 
educational program as is re­
quired. The board must cut 





Festivities begin at 6:30 p.m. 1 
with a colorful torchlight par­
ade, which starts oft at the 
Carnival Ice Palace and leads 
up to the coronation of Queen 
Silver Star XII, who this year 
is 17-year-old Shelly Medynski. 
She'll be crowned by retiring 
queen, Brenda Davison.
The carnival has grown con­
siderably since its inception in 
i960 and the events planned for 
this year's extravaganza are 
impossible to keep track ot with­
out a program.
But for Kelowna residents 
planning to take in a day or 
two, a brief rundown of the 
highlights might be in order.
Friday night will feature a 
winter fiesta barbecue at the 
ice palace, swimming in the 
indoor pool, the start of an invi­
tational peewee hockey tourna­
ment, an evening of folk singing 
at the Elks’ Hall and the gala 
Snowflake Ball in the Commun­
ity Centre Auditorium. 
SHOOT-OUT
Saturday morning, the ice 
sculpture contest gets underway 
and it is followed by the High 
Noon Shot-out, a showdown bn 
the main street between the 
mayors of Penticton, Kelowna, 
Vernon and Kamloops. Immedi­
ately afterwards, the Carnival 
; Parade moves down Barnard 
I Avenue.
Night events Saturday include 
a Junior A hockey game and 
। the Teen Snowswirl dance in 
, the Community Centre Audi- 
, toriurn.
Sunday, a sports car gym­
khana will get underway at 
. 10:30 a.m. Other highlights in­
clude a Feather Fancier and 
Hobby Show and a party for 
handicapped children.
PEACHLAND (Special)—The 
annual Mother’s March in 
Peachland realized a total of 
$438 this year, a small increase 
over the 1971 total.
Mrs. Al Galpin, this year’s 
Head Mother has thanked the 
residents of the ccomunity for 
their support and to the mothers 
who canvassed in the cold 
weather. Also thanked are the 
Kinsmen from Summerland 
who acted as drivers.
Marching mothers this year 
were Mrs. Garry Topham. Mrs. 
Carol Gazda, Mrs. Keith Baker, 
Mrs. Garth Patterson, Mrs. P. 
Brown, Mrs, Don Cousins, 
Mrs. Eric Turner, Mrs. H. Cal- 
hoon, Mrs. Keith MacGreger, 
Mrs. Des Loan, Mrs. J. Mac­
Intyre, Mrs. H. C. MacNeill, 
Mrs. Roy Freeman, Mrs. Alari 
Skarbo, Mrs. Pete Bell, Mrs, 
Eral Sutherland, Mrs. John 
Hinter, Mrs. Ed Bodnar, Mrs. 
Ken McWhirter, Mrs. Art Kopp, 
Mrs. Norman Bradbury, Mrs. 
J. K. Todd, Mrs. Arne Olt- 
manns, Mrs. L. R. Langstaff, 
and Mrs. M. Smallshaw.
Raises Hope
T WASHINGTON (AP)—- Posh 
I five reactions from some Com­
munist countries, to President 
Nixon’s Indochina peace plan 
have given the administration 
added hope for a negotiated set­
tlement, United States state de­
partment sources say.
State Secretary William P.
Rogers made two references to 
t this at a news conference 
' Thursday and department offi-
Anglican Church Vestry meet-— 
ing held at the Peachland Rec-1 
reation Hall.
In the absence of clergy, and! > 
rectors warden, Ivor Jackson,! 
Mrs. W. L. Lawrence was! s 
elected meeting chairwomen. >
Welcomed to this meeting 
was a member of St. George’s I . 
church committee, Mr. Derek i' 
Parke, of Westbank. ■
Treasurers report was read, I : 
showing a increased budget for » 
1971 with all commitments met, : 
as well as a donation to the I ■ 
Primate’s World Relief Fund. I :
The Peoples’ Warden report r 
was given by Mrs. W. L. Lawr­
ence, who outlined the past ; 
year's activities, stating St.I ; 
Margarets has had a fairly sue-1 
cessful year. Once again we I 
have seen numerous clergy ; 
serving our parish and while! < 
each in his own way has added |
TheToyota Half-Ton.
What it does depends onwhatyoudo.
cials elaborated later.
The secretary said: “I think 
that the American people and 
people generally throughout the 
world—and this applies to Com­
munist countries as well in 
some instances—feel that the 
president of the United States 
Ok. haa gone as far as he possibly 
could.” v
■Bp Later, he told reporters;
"The enemy indicates some 
Interest in the proposals. And 
we have diplomatic conversa­
tions with others that Indicate 
they think the president's pro­
posal might be a way out.'*
Department sources said the 
« secretary was referring to some 
Communist countries, among 
others, although they declined 
to give any Identification,
to our church' life, the fact re-| ; 
mains that our worship service ' 
lacked the stability of a regular < 
priest. She went oh to list clergy | . 
who had served the parish ] 
Canon Robert Brown, Rev. Paul ’ 
Robinson, Rev. Sparrow, and > 
for the last few months of the 
year Rev. R. H. Lloyd-Davies. | Hy 
She stated average attendance O 
at services has increased from I, 
1970, a trend she hopes will con- ■ 
tinue. i
Also reported Was that four 
of St. Margarets young people! 
are attending Confirmation clas-l 
sea in Westbapk.
The special events taking 
place In the past year were re­
viewed, the parish pot luck 
supper, when Mr. A. Bilslandl 
was guept speaker and the Re-1 
glnal Fiesta, held to honor . 
Bishop Scott prior to his leaving! I 
to assume duties as Primate of I 
Canada. !
She ended the repprl by , 
thanking the congregation for
Rumbles Felt 
But No Injuries 
WILMINGTON, Del. (Reuter) 
— Mysterious booms and rum­
blings In early January were 
confirmed Wednesday to be 
earthqunke.s—(he city's first in 
more than 100 years. The trem­




can-born Nathalie Barney, who 
numbered Ernest Hemingway, 
Marcel Proust and James Joyce 
among her literary acquaint­
ances; died In Paris Wednesday 
at the age ot 94, She wrote'aev-
real books herself, Including
T e n a e e a d'une 
Thoughts of an Amat«'
ium, with Chinese dress en­
couraged.
LOTS MORE
Wednesday hight.. there’s an­
other Junior A hockey game in 
the arena and a Bavarian Bier­
fest in the Community Centre 
Auditorium, featuring a Bavar­
ian band and dance troupe.
. Thursday's highlights include 
an art exhibition and a Ukrain­
ian night in the Royal Canadian • 
Legion Hall. Friday . night is 
Mardi Gras night in the Com­
munity Centre Auditorium and 
as well, there will be a teen 
moccasin dance in the Civic 
Arena and a Roman Holidays 
Celebration at Clarence Fulton 
School.
The final two days of the car­
nival are loaded with events, 
and Saturday will see a swim 
meet at the indoor pool. Fairy­
land on Ice for the kids, tlio 
start of snowmobile races at 
the Tillicum Speedway, Klon- 
dyke Kapers in the Civic Centre 
Auditorium, a snowmobile dance 
and the North Okanagan Cubs, 
Scouts and Venturers Ice Stam­
pede.
Sunday, the snowmobile races 
wind up, the Winter Carnival 
Ski Classic takes place on Sil­
ver Star and there will be a 
i 20-game bowling marathon and 
। a duplicate bridge champion- 
, ship. _____
Monday will see the com­
mencement of a curling bon- 
spiel, a children’s masquerade 
skating party and a Western 
Night at the Community Centre 
auditorium.
Tuesday night, the Vernon
Sailor Cleared
In Murder Case
AUCKLAND, N.Z. (Reuter) - 
British sailor Philip Gooden­
ough, 24, was acquitted today of 
murder.
Goodenough, a cook from 
Berkshire, had been charged 
with f e.llo w seaman Dhvid 
Evans, 21, with murdering Ross 
Hawley, a Canadian, in Auck­
land last Aug. 24.
Both men, from the Royal 
Navy anti-submarine f r i g ate 
Danae, denied the charge.
Mr. Justice Moller heard in 
chambers an application by 
Goodenough’s defence counsel 
and then discharged Gooden­
ough. He said he would give nc 
re as o n s because the cast 
against Evans will continue.
The two sailors were arrestee' 
at Freemantle. Western Aus 




VERNON — Federal Finance 
Minister John Turner will be in 
Vernon this weekend to partici­
pate in Winter Carnival festivi­
ties, but his itinerary remains 
somewhat uncertain.
Mr. Turner is scheduled to ■ 
arrive Saturday monring at 
11:30 but may have to return to 
Ottawa the same day.’A press 
conference has been tentatively 
set up for Saturday morning but 
is subject to change if Mr. Tur­
ner’s schedule is altered.
Last-minute conferences forc­
ed postponement of the minis­
ter’s visit to the Carnival last 
year and local officials were 
concerned earlier this week that 
Mr. Turner’s recent appointment 
to the finance ministry might 
have precluded his making tha 
trip again tills year.
Other guests expected to be 
ori hand for the Carnival on the 
weekend include Municipal Af­
fairs Minister Dan Campbell, 
North Okanagan MLA Pat Jor­
dan and Okanagan-Kootenay 
MP Doug Stewart. Representing 
Penticton, which is the Carni­
val’s honor city this yeay, will 
be Mayor Frank Laird.
PADDLING STAYS
LOS ANGELES (AP) - 
Spanking and other forms of 
corporal punishment will be al- 
'owed to continue in the second 
largest school system in the 
‘United States. By a 4-to-3 vote, 
he Los Angeles board of educti­




the trust they had placed In - 
her and for their support. I f •./
Mrs. M. Leavitt gave a report ’ 
on the altar guild, which started t 
in July. i .
Mrs. II. C, MacNeill, one of I I ' 
the two Anglican Sunday School| i 
teachers who leech in the joint - 
tri-church community Sunday I । . 
School, reported 50 children 
regularly attend and it has been 
a very successhil .year.
Visitor, Mr. Parkes, was ap-1 « 
pointed chairman for election I 
of officers. Elected were Ivorl ' 
Jackson, rector'a warden; W. L. I’.,' . 
Lawrence, people's warden; lay r* 
delegate to senate, Mervin ri 
Leavitt; secretary, Mrs. W.'Ul I k 
Lawrence; treasurer, Mervin'l 
leavltt; regional delegates Mrs. | 
Earl Sutherland ami Mrs. H. C.l ' 
MacNeill, with alternate Mrs. I 
Garth Patterson. The 1972
church committee will constat ■
We can't make up our minds about
For gome people the Hi-Lux is a
our Half-Ton truck.
pickup. It'll fetch and carry a
half ton of just about anything. And it won’t cost an arm and a leg
Well nothing really surprises us, With a |io hp. overhead __
engine, a smooth all synchromciih four on the floor, rugged rai l Ie 
free cab construction and all the extras and acre:soric* v<iu al\\ ;n
cam
...........J of all the elected officers and 
Amaione,;include Mr*. Keith Raker, and 
- Mra, M. Leavitt.
1 doing it. For others, it's a willing workhorse which changes into a 
family run-out evenings and-heads for the local drive-in.
Others we know me it fol the sporting life. Skiing, snowmobiiing, 1 
hunting, fishing, camping.
Some even lit mag wheels, racing stripes, bucket scats and pre­
tend it's a Sports car.
get on n Toyota, the Hi-Lux Half-Ton is a very versatile ichicle 
indeed. In fact what it does is what vou do.
* ' 1I • I
TOYOTA
Tbyota cars and trucks are sold and serviced from coast to cont in Canada and throughout the world.
Kelowna Toyota Ltd
2320 Haney Asenue Telephone! 762-5203
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Spring Into Action Early - Cash Awaits You When You Sell Your Don't Wants With a Classified Ad
OUR AD-V1SERS WILL ASSIST YOU — PHONE 763-3228.








INCOME TAX AND ’ 
BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION
Ste. 2 - 268 Bernard Ave.
Ph. 763-7781 dr 763-7882 
M, W, F tf
Bus. 763-4343 1561 Pandosy St.
Res. 763-7776 Kelowna. B.C. 
P. F. STEEVES, A.A.C.I.
Accredited Appraiser 
Canadian Institute 
Real Estate Appraiser 
and Consultant 
Certified Municipal Assessor 






Complete Accounting Service 
Cost Consultants 
Income Tax
205 - 1139 SUTHERLAND AVE. 













FOURPLEX UNIT, recently 
built. Maximum privacy — 
only 1 common wall. 2 bed­
rooms. cathedral entrance, liv­
ing, dining, kitchen, laundry 
room, storage, sundeck, car­
port, yard. Reasonable rent 
Call Orlando IJngaro at 2-3146 








Feb. 3 - 6
LOMBARDY PARK APTS.
Offers large, comfortable, air 
conditioned suites. Wall to wall
16. APTS. FOR RENT
FUHnIsHED ONE BEDROOM BASE- 
merit suite at Capri. $130 monthly. Non 
smokeri preffered. Telephone 762-5124. 
___ _______________ ■_____________ tf 
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. RUTLAND 
area. Refrigerator, stove, carports, bath 
and • half. Urge closets and storage 
area. Telephone 764-4408 or 765-5527. tf
THREE BEDROOM SUITE. AVAIL- 
able March 1st. Children accepted. *130 
per month. Fourplex—Valleyview Man­
or. Rutland. Telephone 762-7705. 159
NEW. COMPLETE AND WELL~FURN- 
ished one bedroom suite. For neat and 
respectable gentleman. Telephone 763- 
2!36. ' 157
$10Q PER MONTH. TWO BEDROOM 
apartment in Rutland. Refrigerator and 
stove included. No pels. Available 
March 1st. Telephone 765-7233. 156
TWO ROOM sum: FOR' KENT ON 
Lawson Avenue. Non-smokers, abstain­
ers. No children. Available March 1st. 
Telephone 762-6236. 12-5 p.m. 156
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN RUTLAND 
fourplex. Water and garbage collection 
included in rent. Immediate occupancy.
Telephone 762-7021. 156
carpets, drapes, stoves and
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
ORCHARD & DEVELOPMENT
13.2 acres of excellent subdivision proper­
ty overlooking Okanagan Lake in good , 
area. Domestic water, power, paved 
roads, close to shopping and schools. Only 
$49,000.00 with terms. MLS.
TIRED OF WORKING 
FOR OTHERS?
Well established restaurant business In 
a busy town on main highway Steady 
year around business. Owner wants to 
retire. Bob Robinson 3-5161. MLS.
IMMACULATENEED A ROOMY HOUSE?We have listed ?. I in’Rutland the other , „ ,,
in Lakeview Heights. 5 Bdrms each, both A 'vc^ - Bdrm home that s different
have family rooms and are built to ac- !n 'a-v0l,t ,'^e average. Sundeck off dm-
commodate larger families. For details in^_ loom, full basement with extra Bdrms. 
call Art MacKenzie 2-6656. MLS.
REQUIRE INCOME
Revenue $330 per month. Well finished
with 3 Bdrms on one side. and 2 on the 
other. Both sides have partially finished- 
basements. 1 Blk. to schools. Full price 
$35,900.00 with terms Excl.
and partial , plumbing. Laundry facilities 
on main floor. Just $23,950.00. MLS.
1 -5'1 ACRES INDUSTRIAL 
Ideal small industrial sites in Westside 
Industrial Park. Sites from 1 to 5!4 acres 
only $7900.00 per acre. Water, power and 
gas available. Call Bren Witt 3-6300. MLS.
R. George Trimble, 
R.I. IB C.) F.R.I. ,
Apple Valley Realty Ltd.,
For Faster Service
I refrigerators, plus free laun- 
(dry facilities, utilities and cov-
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE, 
fully furnished. Suitable for couple. $125 
per ' month, utilities included. Tele­
phone 765-7245. F. 168
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED MOTEL 
unit, utilities paid. Telephone 765-5969. 
' • tf
; ONE' AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES, lered parking. Lovely spacious , No.children, no pets. Telephone 762-4225.
(grounds. No children, no pets.1
1451 Pandosy St., Kelowna. B.C. 
Business 3-4144 Res. 2-0687 





PHONE MGR. 762-3688 
• OR 763-6847





suite for rent. No children, no pets. ।
Telephone 763-6114. tf
WINDMILL MOTEL - OFFSEASON 
rates. Children welcome. Telephone 763-
2523. tf
APPLE VALLEY REALTY™






BULLDOZING, all types 
TRUCKING, all types 
BACKHOE and LOADER 
Free Estimates.
ROD KING
T63-6648 days, 763-6688 eves.
M. W. F tf
KIRBY VACUUM CO.
OF KELOWNA 
350 Dell Road, Rutland 
Sales — 765-9248 
Service — 763-3270
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
tf
$135.00 PER MONTH
Includes fridge, stove, drapes 
and wall-to-wall carpeting in 




1966 PANDOSY ST. 
rent, one bedroom suite
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS. ONE AND 
two bedroom suite;, no children or 
pets. Telephone 764-4246. tf
SMALL TWO BEDROOM HOUSE NEAR 





SALES & SERVICE 




Fast, efficient service 










only this near-new deluxe three bedroom 
duplex situated in Rutland will have one 
side open. This is a splendid chance to 
build equity for less per month than 
rental. A small down payment puts 
you in this fully air conditioned beauty, 
1.200 feet on each side with wall to 
wall carpet throughout, two bathrooms, 
carport, etc. Telephone 762-0007 or 762-
tf I





NORMAN—Mrs. f’arth* Elizabeth Nor­
man of 467 Park Ave., passed away at 
Kelowna oh February 3, 1972 at the age 
of 90 years. She Is survived by two sons, 
William off Valais, Quebec, George of 
Nakusp, B.C.. five daughters, (Queenie) 
Mrss. C. Trigg of Verdun, Quebec, 
(Violet) Mrs. H. Conway of Kelowna, 
(Martha) Mrs. M. McCairns of North 
Vancouver, (Lillian) Mrs. W. Miles of 
Kelowna, (Irene) Mrs. W. Davies of Lac 
La Hache, B.C. 14 grandchildren. 18 
great-grandchildren, one cousin, Mrs. 
H..Hayes of Kelowna, also one sister and 
three brothers in England. Funeral ser­
vices for the late Mrs. Martha Norman 
will be held from The Garden Chapel, 
1134 Bernard Avenue on Monday, Feb­
ruary 7th. at 11:00 a.m. with The Rev. 
R. C. Bestedo officiating. Interment will 
follow at the Kelowna cemetery. THE 
GARDEN CHAPEL FUNERAL DIREC­
TORS are entrusted witli funeral ar­
rangements. (Telephone 762-3040). 155
FLOWERS
Convey your thoughtful 
message in time of sorrow.
KAREN'S FLOWER BASKET 
451 Leon Ave. 762-3119
M, W, F tf
B.C. HEART FOUNDATION — DEEP 
satisfaction comes from remembering 
departed family, friends and associates 
with a memorial gift to the Heart 
Foundation. Kelowna Unit, P.O. Box 
186. if
8. COMING EVENTS
GENERAL MEETING OF THE WEST- 
bank Chamber of Commerce to be held 
Friday, February 4, at 7:30 p.m., at the 
Westbank Community Hall, for the elec­
tion of officers and discussion of the 
proposed gondola on Boucherie Mountain.
. 155
KELOWNA LITTLE LEAGUE NORTH. 
General Meeting for election of 1972 
executive. 8:00 p.m., February 7th, 
Memorial Room of the Arena. All coach­
es, managers, and interested parents
COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY 
view at MacKenzie Manor fiveplex, 
MacKenzie Road, Rutland. Two baths, 
2'/a bedrooms, spacious living, some 
children welcome, water and garbage 
collection free. $145 per month. No pets.
including range, refrigerator, 
w/w carpeting, drapes, air­
conditioner, cable TV, laundry 
facilities, elevator, parking. All 
utilities, except telephone, paid 
by landlord. Adult building.
Phone Manager 762-7765 
M, W. F, tf
ROYAL APARTMENTS- 
on Rowcliffe Avenue now rent­
ing. Featuring one, two and 
three bedroom suites in quiet! 
neighborhood away from traffic’
No Children, No Pets 
762-8068
NEW . SELF CONTAINED BACHELOR 
suite, available February 15th. Tele­
phone after 6:00 p.m., 765-6308. 157
ONE BEDROOM SELF CONTAINED 
apartment. Very reasonable. Telephone 
765-8210. ■’ 157
** &
4 BEDROOMS and view in 
Lakeview Heights. In-law 
suite in basement. 2200 sq. 
ft. finished. 2 complete bath­
rooms, 2 fireplaces, dining 
room, sunporch and carport. 





TWO BEDROOM SUITE LAKE-
view Heights, Anders Road. $110. Tele­
phone 763-5213. 156
LARGE ONE AND TWO BEDROOM 
furnished housekeeping units. $85 and 
up. Telephone 762-2532. Th. F, S. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUfTE, FIREPLACE, 
rugs, unfurnished. Telephone 763-2726. 
156
NEW LISTING — Bright, clean 3 bedroom family home on 
well landscaped M; acre lol opposite park land with view o[ 
city. An excellent buy at the full price of $23,900. Information 
available from Blanche Warinop at 762-3713 days or 762-4683 
eves., or Mary Ashe at 762-3713’days or 763-4652 eves. MLS.
are asked to attend. 156
WHITE ELEPHANT TEA AND BAKE 
Sale by St. Andrew’s Guild will be held 
-Tuesday, February 15th, in the Parish 
Hall. Okanagan Mission, at 2:30 p.m.
149, 155, 160
BINGO EVERY SATURDAY, ST. 
Joseph’s Hall, Sutherland Avenue. Spon­
sored by Knights of Columbus. F, tf
5. IN MEMORIAM
ANDERSON — In loving memory, but 
sadly missed husband and grandfather, 
Archibald Ewan Anderson, who went 
to hl* rest on Feb. 4, 1967.
Calm and peaceful he is sleeping. 
Sweetest rest that follow* pain; 
We who loved him sadly mtss him. 
But trust in God to meet again.
— Hhloving wife, Ann and grand­
daughter. Mrs. R. Tennant. 135
THE CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY 
gratefully accepts donations in memory 
of loved ones, to further research in 
conquering cancer. Contact Box 10. Ok-
anagun Mission, Th, F, S, tf
LAKEVIEW MEMOR1AI PARK CEME- 
tery new address 1790 Hollywood Rd 
lend) Rutland. Telephone 765-6494. tf
Telephone 763-3012 or 763-3472. tf
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY - THREE 
bedroom house near Orchard Park 
Shopping Centre. Hardwood floors 
throughout. Oil heat. $150 per month, 
includes refrigerator ' and stove, Tele­
phone 763-2920 before 6:00 p.m.. or 763- 
2203 after 6:00 p.m.’,' 157
AVAILABLE MARCH 1. LOVELY TWO 
bedroom duplex; Ui baths, avocado 
stove . and refrigerator, carpet. through­
out, carport and large storage area. 
$155 includes water. Telephone 765-6145
after 6:00 p.m. tf
OLD HOME ON CHOICE SOUTHSIDE 
location: two small bedrooms down, 
possible two up. Refrigerator and stove 
included, $140 per month. Telephone 
762-2346 days or 762-0491 evenings and
weekends. 156
tf
COZY. FURNISHED. CARPETED, 
two bedroom suite in Okanagan Mission. 
AU new kitchenette, utilities included, 
telephone hookup, television arranged. 
$125 per month. Available immediately 
for six months lease to clean, quiet, 
working couple. Non smokers. Referen-
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
FURNISHED ROOM: WALL TO WALL 
carpet, TV, separate entrance, bathroom 
and kitchen facilities. Close to down­
town., Suitable for working — or male 
students. $50 per month. Telephone 762-
4449. 156
SHARING THREE BEDROOM . FUR- 
nished suite near Hospital—large and 
private bedroom, heat and light includ­
ed, $79. To quiet gentleman. Telephone







KEEP THE TAX BILL DOWN. USE 
to the hilt the new contributions limits 
for registered pensions hud retirement 
savings plans. , Call Dave Chondon at 
763-7227 for further Information. 176
BOOKKEEPING FOR SMALL BUSI- 
nesses; accounts receivable, accounts 
payable, payrolls, synoptics, ledgers and 
financial statements. Personal income
tax. Telephone 764-7360. 165
TWO BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT 
sixplex in Rutland on Briarwood Road. 
Close to school and shopping 'centre. 
Children welcome. No pets. Telephone
764-4001. . tf
THREE BEDROOM, THREE YEAR OLD 
home on Patrick Road. Features full 
basement, attached carport and land­
scaping. $150 per month. 762-3713, 9 a.m.- 
5 p.m. . H
THREE;BEDROOM DELUXE DUPLEX, 
1221 Creekside Road, Rutland. With 
built-in oven and range. Available im­
mediately. $150. Telephone 763-3737 or 
763-3990. ' , tf
REDUCED RENT TO $130, TWO BED- 
room duplex; carpeting In master bed­
room and living room, stove and re­
frigerator included. Telephone 765-8823. 
tf
AVAILABLE MARCH 1ST. DUPLEX 
for rent, three bedrooms, one extra 
room, two bathrooms. 165-B Gibbs Road, 
Rutland. Telephone 767-2216, (Peach­
land). 156
THREE BEDROOM HOME IN RUT- 
land; fireplace, carport. $180 per month, 
Available immediately. Telephone Lake­
land Realty, 763-4343 or evenings 762-
CLOSE IN, QUIET TWO BEDROOM 
suite available now.' Range, refrigerator, 
drapes, wall-to-wall carpets, cable tele­
vision, air conditioning, elevator, cov­
ered parking: Landlord pays all utili­
ties except telephone. Adult building. 
Contact manager; Bermuda House, 1779 
Pandosy Street, telephone 762-3911. tf
THE CHATEAU-NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
occupancy. Adult building, complete with 
shag rugs, draperies, air conditioning, 
ranges and refrigerators, free laundry 
facilities, and sauna baths Close to 
downtown and park. Telephone Man­
ager, 762-3422. or Argus Industries Ltd., 
763-2763. tf
SEE OUR KNOX MANOR ONE BED- 
room apartments.’Lovely, spacious and 
warm — drapes, TV. cable, brbadloom, 
colored stove and refrigerator. Elevator 
and free washing facilities. Friendly 
atmosphere. 1835 Pandosy Stieet. Tele­
phone 762-7918. tf
WINDSOR MANOR - ONE BEDS'\>I 
suites now available for occupancy. 
Sound proof adult building. Shag car­
peting, drapes, air conditioning, recrea­
tion room, free laundry facilities, range, 
refrigerator. Close to downtown.. Tele-
FURNISHED LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING 
room, suitable for working gentleman. 
Refrigerator,. television. Telephone 762- 
3967, • H
NICE LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM, 
all utilities supplied. Call at 1624 Rich-
ter or telephone 763-6537. 155
18. ROOM AND BOARD
COMFORTABLE BOARD AND ROOM 
and care for retired gentlemen or* 
couples. Telephone 762-0548. 160
GOCH) ROOM AND BOARD IN A NICE 
home. Immediate possession. Telephone
762-6254. 155
ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORKING 
gentleman.. Telephone 762-0220. tf
19. ACCOM. WANTED
REQUIRED BY MARCH 1ST: SMALL 
one bedroom bachelor suite in basement 
of nice home; for working woman. 
Reply to Box A-531, The Kelowna Daily 
Courier. 156
phone Manager, 763-7234. tf
FEBRUARY 1ST. QUIET ONE BED- 
room apartment 'on second floor. S130 
per month including all utilities. Close 
to Shops Capri. No children Or pets. 
Retired couple preferred. Apply Mrs. 
Dunlop, Suite 1, 1281 Lawrence Avenue
or telephone 762-5134. tf
20. WANTED TO RENT
WANTED BY MARCH 1, FOUR OR 
five bedroom home, rent or lease. Near 
Kelowna preferred. Telephone 762-5111.
157
WANTED — LARGE MODERN CABIN, 
good exposure. Lake Okanagan for July. 
Write James D. Biggs, 1815 SW 170th,
THE RENT MAKES YOUR 
PAYMENTS PLUS! —. the 
rent you collect will pay the 
mortgage and taxes and give 
you an income as well as a 
home. This well constructed, 
well planned, full basement 
triplex has individual sun­
decks, lawns arid gardens 
for each unit. Good location, 
steady tenancy. Call Dave 
Deinstadt at 762-3713 days or 
763-4894 evenings. MLS.
EXCELLENT HOLDING! 
VIEW PROPERTY! — this 
is an excellent orchard with 
a 1775 sq. ft. modern home, 
full line of equipment. These 
25.79 acres would make an 
excellent holding property for 
future subdivision. Nice view 
of lake and city. Andy Rtinzer 
at 762-3713 days or 764-4027 
evenings. MLS.
CHOOSE YOUR OWN COL­
ORS NOW! — it is almost 
completed and it CAN BE 
YOURS. It is small enough 
for a small family and yet. 
large enough for a large 
family,, by using the high, 
bright basement. It features 
2 fireplaces and a large cov­
ered sundeck over the car­
port, Call Harry Maddocks 
ar 762-3713 days or 765-6218 
evenings. MLS.
LOOKING FOR A DUPLEX? 
see this one now. Carports on 
both sides, stucco and siding, 
tar and gravel roof. Wall to,, 
wall carpets in living room 
and bedrooms. Fridge and 
stove, on both sides. Built-in 
closet for washer dryer. 
Owner may consider some 
terms. Full price $26,750. 
Call Wilf Rutherford at 762- 
3713 days or 763-5343 even­
ings. MLS.
YOUR OWN PRIVATE 
BEACH and DOCK — lo­
cated over the bridge toward 
Casa Loma. This 3 yr. old 
home has 3 bedrooms, 2 fire­
places, large sundeck, sunken 
living room, 2 full bathrooms, 
electric water heat, in-law 
suite, carport and garage, 
paved driveway plus many 
other extras. A. truly beau­
tiful home on the lake. See 
it now. Call Clare Angus at 
762-3713 days or 762-4807 
evenings. MLS.
NEEDS ELBOW GREASE 
AND YOUR TALENTS 3 
bedroom home in Rutland 
close to school. Roughed-in 
garage, property needs atten­
tion, has been vacant for 2 
yrs. Asking $12,000. Exclu­
sive. Call Roy .Paul at 762- 
3713 days, or 765-8909 even­
ings.
LARGE LOT- reasonably 
priced near Orchard Park 
shopping complex. All new 
homes in this sub-division. 
Outside city limits. T<ow 
utilities and taxes. For fur­
ther information call Gerry 
Tucker 763-4400.
FINE DUPLEX LOTS. 
Killarney Court, Rutland. 
Good soil, close to Highway 
and shopping but situated 
in a quiet sub-division. Try 
your offer. Bill Jurome 
763-4400.
% ACRE OF PRIVACY, 
surrounded by nature. Base­
ment already in, plans and 
some building materials in­
cluded in sacrifice price. 





1607 Ellis Street 
763-4400





WALKING DISTANCE TO CITY 
centre and Capri. Upper unit of up and 
down duplex. Two bedrooms, wall to 
wall carpets and sundeck. Available 
February 1st. Telephone Harry Mad-
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
Terri Meckling 3-6657
Bob Clements 4-4934
Gordon Marwick ..... 3-2771
Mary Ashe ..............  3-4652
Sylvia Roberts 5-6936
■Bud Dalley _________ 5-6959
Bill Campbell - 3-6302
Mike Martel — 2-0990
Ken Mitchell . —. 2-0663
Fred Kyle ........... 5-8804
V.L.A. — We have just listed 
two very suitable homes. One 
at $16,500.00. The other at 
$21,500.00. Any Veterans prt$ 
posing to settle in the new- 
future, should contact W. G. 
Haskett at Midvalley Realty 
Ltd., at 765-5157 days or 764- 
4212 evenings. Do not delay 
if you qualify. MLS.
CHOICE PINE TREED LOT. 
In a secluded spot in Rio 
Terrace Subdivision. Do not 
overlook this beautiful build­
ing site for your new home. 
For further details call Ken 
Alpaugh evenings at 762-6558. 
MLS.
docks, 765-6218 or 765-5155. tt
8. COMING EVENTS
NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY PUBLIC 
Meeting. Saturday, February !ilh. at 
t p.m., Women's Institute Hall, Lawren­
ce Avenue, Guest speaker: Mark Roie, 
MP (or Fraser Valley West, Parliament­
ary specialist in land use, conservation, 
and agriculture. Everyone welcome.
13.1
"THE SNOW KASTLES”, LIVELY, 
light rock, popular and old time music 
for weddings, banquets, public and pri­
vate dances. For bookings telephone 
Ken Sinclair at 762-4940. F. S, 156
JORDAN’S RUGS - TO VIEW SAM 
pies from Canada’* largest carpet •el­
ection. telephon* Keith McDougald, 
764-4603 Expert Installation **rvlc*. tf
KRUEGER HEATING SUPPLIES LTD. 
Furnaces, eavcstroughlng, sheet metal 
work. 1085 Glenmore St. Telephone 763-
central city home on February 1st, 
Small landscaped lot. $175. References 
required. Telephone 763-7833.,
M, W. F, tf
THREE BEDROOM MODERN HOME, 
lull basemennt. gas heat. Immediate oc­
cupancy, Rutland area. To view, tele-
phone 765-7261 evenings. tf
3952. tt
"CAJUN” FOR WEDDINGS, BAN- 
quota, dances, etc, Old time, modern, 
•nd country music. Telephone 765-7323
NEW DUPLEX, THREE BEDROOMS 
and laundry room, mam floor. Full 
basement and carport. Available Im­
mediately. $165, Telephone 765.7036, II
FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM MOBILE 
home, Green Bay Resort. Vacant Feb­
ruary 1st. *100 per month. Telephone
768-5081. tf
or 763-6932. If
FOR THE FINEST IN PAINTING. 
Daniel Murphy.,763.1946. 165
FOURPLEX SUITE IN RUTLAND, 
two bedrooms, full basement. Close to 
school. Available February 1st. Tele-
phono 763-3841. tf
12. PERSONALS
FOR LEASE OR RENI’, NEW TRIPLEX 
units. Two bedrooms, full basement, 
close to Rutland centre. Immediate oc-
WHAT IS SOCIAL PLANNING?
WHAT ARE Il'S OBJECTIVES?
What has the Central Okanagan Social Planning Council 
achieved since it was founded in June, 1968?
Would you like to have , the answers Io these and other 
questions? Write for your copy of our informative pamphlet 
"What You Should Know About the Central Okanagan 
J', icial Planning Council," There is no cost or obligation,
Write: P.O. Box 307, Kelowna, B.C.
or I’hoiie Weekdays between the hours of
9:00 to 12:00 a.m. to 762-3608.
12. PERSONALS
1. ANTHONY MATTERN OF 1244 LAW- 
•on Avenue. Kelowna, mil not l>, ir- 
aponuble tor any debts cnnlrai let) lor 




without my written con.
1.15. 157
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
PI) Bo, 587, Kelnwna, B.C. Telephon* 
763 w or 7M-6693. in Winfield 766-1107 
1* (here ■ drinking problem In your 
home? Contact Al-Anon al 7614M1 or
u
cupancy, Telephone 765-5446. tf
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 1ST, THREE 
bedroom house, Rutland. Full basement 
and carport, 1175 per mouth, No pets.
Telephone 762-0718, tt
1IW TWO BEDROOM HOUSE TRAlIr 
er for rent. Two cabins for rent by the 
month, Telephone 767-2222, (Peachland).
164
AVAILABLE imilTniATCLYT-TWO 
bedroom duplex; lull basement, cathed­




ceramic” classes., mornings, 
•(lernoonk or evening*, Small rl«**e*,
Telephone 763.208.1, F, S, II
13. LOST AND FOUND
EI.ECniOI.YSIS - GENTLE. RAFE, 
medlrally »ppr<rt»d method Highly- 
quatllled operator wiin many ye»r» ex- 
lieilenc*.. For tutlhrr lafornikUon. \lel»- 
phon* Hele* Gl*>, W tMl \ II
LOST: SIX MONTH OLD GHEVI' 
D*n» iro»« pup, Ormlg* «iul brown, An- 
•wer* Io "Wellington”, I’ka** <’«ll 762. 
4424, nr com* In 4249 l‘»lrt Ilnail. IM) 
LOST; GOLD ” HING WITH HLUE 
•link, on ikrn*r<l Avonur. Muml-iv 
nl«ht. fkntlinrnlal v»lur -rrworil, 4'nn- 
l»il IM *4 7l>3-33lA. 114
^.ANNOUNCEMENT
JUIN THE UENO BCAA SUN FUN 
Tour. Bu»e* (earn I’rntulon, F»biu»o 
12 Uomplel* package. »M. ( *11 491-iOI* ' 
111 AA T«a»el Agency. Marti*1 
Mreet. Fcnllclon. ICC l»i (
THAVEI.I.INO TO REGINA FEBRUARY ! 
II, Return February IJ. 'l»lr|-h-o«
4U9,
to couiunt si Bxt Hinr.ns would i 
th* •nbsctlbrr* pleas* mat*
.•ur* lh»» ***• • eetleeU-wi cant. wl:« ' 
\ •$» rail let 's *ams anil a<l<lr«>* ami 
tetspkea* number os it If snot earner 
hks »*< l»»| rn* »’l* you,1 wimbl o-u 
pUseo renlMl Ik. Kslewas D*ih 
..Cttnu, ro*»»oa« lu tux. M. W. F. tl
Shag Carpet
w uh preview of the 
FABUUWS NEW
KIRBY




M, W, F, 109
J
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM FULLY 
furnished with kitchenettes. Available 
weekly and monthly rates. Close to 
shopping centre, Vocational School, bus, 
etc. Cinnamon's Lakeshore Resort, 2924 
Abbott Street. Telephone 762-4834. tf
LARGE. WARM, FULLY FURNISHED 
one bedroom self contained units, Cable 
television and electric heat. Weekly and 
monthly rates. Ponderosa Motel. 762-
0512. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE AVAILABLE 
immediately. Stove and refrigerator In­
cluded. $150 monthly, Including utilities, 
AH applicants must have references.
Telephone 766.2072. tt
FOURPLEX SUITES FOR RENT IN 
Rutland, Wall to wall carpeting, re­
frigerators and stoves. Children and 
pets welcome. Immediate occupancy. 
Telephone 764-7139, ’ H
ONE AND TWO BEDRo6m”dELUXE 
suites available tor Immediate occupan­
cy, Adults only. Continental Manor, 523 
Rowcliffe. Telephone Mr. Collard at 763.
5047. • tt
WINFIELD. LARGE T1VO BEDROOM 
unfurnished apartment. Large picture 
wlndpw—beautiful view of Wood Lake. 
Wall to wall carpet throughout. 763-6.138. 
tf
COMPLETELY 8 E L F CONTAINED 
one and two bedroom units, close to 
Vocntlonhl School, college and shopping 
centre. Reasonable rates Sunny Beach
Resort, telephone 762-3567. tf
LAKESHORE BUNGALOW: 
Situated on a large land­
scaped lot with privacy, good 
beach and boat pier. Con­
tains , spacious living room 
with stone fireplace, dining 
room, kitchen with wall oven, 
counter top range, fan, dish­
washer, utility with W/D 
connections and tubs, family 
Toom with stone fireplace 
and indoor barbecue. Also 
large entrance iiall, 3 bed­
rooms, 3 bathrooms, triple 
carport, workshop and large 
covered patio for outdoor 
slimmer living. This archi­
tect designed beauty has Just 
been placed on the market. 
For an appointment (o view 
call Bill Gaddes at 2-3227 or 
eves. 2-4237. MLS. Full price 
$75,000.00.
NEW SPRING VALLEY: 
Don't, miss this lovely new 
home located on a large lol 
in the popular Spring Valley 
Subdivision. This home con­
tains 3 bedrooms, covered 
sundeck, carport, full base­
ment with roughed-in plumb-
MORTGAGES AND APPRAISALS — Darryl Ruff - 764-7536 
KELOWNA — 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713 
RUTLAND — Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
INTERIOR'S LARGEST REALTOR
WANT TO BECOME A HOME OWNER?? 
DON’T THINK YOU CAN AFFORD IT?? 
LOOK AT THIS OFFER!
159
BRAND NEW, TWO BEDROOM DU- 
plex Ip Rutland, available February 15. 
Carport, full banement, close to school 
■nd shopping, Telephone 765-7691. 156
threfMieF^^ 
renco Avenue, available March 1*1. No 
pel*. »17d per month. Telephon*, 7«2-
0794 alter 5:00 p.m 1.16
EXECUTIVE THREE BEDROOM HOME 
by the lake al Westbank. Telephone 768.
5749, 157
NEW THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX IN 
Rutland, gas heat. 6166 per month.
Telephone 765.66116, If
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX IN RUT- 
lend are*. Telephone 765.8,142 after 6:00
p.m. if
NEW TWO BEDROOM Dlll’I.EX. ('Mt. 
pried Ihriiualioul, carport. Available 
.Fsbriiary 15. Telephone 76.1-7818. If 
NEW i-\V(>~BEDIUX)M~FULL BAKE- 
mrnl duplex nn creek, il.ln monthly.
Call 761-7101, evenings 7uT-743l If
DELUXE 'I1IREE HEDIIOOM FOUR- 
plev 1 suite in Kutland; full basement.
.-line Io e.h.H.ls, Telephone
111 >Elt TWO HEDIIOOM 





IWO BEDROOM Dlll'I.EX ( LOSE IN. 
Iljo monthly. Call Hooter
llealtv Ltd. 1,1.1, IM, |'>«
THIIF.F. BEDROOM IIOl’M'. IN DOWN-
town are*. Telephone 7»14121 >56
16. APTS. FOR RENT_____
urvn ir.w aparimi'n i-h - Arm ve­
in. new r.n. lu-dioom Milka, afisg car* 
ihimuhoiit, a;.plian< r>, lai aa |u> 
\ala patio*, trn i.unuu* liom hrlnwna 
111* per mouth Two hritioom amir 
nilh panoramic <i»* ol taka alio •vail
•bl*. Telepho** AM-MU. il
FURNISHED 0N1S AND TWO BED- 
mom units, self-contained, close Io 
Vocational School and College, Winter 
rates, Golden Sands Resort. 3358 Wntt
Ing, beautiful wall to 
carpets and many 
features. The price is






.<. . ...... ...... ...A ................ ............. . 7, /....... 1
LARGE FURNISHED ONE HEDIIOOM 
aultr, good location, near ohopplng 
centres, Working couple preferred, Avail­
able on February IM. 1152 'Stockwell
$21,0(X) with very low 
payment io quallTlcd 
clinsei’!! EXCL. Call Harold
Hatfield eves. 5-50B0.
Avenue, Telephone 763-6042, If
o-xto' TWO BEDROOM TRAILEIl, 
furnhlied, Lnculril al Mountain View 
Trailer Court, Available February IM, 
Telephono 76.1l>930. No pela, Adult* only,
please, If
.SPACIOUS TWO HEDIIOOM SUITE IN 
lliillnnd, available March 1st, llclrlgei'.
slot1, stove, heal, waler Includrd; 
per month. Telephone i6|.7I29 of 
6744.





plex, Unfurnished, caipcta, Close Io 
downtown Holland shopping area. 'Tele-
phone 762 02113 or 762 OMII, It
ROTH TOWEIIS. DELUXE SUITES IN 
lh<> n|<r*l mid tah-’.l xpailineiil Nn 
(hlldinn. no pel*, Tdeplioiw VliKWll, 
/ ,............ ' l(
■nv(j“liF.I)llOOM" ‘!HI| | E IN NEW 
fourplrx: wall 10 wall caiprl lmnirdUli> 
iHTiipamy, Tflrphnna 761 -0(171. allri (>.6<l 
p,m, If
AVAII.AIII.E FEIIHl'AllY 1ST, ONE 
hrdiinim tullv luinUhrd snilv Nrpmalr 
rntianvc, wall Io wall ijipco. nullin'* 
paid, Tflephinw ,M1<I11 ■ If
FURNISHED T II II F. E ~ IIEIHIOOM 
aullr downtown. Eipeclally sullalilr Inr 
malur* |*<1le>, All utllille* included lor
175 earh, Telephone 761-3010. If
ONE AND TWO BEDHpOM SUITES, 
soma <»l|lr Muon. O’Callaxhan'a Hr.
soil, 3).’l. Watt Itosd.
M TIIEIII.ANIl MANOR, 
one brdiiHHn Miitrs. Ailulii 




nut < uniMIINTION (qtlDHEN 
in • modem t»n bedimun lourple*. lor 
«laving «•!! 7M4IM. If I
MIDVALLEY
REALTY LTD









3 ACRES POTENTIAL 
COMMERCIAL — 407’ on 








CITY HOME — 2 
“L” shape living 
Good city location.
only $10,700.00 with 
terms. Call Al Pedersen












SpnniHli style,, fii'c|)kiet>( 
ciii'port mid liiintlet’k. Tii.sle- 
fully (let'oi'filcd, ' An , exceb, 
lent Investment.\ opportunity. 
Close to 1 school' mid shop- 
pIHK. iJirge lol, For' full <le- 
tiiils’ please r;i|l us now,, 









We enn build this home for you for only $18,900 including 
lol, with $500 flown, 2 bedrooms, huge family sized kit­
chen, living i<Min. Full hnHcinenl wllli Jois of room for 
extra bedrooms and ruinpuH room. Carpel is In all looms 
except kitehen and bathroom,' Carport.
NEW DUPLEXES on Mission Creek In Kutland, Low-low- 
low down payment, balance ns rent! Use your credit 
todny to build tomorrow's estate! AH terms and offers 
' will be considered.
■ FARM,'LAND --,54 acres, fully lirignied, Name your 
terms! , 1
McKinnon realty ltd. - Rutland
Office 765-7741 Hcti, 7(15-7'151
\ 15H
Collinson
Commercial and Investment. Properties
’ 55,(1(10 SQUARE 1’l.liT ’ ■
, Building wns .used as n nianiifiu'liiimg plant. Included 
is approximately 8,000 sq. fl, Of private offices. Building 
in heated by natural kuh( la on domeitk wuler, lu’wcrjind 
him sprinkler system throughout the building. Foil price 
$‘175,00(1, This price h NOT an error - $175,000 lor ,',5.1100 
sq, fl. of, building', ('all .lack M'elulyic al 7(i3-571H'<ix,\s oi ' 
7112-3698 eves, or Lindsay Webster ai 7IJ2-37KI day'iit or 
762 0161 eps, '
LARGE BUILDING LOT 
Next fo Springvnljey Sub. 
Div, with 100’ frontage. 
A gorid buy nt $4,800,00 
with terms, EXC, J
TUI! Woods .... ... 3-4931
Norm Yncgcr ....... 2-3574
John Wylie . ........... 3-6940
REGATTA CITY
RFALTY ITD





TWO Bl.DROOM HOMES 
in Um
11 illywoml De|l Siihdn iHion.
4975 and $150(1 down,
For more Inquires, dial
1 765-6090
J. & K. SCHRADER I
CONSTRUCTION
15A
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE KELOWNA DAILY COUBIEB, FBI., FEB. 4, 1971 PAGE 11
fet ? • CALL A WILSON MAN ,
ITS NEW ITS DIFFERENT! Still under construction, this 
unique home has view, pines and an unusual floor plan. 
You must see it to believe a house can be planned around 
* huge fireplace. Fbr more details caU Jean Acres at 2-3146 
days or 3-2927 venings. MLS.
ESTATF. SALE Close in older home with 4 bedrooms or 
could be a rental unit with some renovations This home 
must seU. CaU Orlando Ungaro at 2-3146 days or 34320 
evenings. MLS.
2 ACRES WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS. This attractive pro­
perty is suitable for a church building site, club. etc. At- 
. tractively priced at $21;900 with $125 per month. For full 
I details call Harry Rist at 4-7221. MLS.
I'LL BET YOU HAVEN'T BEEN IN A WARMER HOME 
than this two bedroom cottage on Clement Avenue. Good 
size living room and large, functional kitchen. A third room 
off back enuy can serve as third bedroom. If your place of 
work is near Clement, let me show you this home. - uil 
price. $16,900. Call J. F. Klassen at 2-3146 days or 2-3015 
days < 3-2927 evenings. MLS.
Phil Robinson 3-2758: Mel Russell 3-2243;
Gaston Gaucher 2-2463
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
NO STEPS! A perfect non-basement retirement home for , 
the, very fussiest couple. Situated just out of the City Limits 
where taxes are low. Top quality construction with the main 
features being: large foyer, F.P., glass sliding door to 
cement patio and dble. carport. Call Olivia Worsiold 2-5030, 
evgs. 2-3895. (MLS).
3 BLOCKS FROM SAFEWAY. Modem 3 brm Lome in A-l 
condition with 4th brm and 2nd bathroom in full basement.
A desirable property close to schools and stores. $28,950 
(MTXi. For details and to view phone Olivia Worsfold 3-5030, 
evgs. 2-3895.
JUST LISTED: COUNTRY LIVING in this 3 brm, full base­
ment home in Glenmore. Large kitchen and DR. Lots of 
cupboards. Large lot (82x150) with nice trees. Full asking 
price of $24,900 includes all carpets, LR and DR drapes 
and appliances including dishwasher! Please call Cliff Wilson 
2-5030, evgs. 2-2958. (MLS).
' Evgs. LueUa Currie 8-5628, Ed Scholl 2-0719.
LOW DOWN PAYMENT: A little short of cash tod 
would like to move into a new three, bedroom, full base- , 
ment home with carpeting throughout, sundeck, carport 
in a pew subdivision close to schools? This is an ideal 
situation for the young couple to get established in 
a home as well as taking advantage of equity gain in 
rural estate. Why pay rent — for full information please 
contact Jim Barton evenings 44878 or days 34343.
NEW THREE BEDROOM — close to schools in a new 
city cul de sac. Underground wiring, two fireplaces, 
large covered sundeck, IMj baths. Buy how and select 
your own floor coverings. $4,900 will handle to a quali­
fied party. Call Dennis Denney at 34343 or 5-7282, MLS.
SPACIOUS SPLIT LEVEL — located'on ,a large lot in 
Lakeview Heights, this new home offers the ultimate 
in family living with three spacious bedrooms, family
room with fireplace, three baths and. double carport, 
Asking $36,900. To view call
24872. MLS.
Hugh Mervyn at 34343 or
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
QUALITY
This 2 bedroom, cathedral entry home is located on a 
large lot with a backyard view. Other features include: 
wood double glazed windows, carport with separate base­
ment entry, oversize sundeck, maple kitchen cabinets, 
roughed-in plumbing and many other special features.
Priced at only $21,400 with terms to suit you.
FOR ALL THE DETAILS, CALL




TWO DOWNTOWN OFFICES TO SERVE YOU
Wilson Hoover 426 Bernard AvenueREALTY762-5030
LUXURY TWO-STOREY — 
in this delightful 4 bedroom
; living room and dining 
chen with dishwasher 
immediate possession.
44847. EXCL.
Comfort and convenience 
home. Cosy den, separate
room, 21-2 baths, , charming kit- 
and nook. Excellent financing, 




1561 Pandosy St. LTD. 3-4343
INFORMATION ON ALL M.L.S. LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS.
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS .
1-2 acre home sites with a view available. Priced from 
$9,000.00. Call quickly to get a choice pick.




ELBOW ROOM — $19,500.00
% acre and modern bungalow. A' genuine opportunity to 
pay % down and own a lovely home with no basement, 
between Rutland and Orchard Park Shopping Centre. 
Shag carpeting and tasteful decorating make it,a plea­
sure to show. Also included in this low price is a new 
double garage and workshop, horse corral and extra irri­
gation system. You can also buy the modern house next 
door for a little more down at $16,900 making a tremen­
dous investment to derive revenue, or subdivide off 2 
residential lots with domestic water and pocket the profit 
—an MLS quickie! CaU now.
Collinson
Commercial and Investment Properties
A MONEY MAKER
Laundromat in exceUent downtown location with park­
ing. All Maytag equipment — washers, dryers, dry clean­
ing. Only one year old. 1971 het profit over $11,000. 
$24,000 will handle. CaU Jack McIntyre at 763-5718 days 
or 762-3698 evenings, or Lindsay Webster at 762-3713 days
or 762-0461 evenings. MLS. 156
A BEAUTY
Nearly 1200 sq. ft. Owner transferred, must sell this 
home at. sacrifice price. 3 BDRMS, 2 baths, Large L.R., 
F.P., D.R., and large kitchen; Basement roughed in. 
Asking $24,900, open tp offers. Please call Elaine 
Johnson at1 763-7900 days or 765-8352 eves. MLS.
■ BUYING OR SELLING
For prompt efficient service and to obtain top market 
value, Block Bros, have:
1. 30. offices, with over 700 salespeople plus 
Associated Brokers across Canada, giving 
maximum exposure.
2. Unique home trading plan.
3. Interest free loan plan.
4. Builders guarantee.
' For full particulars please call Pat Dunlop at 763-7900 
days or 763-3604 eves.
HOT HOT HOT
Is this 2 BDRM home with completely finished basement. 
(Could make an ideal in-law suite). The yard is land­
scaped and fenced, I .can get you in this one for a small 
D.P. But you must aJ'. now. Call D. Adamoski at 763-7900 
days or 765-8982 eves! N.R.S.
FLAIR CONSTRUCTION LTD.
“Quality Homes and Satisfied Customers” 
You will be proud to call this delightful 2 Bedroom 
Cathedral Entry House your home. This house has a 
fireplace. Much of , the floor area is carpeted and the 
balance of floors done in easy to care for flooring. This 
house is ready to be occupied.
PLEASE CALL 764-4768 
for more information either on the above house or on 




IT JUST HAS TO BE A GOOD BUY
Only 2% years old, 4 bedroom split entry home, 2 fire­
places, 2 bathrooms, carport, sundeck, carpet and re­
duced to $22,800.00. Good terms with monthly payments 
of only $137.00 P.I.T. Vendor may consider 2nd mortgage., 
MLS.
NEW YEAR BARGAIN
3 bedroom bungalow in. Glenmore, 2 miles from Golf 
course. Includes wall to wall carpeting, lots of lovely cup­
boards in a bright kitchen, full basement, carport and a 
nice big landscaped yard for the kids, Wait! The price is ' 
right too. Only $20,900 with good terms. Call now.






Dar vol Tarvcs ... 763-2488 Lloyd Dafoe ..... 762-3887
Carl Briese 763-2257
KELOWNA REALTY
243 BERNARD AVE. - KELOWNA
BLK. MTN. HD.. RUTLAND MAIN ST.. WESTBANK 
"COME ON NOW" — Where can you find a better home 
for the money than this lovely ranch? H’s just a little 
larger than most, 3 bedrooms (I panelled), step-saving 
kitchen with large dining urea, large laundry-mud room 
adjacent to attached garage. Beautiful large lot .with 8 
sprinkler outlets phis many assorted fruit trees, Located 
on quiet dead-end street, close to school, S27.30Q and no 
fingerprints on the wall. Please call Eva Gay at 768-5989 
or 762-4919, EXCL.
CLOSE TO LAKE AND TOWN! On a large park-like lot 
this lovely older home has 3 bedrooms, living room with 
FP, separate (lining room and bright kitchen,, Asking $35,- 
000. MLS. Vendor would consider $5,000 down. Plcqse call 
Vern Slater al (), or H. 763-2785.
VIEW HOME WITH EXCELLENT GARDEN - Almost 
h acre, beautifully tended Unci, small vineyard), Very 
attractive, quality built home has 2 hrs, up, I down. Rec. 
room, (irepliices, long sunporch, dining room. A truly 
•inviting' home. Full Price $32,500, Call Dick Steele 768- 
5480. MLS.
l.()W l AXI-LS
Ixivcly three bedroom home,. 
Close to schools, stoics, eti
on acre lid. in Winfield.
and h'uil'
.Owner iittiM sell. l-'.l*. only $’.!'.!,0oiiod, Call Mrs, 
Hoss, days, 3-1932 or evenings, 2-:i55tl. MI S,
mis is your opportunity




.rose Place. 3 huge bediiHii)i>, with extra in the full 
basement. Living lOhin with fireplace and all to wall 
carpeting. Kitchen, mning room ami tu’l bathroom, Land­
scaped view lot, Sundeck and vaijxnt coin'nlctc this 
property. Terms avmhU’lc, Asking price, S'?9,500.00. Call 
Austin Warren, days. 3-4932 or evenings, 24838, for more • 
details. M^S.
Don Caineioii Mrs. Goirl
765 (995 763 i:'M7
Erik Li. -d
LUND and WARREN REALTY LTD.
446 Bcnwid Avenue 763-4932
Block Bros
REALTY LTD
536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
LLOYD’S BEST BUY FOR 
THIS WEEK
’ NEW 2 BR HOME located close to 
j downtown: superb workmanship; 
' beautiful thick shag carpet through­
out: best of all a suite can be finished 
in the basement to make the mort­
gage payments for you. Don’t miss 
this one. Call Lloyd Bloomfield eves. 
2-3089 or days, 2-5544. MLS.
COUNTRY LIVING' — One acre with new luxurious 3 
BR home; 1536 sq. ft.;' sunken LR with shag rug; floor to 
' ceiling fireplace; attractive kitchen with dish-washer;
sliding doors to spacious sundeck: 4 pc. bath, double 
sinks; 3 pc. off master BR with shower; full basement; 
large garage and breezeway; a quality home with many 
extras. Asking price $37,900. Cail George Silvester,.eves. 
2-3516 or days, 2-5544. LS.
SUMMERLAND—building sites; 3 blocks’from city centre; 
all year ci'Qek running along side of lots. Priced at $3,500 
and $4,000. Call Penny Callies, Peachland, 767-2202 or eves. 
767-2655. MLS.
MOUNTAIN AVE. - Cape Cod Style; lovely 4 BR home, 
with LR with fireplace and dining room; fully carpeted 
with shag; kitchen has plenty of cupboards; also eating 
area; utility room on main floor with W/D hook-up; double 
carport; plus tool shed; beautifully landscaped. All this in 
the Glenmore area. For moi ’ details call 2-5544. MLS.
REVENUE HOME — South end of'town on a quiet street, 
1 block to bus Une; dose to schools and shops, large 7% 
A/S; both suites now rented for $260 pep month, but either 
can be vacated on 30 days notice. CaU Jack Sassevlllc, 
eves. 3-5257 or days 2-5544. MLS.
BUILDING SITES - .
Level Lot — with Ponderosa Pines, two blocks from the 
lake ih Peachland. H acre, $4,500. MLS.
Large Treed Lot — near beach in Peachland; a holding or 
building proposition. MLS, Call Mike Chepesulk, eves. 4- 
7264 or days 2-5544,
Okanagan Realty
551 Bernard Ave. LTD, 2-5544
We Trade Throughout B.C, 
Ruth Young 3-6758 
Peachland Brunch 767-2202 or Bert or Mae Lcboo 767-2525






DEAL DIRECT WITH BUILDER ■. •
in Rullnnd. Seo tins bciiutifnl, well constructed 
NOW, Buy while yon can hull have your choice of 
coverings. Double plumbing; on large lot; base- 
ready for. revenue hultc.
1NQJI1RF, ABOUT OUR VIEW LOTS.
CUSTOM HOMI S -- 765-6153
LONG BROS. CONSTRUCTION
' 156
THIS LOVELY HOME, ONLY 6 MONTHS OLD, 
HAS TO BE SOLD!
Rustic, open beam, cedar finish inside and outside; 1650 
sq. ft. on main floor; this home has been quality built • 
from top to bottom with all wood windows and sliding 
doors; built-up shake roof; beautiful foyer, sunken living 
room, 12 feet high stone fireplace, best quality shag, din­
ing room with sliding doors to balcony, large kitchen 
with eating nook leading into family room, three large 
bedrooms with ensuite plumbing and walk-in cupboards, 
and sauna room, all on main floor. Plus partly finished 
basement with fireplace and roughed plumbing. AU this 
situated on half an acre in the beautiful pine area of East 
Kelowna.
TO VIEW TELEPHONE 763-2719 |
NO AGENTS PLEASE
ONE OF A KIND
156
Lupton Agencies ltd.
is this elegant 3 bedroom, 2 
storey home located‘in the 
Mission with a terrific view 
overlooking the City, Lake 
and Valley. 2& baths, large 
kitchen with beautiful cabi­
nets, formal dining room. 
Large sundeck. Many many 
extras with this home. Dis­
tinctive finishing through­
out and a breathtaking view 
truly make this home one 
of a kind. Priced at 
$45,000.00. MLS. Terms 




W. B. Roshinsky .... 4-7236 
C. A. Penson........ . 8-5830
DELUXE 
LAKESHORE HOME, 
2288 sq. ft, 




OUTSTANDING VIEW OF LAKE! NEW 
three bedroom homo iltuated In be»uti- 
ful Lakeview Heights, featurini two F/O 
fireplaces, quality shag carpeting, hug* 
covered aundeck with indoor-outdoor 
carpet, aluminum aiding, partly land­
scaped and an asphalt driveway. Ex­
cellent buy at 128,950. To view call 
Olivia Worsfold, 762-5030, evenings 762- 
3895. Hoover Realty Ltd.
Will accept trades, new three 
bedroom, IH baths home, on 4i acr* 
lot, with gundeck, full baaement, carport. 
May accept camper, travel trailer, late 
model pickup, or buildltuc lot aa all or 
part of down payment. A bargain at 
full price of $22,500. CaU 762-0461 for
details, tf
ATTRACTIVE WELL PLANNED 
three bedroom home, featuring two fire­
places. large bright-kitchen with nook, 
separate dining room, roughed In base­
ment. Located on large landscaped'lot. 
Near schools and shopping. Telephone
763-6(96. 158
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI —PHONE 762-4400
NEW SPLIT LEVEL WITH REVENUE SUITE 
IN RUTLAND
Situated on a large corner lot on McCurdy Road, this 
3-bedroom carpeted family home, offers a unique and
~~~very private revenue or in-law suite — that isn’t in the 
basement!!! Add to this two fireplaces, 3 bathrooms, a 
breakfast nook and room for yet another bedroom and 
large rec. room in the basement — and a double carport! 
and you have one “H—— of a good buy at $28,500” — 
Full Price. MLS. Call Dudley Pritchard at 768-5550 or ' 
762-4400,
HOME AND SMALL HOLDING
Four-bedroom home with 1,575 square feet living area, 
insulated, oil space heat, good well and pressure system, 
nicely treed, site % acfe plus. Full price $9,500.00 with 
terms. Extra 2 acres with barn and chicken house avail­
able. Close to school and shopping. MLS. CaU B1U Fleck 
at 763-2230 or 7624400.
Betty Beech 764-7314 Mike Jennings .. 765-6304 
Roger Cottle .. 763-2880
THREE BEDROOM 
HOME 
on Perth Road in Rutland. 
Fireplace, full basement, 
and carport. Down payment 
$7,000.00; balance 8%% 
mortgage. Phone Grant 





532 Bernard Ave. 
Telephone 762-2846
ESTATE SALE: 10 acre Small Holding with older 2 
. bedroom home, large dairy barn, 2 car garage and 
numerous other outbuildings. Property has irrigation and 
domestic water and has, approximately 6 acres planted 
to hay and the balance in pasture. For further Informa­
tion on this property call Alan Elliot at the office or 
evenings at 3-7283. MLS.
NEAR HOSPITAL: 2 bedroom retirement home. Has 
full basement, separate dining room, garage. Grounds 
small but well treed and simply but effectively land­
scaped. Clear title. Call Einiir Domelj at the office or 









SMALL HOLDINGS - WITH-A-VIEW
Ah excellent opportunity Is being offered to those who 
desire a larger than average' lot with the creation of this 
new development on Bouchcrle Road, Fully serviced view 
lots of Land 2 acres offer adequate land for both the horse 
enthusiasts and privacy Heckers,' Priced from 19,000,00 to 




or your local MLS Realtor for further Information
BRAEMAR CONSTRUCTION LTD.
(BUILDERS IN KELOWNA SINCE 1962) 
NEW NHA VIEW HOME 
Features three bedrooms, baths, carpeting, sundeck.
Mtge, 118,180 at 8’V'L with payments $105 
taxes, Price $21,500. Situated close to Quigley 
Cactus Road. > ,
Office: 154' Stetson Motel 1 Phone:





LOOKING FOR VIEW? PRIVATE 
sale of a new two bedroom home eltnat- 
ed on H acre lot with full basement, 
shag carpets,, feature wall, patio, car­
port, view of lake, hills, and .orchards. 




Open from 2-6 p.m. every 
Tues., Thqrs., Fri. and Sun. 
from 2-5 p.m. Sat. Follow 
Black Mtn. Rd. to Hollywood 
Rd., turn right on Falkirk Rd., 
turn right on Dundee.
CaU 765-8712, 763-6066 or 
763-3737.
(Furnished by Turvey's) 
tf
ti'E.'Vl THREE BEDROOM HOME Lo­
cated in Rutland on large country lot. 
Many outstanding feature* auch ag full 
basement, carport, sundeck, and carpet 
throughout. For mora details and to ■ 
view, call 768-5860. : 160
TWO BEDROOM HOME AT 524 HAR- 
vey Avenue, full basement, garage, close 
to everything. Full price 817,500, down 
payment 88400, balance at 863 per 
month, interest at 6%. RS toned. Apply 
762-7705. 159
LOMBARDY PARK. FOUR YEAR OLD 
home. Four bedrooms, two baths, well 
planned kitchen with eating area, fam­
ily room with fireplace in completely 
flnlshad basement, double carport, 1W.'» 
mortgage. Telephone 763-4489. 157
LOVELY, THREE BEDROOM, FULL 
basement home. Fireplace tip and down, 
carport, workshop, fully landscaped. 
Caah to 6 per cent mortgage or wlU take 
large mobile home in trad*. Box AM2,
CREEKSIDE SETTING
New 3 br. home in Sprlngvalley 
Sub. Fireplace up and down, 
top quality flooring and build­
ing material. This home la 
priced at $25,500 with $2500 




WHY WAIT FOR SPRING and 
HIGHER LOT PRICES?
3 LOTS, $8700
Near Rutland High School. 
Ready to build now.
762-3559
The Kelowna Dally Courier. 157
PRIVATE SALE. COMFORTABLE 
home, close In. Well to wall oarpet, 
fireplace with heatilator. two bedrooms 
aad den, two bedrooms in full base- 
m«nt Seo at 971 Leon Avenue.
Th, F. 8, tf
FOft SALE IN HOLLYWOOD DELL, 
(wo to tour bodroom homo*. »om« with 
fireplace. Low down payment NHA 
finance. Telephone Schaefer Bullderi), 
763-J3W or 762-8W8.
M, W, r, 8, tt
NEW . TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, 
quality construction. Carports, storage 
area, m' baths, refrigerators, stoves. 
Open to offers. Telephone 764-4408 or 763-
5327. tt
NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED ON 
new home, full basement, carport, 
wall to waU caniota, custom cupboards. 
Low Interest, low monthly payments. 
766-2700 (Winfield). M, W, F, S, tf
BY CONTRACTOR, TWO AND THREE 
bedroom house* on Mountain Road, 
NHA mortgages, Low down paymsnte. 
Lou Ouldl Construction Ltd. T«l*phona 
783-3240, 768-3267. . 157
PHIVATE SALE, GLENMOItE AftEA, 
thr«« b*droom horn*, ten y«*r» «ld| halt 
b**em«nt, hurdwood floor*, Interior r«- 
flnl«h«d, i*r*(«, l*ry* lot, 811,000, Low 
down p*ym*ni, T*l*phon* 704'8747, 1)7 
PfliVATE.' THIIEE BEDBOOM' HOMK 
dinlny room, two flr«pl*c«, m**t«r bod­
room *n*ulte, *t|nd*ck, carport, Gl«n- 




on Abbott BL, in city, $400 per 
frontage ft. We will build to your 
plans and BpociflcaUons.
768-5634
Th. F, S 160
DUPLEX, BY OWNER. CENTRALLY 
located In Rutland, Family room in 
basement, covered carport, aund*ck, 
revenue 8330, For more Information
ioIephono 763-1133. 153
ACREAGE FOR SALE 
27 acres, Kelowna area, near 
the Riding Club.
$58,^00
D.P. and terms open 
7044603
Til, F„ 8, 101
J. LEN NEAVE, R.I. (B.C.) 
Gaddes Realty Ltd. 
REAL ESTATE APPRAISER 
CONSULTANT
547 Bernard Ave, 
Bus, 2-3227 Eves. 5-5272 
 111., F, S. If
THREE BEDROOM, TWO BATHROOM 
hous* on 14 acr* vl«w lot, Carport and 
garage, 821,908, WlU accept car or lot 
aa down payment. Telephone 783'8218.
, __________ F, 9,»
THREE LARGE RESIDENTIAL BUILD- 
Ing iota »n McClure and Elm Road, Very 
r*a*onabl«, Tetephone 782-4599 or 78l< 
2965. It
roitMLK IN"iiUTLAND, NEW TUREK 
btdroom duplex, Ftxlur** teundry room 
on main floor,1 cirporl xnd l«r|« !>•••• 
m»nt. T*|«phon* 781'4488, U
HAVK~iil£AI, NICK HOME FOR SAlX 
Imin«4*8te po»»»*»lon, No *f*nt*> pl****, 
T*l*phon* 7«3.?Mli.______________
22. PROPERTY WANTED"'
SAWLEY REALTY & 
DEVELOPMENT LTD. 
Commercial Properly Only,
1447 EHi» St. 763-6442 .
FOB 8AI.K BY OWNER, COMFLEII'.- 
iy remodelled horn*, New fireplace, 
terne living room, kitchen with esllng 
area, two bedroom*, aunporrh, four 
piece bathroom. Large l<4 with good 
card** a<di. Cloap to Orchard Path and 
ftullarnt abopplM. Ixn» price of $11,JOO 
M quick axle, Telephone tei-74te. U4
REDUCED 10 8IO,:.W1, (liL'M, ONE
I brmoom retirement home, Sew < f«•< 
I xeod kilchen cabined, <lnt gnd plumii i 
1 |ng. new c»rp-t ihroughnut, Immadlaie
Occupaatr, Talaphoa* 743-8M3, If I
. A_,_
WANTED -- 3MAI1. ACMAOB OR 
turn with or without house f«t »«mt-
coup)*. Apply N. ridbsrnr, WA
Ring* Rood, Frlnc* O*org«. B.C. । 
\ T)«, F, 9, 1,1
FAMILY INVESTMENT COMPANY, 
purrhasiag property for rental purpaa** 
— r«sld«ntl*l. <oinrnM<l»l at Induntrtel. 
Hhal h»v« inu? Tritphon* 7u:iUfiM. It
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22. PROPERTY WANTED
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD
536 Bernard Ave, Kelowna, B.C.
ICI DIVISION
WANTED. Listings on Motels, Hotels, Apts., all commer­
cial and industrial properties. Many clients through our 
vast network of offices. Please contact Bill Gibbons,
763-7900. 158
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT 25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
BEACH LOTS FOR 
CABINS FOR LEASE
South of. bridge, west side.
Telephone 768-5810 
Also summer beach lots.
159
HUSBAND AND WIFE REQUIRED
BRANCH MANAGER 
TRAINEE
Ambitious career - minded 
people with executive potential 
will receive planned training 
in preparation for a career as 
a branch manager with the 
nation's oldest and largest 
consumer finance company. 
If selected, you will earn full 
salary as you train, with fre­
quent increases directly re­
lated to your progress. Stable 
employment, outstanding em­
ployee benefits, and rapid pro­
motions provide for a secure 
future. Age 21 and over, some 
college desirable but ■ not re­
quired.
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
JOBBING PLUMBER REQUIRED, EX- 
pericnced in ‘.us appliance repair*, oil 
burner work, and general plumbing. 
Write stating qualifications, age. and 
•dotation to P.O. Box 835. Kelowna. B.C. 
160
VANCOUVER SUN CARRIER FOR 
Rutland; Dion’*, north to school area. 
Register now for future route* in other 
■real. Telcpbona 782-6294 arvenln**; 762- 
2221 day». 160
REAL ESTATE SALES POSITION 
available. FUR •ervice* offered re: 
otnee. management, appraisal depart­
mental assistance, and insurance. Con­
tact Mr. B. M. Melkle at 762-2127. 157
EXPERIENCED drywall tapers
wanted. Telephone 765-6241.
35. HELP WANTED 
FEMALE
156
DON’T FENCE ME IN”
1961 CHEVROLET WAGON.. $395. 1959 
Mercury 1 ton. $685. 1938 Ford Vj ton. 
$275. « ipeed tr*n*miMiou. $300. Tele- 
phono 765-9822.
1967 CHEVELLE MAUBU. AUTOMATIC 
on the floor, bucket seat*, tape deck and 
radio. Highest offer. Ttlephona 763-2092 
after 6:00 pan. -157
FOR SALE — I960 DODGE POLARA. 
V-8, automatic, four door aedan. Good 




1968 CITROEN FOUR DOOR SEDAN, 
excellent condition. low mileage. Tele­
phone 763-2947 evenings, er 763-7832 days.
155
1962 CHEV IMPALA. FOUR DOOR 
hardtop, power brake*, power steering. 
V-8 motor. Price $500. Telephone 762-
8453 after 5:00 p.m. 155
1965 FALCON TWO DOOR SEDAN. 289 
4-barreL four speed, completely rebuilt







FOR RENT — 1XX» SQUARE FEET OF 
fully finished and beautifully carpeted 
office space in downtown Rutland. 
Previously used by physician, but cap 
ba easily adapted to any professional' 
person e.g. real estate, etc. $2.40 per
square foot. 765-7027. 173
WAREHOUSE SPACE FOR RENT - 
Approximately 600 square feet of dry, 
unheated warehouse space, for rent in 
the 400 block Bernard Avenue. Avail­
able February 1st. 1972. Contact Lund 
and Warren Realty Ltd.. 446 Bernard 
Avenue. Kelowna, B.C.. 763-4932. tf
for new business. Age no barrier, op- % 
portunity to travel. Earnings $800 to 
12.000 per month. Duties; to do a Job 
at management level. Full training./Re- _ 
ply Box A527. The Kelowna Dally Coan intermediate OR SENIOR AC- 
ler- 13_ counting student or recent graduate
OFFICE (BUILDING. COMMERCIAL CGA or RIA required to be responsible 
property on Main Street Wertbank. The <or branch accounting and office man- 
building 1* 24*x32’ on « 50’xllO* Let agement for the^ local office of a Van- 
Offers to Westbank Irrigation District, cimver baaed manufacturing company. 
PO Box 228. Warfhank Telephone 768- Please reply in own band writing stat- 
SBia tf ing salary expected to: Box A529, The
. ................... ------ Kelowna Daily Courier. 157
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS shift foreman for b.c. interior
. ------------------------ “ sawmill producing approximately* 70 M
per shlR. Must have a good mechanical 
and production background. Mail your 
resume and wages expected to: Manager, 
Okanagan Forest Products Consulting
If that’s the way you feel abou ; 
a 9 to 5 job, Avon is for you. 
Avon Representatives set their 
own hours, selling our famous 
products in their spare time. 
Call now:
1965 RAMBLER CLASSIC. MUST SELL. 
Best offer. Apply 1961 Glenmora Street.
Cabin 4. 156
WANTED — 1969 OR LATER NOVA 
SS. Duster 340 or similar car. Telephone
762-3221. 156
1961 VAUXHALL. GOOD SECOND CAR. 




PRIVATE SALE. 1970 MERCURY 




Services Ltd.. RR 2. Enderby. 156
Ample conventional residential third year apprentice or lic- 
mnrtfface funds available for «nced mechanic required immediately, mortgage Iimas avdiimne m Must have own tools. Wages to be nego-
new and existing houses, con-
MOTHER WITH ONE CHILD. TWO- 
three yean old, to took after two year 
old boy on working days. $3 per day. 
Non smoker please. Spring Valley, Rut­
land area, after 5:00 p.m. 765-7655. 154
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY — MATURE 
housekeeper. Modern conveniences; 
good wages, room and board. Apply at
1344 Bernard Avenue. 158
1968 SUZUKI 80 CC WITH TRAIL 
sprocket, double seat. Like new condl-
tion. $200. Telephone 764-7305. tf
42B. SNOWMOBILES
1970 SKI-DOO 440, BRAND NEW 
motor, complete. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Telephone 765-6126 after 
6:00 p.m. - tf
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE 
available in air-condiUoned one storey 
building, centrally located. Ample staff 
and client parking. Custom renovation 
may be arranged. Furnished if desired. 
Please telephone Mr. J. M. Roberts. 762-
struction draws, fast service, 
Contact Glen Attree or
Darryl Ruff at
tiated. Telephone Steve, 765-5068 or 765-
8284. 160
WANTED — MATURE WOMAN TO 
look after three children for five 
weeks. Live in preferred but not es-
sential. Telephone 762-4468.
35. HELP WANTED, FEMALE
2002 tf COLLINSON REALTORS
LOOKING FOR SHOP OR WAREHOUSE 
■pace on Glenmore Street —"will build 
shortly—2.000. 1400, L000 square feet
Telephone 763-2965. tf




ONE 440. 38 H.P. ESKIMO SNOW- 
mobile. $700 or best offer. One 30 h.p. 
18 inch track, electric start, like new,
$750. 765-7902. tf
NEW 1972 YAMAHA 433 CC SNOW- 
mobile. Wide track, electric start. Full 
warrantee. Best offer. Telephone 767-
2345 (Peachland). 159
SNOWMOBILE TRAILERS. ONE SIN- 
gle and one double, both new. Priced 
reasonable. Also one snowmobile sled.
HEATED WAREHOUSE SPACE, 500 ---------,.wTStw----
square feet and up, near Orchard Park MONEY AVAILABLE 
on Highway #7 North. Telephone 765- For
2^!:________ ___________ tf Commercial and Industrial
tf for Ladies’ Wear Department
Telephone 763-3092 or 768-5146. 158
FOR SALE—1970 JOHNSTON SNOW- 
mobile. Good shape, must sell. Tele-
LUXURIOUS OFFICE SPACE. 400 TO 
500 square feet. Air conditioned, carpets, 
drapes. 1135 Sutherland Avenue. Tele-
phone 763-2243 or 762-3146. tf
1.450 SQUARE FEET OF COMMER- 
cial space available immediately. North-
gate Plaza. Telephone 763-2732. tf
C E N T R A L DOWNTOWN OFFICE 
■pace. Reasonable rent. Apply 762-2688.
Development 
SAWLEY REALTY & 
DEVELOPMENT LTD, 
1447 Ellis Street 
Kelowna, B.C. 
763-6442 tf
or after .5:00 pjn. 762-2926. tf
STORE SPACE FOR RENT IN SHOP- 
per's Village, Rutland. 14'x76”. Telephone
CARRUTHERS
& MEIKLE LTD-
21 Private funds for conventional 
space for rent — you name it, loans. Variety pre-payment 
have it. The cannery Group. 763- plans and privileges; mort­
gages and agreements purch-
765-7221..
SHOP OR WAREHOUSE SPACE IN
Rutland win be available about April
1. Telephone 765-7057. 156
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
ased.
364 Bernard Avenue, 
Phone 762-2127.
153,155, 156
and Experienced Stock Control Clerk
Apply in own handwriting to: 
BOX A-530,
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
36. HELP WANTED, 
MALE OR FEMALE
FULLER BRUSH COMPANY LTD. RE- 
quires fuU or part time representatives 
for Kelowna area. Apply D. Sergent, 
36OQ Kamloops Road, Vernon, 542-2942. 
tf
37. SALESMEN AND 
AGENTS
phone 763-3948 or 765-5818. ’ 156
1970 SKI-DOO 335 SUPER OLYMPPIC, 
top condition. $525. Telephone 762-0736.
158
SNO-JET AND SLEIGH, COMPLETELY 
overhauled. Must sell. Telephone 762-8124. 
156
156
43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
FOR QUICK SALE: CHEVY 15 INCH 
chrome deep dish wheels, 10 inches wide. 
Never been used. $30.- Telephone Pete,
FURNITURE REPAIRS AND REFIN- 
ishing. Small repairs can be done in your 
home. Henning Jensen. Telephone -767-
2424, RR 1, Peachland. 160
THINKING OF BUILDING? LOOKING 
for something different, with style and 
quality? Telephone Bob Tanner. 762-
0220. 157
763-3712 after 6:00 p.m. 156
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
Peanut Butter









For Working Partnership. 
Reply to:
BOX A-528, THE 
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. 
156
PRIVATE MORTGAGES AVAILABLE— 
First, second or purchase agreement for
sale. Telephone 763-4950. U
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
WINTER CABBAGE, CARROTS. PAR- 
snips, large an<J small beets. All or­
ganically grown. Also Delicious apples.
Telephone 763-5110. F, S, tf




1—Used 5 pcs. Dinette —............... -
1—Used 4/6 Spring and Mattress —. 
1—Used 3/3 Metal Bed Frame ------- -
1—Used 30” Kenmore Range, as is — 
1—Used 24” Moffat Range, as is
1—Used Westinghouse Fridge ........ 
1—Used Gilson Spin Washer ......—T 
1—Used: Zenith Wringer Washer, as is 
1—Used Kelvinator Auto. Washer ..... 
1—Used Sew Machine in cabinet ....... 
















29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
LADY’S MUSKRAT BACK JACKET, 
excellent condition, size 13-14. $75. Med­
ium blue, pure wool coat, size .14, $10. 
Boots, lady's black cocktail, size 7; 
brown molded vinyl, new, size 7; red 
leather, lamb's wool lined, size 6W. 
Man’s hockey skates, size 11, as new; 
. old pair, size 9. Boy’s and youth’s wool 
tweed dress jackets, size 8-18. Miscellan­
eous books, household Items, girl's win-
ter clothing. Telephone 764-4935. tf
WE NEED YOU! YOU NEED US! IF 
it’s more action you require. Kelowna 
Realty (Rutland) need several licenced 
real estate salesmen. Time to change 
to the busiest little spot in B.C. Frank 
Couves, 765-5111 or 762-4721 evenings for
RESPONSIBLE TEENAGE GIRL WISH- 
es baby sitting evenings and weekends. 
North end. References available. Tele-
phone 763-7304. 156
SNOW CLEARING — ROOFS AND 




GIRL WITH TYPING AND BOOKKEEP- 
ing seeking full time employment. Leave
message at 762-2766. 157
FORD F850 WITH "H" PLATE; 1968 
International 4x4; 1963 Rambler Am­
bassador; two 1.000 gallon tanks; two 
Fruehauf vans; 45* flatdeck trailer; 
gooseneck trailers; car carrier; D6 cat; 
other equipment, etc. Telephone 768- 
5844. Gorman Road, Westbank. 159
1966 D1000 INTERNATIONAL NINE 
passenger travelall in good condition. 
Automatic, power steering, power 
brakes, and new tires. Telephone 768-
5814 days. tf
1959 DODGE Mi TON, SIX STANDARD, 
radio, wide box. Motor and body in ex­




DO YOU WANT 
A HOLIDAY?






Require a personal touch to your cor­
respondence? We address longhand, 
stamp envelopes, stuff circulars. Cheap 
rent, efficient. Call 767-2761; write 
Home Addressing Service, Box 77.
Peachland. W, F 162
WILL SHOVEL SNOW FROM ROOFS, 
only $3 per hour. Telephone Bill, 765-
6222 after 6:00 p.m. 156
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND Ex­
terior. Free estimates. Telephone K.Z.
Painting. 763-5278. M. W. F. tf
SNOW CLEARED OFF ROOFS, EX-
periehoed. Telephone 765-8552. 156
LIVE IN BABYSITTER AVAILABLE.
Telephone 765-6301. 156
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
LOVELY AFRICAN BARKLESS PUPS. 
Mother is a registered Basenji. $25 each. 
Telephone 762-2177. . tf
7522, after 6:00 p.m. 158
1970 CHEV TANDEM C60. 427 ENGINE,, 
five and a four transmission, 34,000 
pound rear, 15’x7' Carter aluminum box.
Telephone 762-3126. 156
FOR SALE — 1970 FORD PICKUP, V-8, 
automatic; 1965 Ford pickup and 1963 
Ford Econolihe van. Telephone 762-4742
or evenings, 763-2598. 155
WILL TRADE NEW HOME EQUITY 
for your late model pickup, camper or
travel trailer. CaU 762-0461. tf
1950 FORD Ml TON FLATDECK. NEW 




















ATTENTION WOOD USERS — WE 
have some dry planer ends for immed- -
HAMMOND ORGAN
SALES - SERVICE 
- INSTRUCTION
Expert piano tuning. 
480 LEON AVE. 
763-4247
M, W, F tf
late delivery. Telephone 765-6280 or 765- GUILD ELECTRIC GUITAR. TELE
5624. 163 phone 763-4975. 159
HOUSEFUL OF FURNITURE 1NCLUD- CONN TRUMPET IN GOOD CONDI-
ing color television, all In good condl- tion. $110. Telephone 762-2292. 
tlon. Will sell as a group or separately. -------------------- —------- ----------------
157
Telephone 763-2092.TELEVISION. BLACK AND Wlirg WANTED TO BUY
$63. Hoover Dlal-a-matlc Vacuum. $43. 
, Hairdryer, $10. All as new. Telephone
763-376$. 156
MINK PILE COAT, 41 LENGTH. GOOD 
condition. What offers? Telephone 762- 
0406 or view at 544 Bernard Avenue. ,
SPOT CASH
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates dr single 
items.
Phonp us first at 762-5599
NEW AMPEX CASETrE PROFES- J&J NEW, USED GOODS
VM'on,#r’ b<”‘e'1' ,75' Telrt nnd ANTIQUES 
Phone 704-7305. -------------- tf 1322 EUis St. .tf
ZENITH 21 INCH SPACE COMMAND 
400, remote control console television.
$100, Telephone 764-7305. If
17 INCH SILVERTONK PORTABLE 
television, built-in antennae, Excellent 
condition. $40. Telephono 765-8320. 180 WANTED
EXPERIENCED MOTEL MANAGER, 
aged 27, married, seeldng challenging 
position in Motel-Hotel' Management in 
Kelowna or Penticton. Contact Al at 1904 
Crowchild Trail, N.W., Calgary 44,' Al­
berta, or phone 112-403-284-2884. 155
BLACK MINIATURE POODLE, EIGHT 
weeks old. shots and papers. $75. Tele­
phone 763-2460. 156
1955 MERC HALF TON PANEL. FULLY 
winterized, new tires, good mechanically.
$300. Telephone 763-6998. 156
RELIABLE, EXPERIENCED MAN. 
willing to accept jobs doing spring or 
winter chores. Have own equipment and 
tools. Telephone J. Greig, 764-4209. Also 
wishes full time employment. 158
SNOW REMOVAL. ROOFS CLEARED 
(homes and apartments), driveways 
plowed, sidewalks cleaned. For free 
estimate telephone 765-8482 after 5 p.m.; 
763-2455. . . 155
PAINTING — INTERIOR AND EXTER- 
lor. Good workmanship at reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Telephone 763- 
4595 anytime. tf
WILL BABY SIT IN MY HOME NEAR 
Rutland Central Elementary School, 




HEAVY WEAR EVER COOKWARE, $50.
' Stalnleae ■teel cookware, reasonable. t„cb nnj Standing Timber good condition. Telephone 703-3236. 158 K limner
two piece ciiESTKRFiEin. also 8" diameter and over. Phone 
K ?Xi”b,nc‘' "°‘h new' Tni 542-8293 evenings'. 547-3091 days 
SKIS,' STEP IN. LAMINATED, 192 CM. Of Write Riverside Forest Pro- 
Ski boots. «Ue 8. $99 together. Tele- ...
phone 763-3101 ask tor, Klaus.138 ducts Ltd., Box 370, Lumby,
FOR QUICK SALE: HUMANIC BUCKLE n r 
ski boots; size Oh; like new. $35. Tele- .. 162
Pete. 76J-37U alter 6:00 p.m. WANTED - LIVEWEIGHT GRAIN FED
COLEMAN OIL HEATER. I.IKE NEW, >»«»• Jo*-, male, Mu«t be reamnabte,
barrel, aland, and copper Unes, $40. Telephone 708-3810. ’ ■_____ 159
Telephone 763-64I3- 156 W0UU)' UKE TO ni)v vtiED CLARIN-
KLKCTRIC IBM TYPEWRITER IN ln n 10 «ood condition. Tele-
excellent condition. Telephone 7M-7O37. P"«n« 763-3690.___________ ____ 155
1$ INCH FLKKTWOOD COE()il"Ti'LE- “ l'K,Knfc, MJAUKH. CON.
Vision, brand new. Telephone 763-670. Uct n°x 181 ‘ Peachland, 150
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. TELEPHONE 33. SCHOOLS AND 
762-8416. 139 VOCATIONS
OIL STOVE FOR HALE. TELEPHONE ——-----------------------------------------------------7*31310 •tier OlOO p.m. 157 SCHOOL Ki HOME. CANADA'S
- -----------—-A"- leading achool. Free brochure. National
BROWN TWEED ClIEHERFIELD AND College. 444 llobeon St., Vancouver 
matching chair, Telephone 763-U59. 132 4912. u
34. HEILP WANTED, MALE
PURCHASING TRAFFIC COORDINATOR
Progressive manufacturing company requires a purch­
asing agent to assume purchasing and traffic respon­
sibilities. Several years purchasing and traffic experi­
ence essential. Reply in' writing only, stating experience, 
references and present salary to
Plant Manager, Westmills Carpets Ltd
P.O. Box 6^8, Kelowna ,
156
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
1971 FORD % TON WITH 11 FOOT 
camper, for sale. Loaded. Telephone 765- 
6749. 155
NEAR NEW D6C POWER SHIFT CAT- 
erpiUar fully equipped.' 966B loader with 
heavy duty canopy, log grapplers and 
23.5x25 tires. D7-17A Turbo-charged 
caterpillar tractor with winch and angle 
dozer. D7E with frame mounted canopy, 
18Q h.p. motor and new undercarriage. 
Contact D and D Welding Ltd., Vernon. 
Telephone — days 542-8538, 542-6960. 
Evenings — 545-0324, 542-8528; F, S, 156
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
367 A. B. DICK OFFSET PRESS — 
fully automatic with chain delivery, 
chalk sprayer, micro adjustment, work 
organizer and ink roller clean-up attach­
ment. Paper size U"xl7". Usesd 18 
months. All offers considered. Write 
Greater Vancouver Visitors Bureau, 650 





Exclusive dealer for 
mobile homes in 12* 
and double widcs. 
SEE US BEFORE YOU
Orange Juice
Fresh Frozen, 
Pasco. 6 oz. tins . .................... ........ .....
BUY YOU MAY BE
GOODWILL
USED CARS
OLDS DELTA 88 Custom 
Factory air-cond., p.s., p.b., 
vinyl top, new tires.
CHEV. Custom Sport 2 Dr. 
Bucket scats, p.s., p.b., radio,




CHEV, KfNGSWOOD S. WGN., 8 cyl., 
p. rear window, A.T., p.s., p,b., factory 
warranty.
“WE NEED YOUR TRADE-INS NOW"
"TRUCKS"
107A G M C'LWB T01SI8 cyL’4 sPd *Posi' 1.7/U traction, balance Factory .Warranty,
]QZQ DATSUN J4 TON. Mirrors, radio, low 
I/O/ mileage.
10X7 INTERNATIONAL TRAVELALL, 
,1/0/ 4 wh. dr., 4 spd.
SEE US FOR ALL OF YOUR LEASING NEEDS.
Jacobsen Pontiac-Buick Ltd
”YOUR TOTAL TRANSPORTATION CENTRE”
1658 Pandosy St. Phone 763-7700
USED CAR LOT PHONE 763^6060
155
DELUXE 1970 COUGAR XR7. V-8 331, 
Iwo (tow, vinyl top, power iteerln*. 
power ditc brake., •tereo, radio and 
lapederk. Premium condition. 768-3469. 
’ __ \  tf
i9«4Dodge sedan, running good, 
119). 1M4 / Falcon aedan, automatic, 
9.150. Hi*) Volkswagen, running good, 
8430. Telephone 761-4706 day!I 761-4131
«venln««. IM
IK4 FORD FAIXON FOUR IKX)R 
Md>n. alx cylinder with atandard trpna- 
mlaalon, Cowl running condition. An ex­
cellent’ Ullin economy car, Telephone 
7M-2IM, 137
Six eundard, radio, tour door. I960 I'D- 
mouth Italian warm, alant «h aland- 




15% DOWN ON 
APPROVED CREDIT
2 MILES NORTH 
OF VERNON 
Brandt and Dorothy Hagglund 
Day or Night 
545-0264
F, S, tf
1969 GLENDALE 12' WIDE IN Ex­
cellent condition; two bedrooms, carpet­
ed living room, electric range. Com­
pletely skirted with storage shed and 
sundeck on large fenced lot at No. 10,
Shasta Trailer Park. 156
THREE BEDROOM 12’x62’, $8,230. TWO 
bedroom 10'x50’, clean, $7,000. Two bed­
room, 12’x36', neat, $7,300. B’x40', many 
extras, $2,800. 2O'x55’ double wide cost 
$22,000, special $16,000. Every deal a
1970 COUGAR, ONLY 13,000 M1I.ES, 
excellent rendition. Power tlccrina. 
brake*, Mereo. 83.600 of lw>l offer. Will 
roneldcr ■mall rar ■■ part payment. 
Telephone 7M8('i). |f
"1964 F0hD~FAUU,ANi6^v6~l)4)<)ll 
automatic, excellent rendition, C»n be 
financed, trade! accepied. Carleton 
Mobile llomea Ltd., Iliihway 97 North 
at McCurdy Road, Telephone 763-7731, 
136
good (leal. Telephone 763-4464. 156
SALE ON USED UNITS. B'x:)2' ONE 
bedroom, 8'x37’ two bedroom, lo'x46 two 
bedroom. Also in stock — large variety 
of new 12' widen, Carleton Mobile Homes 
Ltd,, Highway 97 North at McCurdy
Rond. Telephone 705-7753, 15(1
MUST SELL BY FEBRUARY 13TII, 
1972—10 foot trilclc camper, high-low 
typo, Furnace, stove, mattresses and 
Jacks. Fits 8 foot box, wide side. 765-
700,1, 138
THREE BEDROOM 12’x66’ MOBILE 
homo, completely furnished. With extras: 
television, radio, electric mower, deep 
freeze, dryer, barbecue, etc, Telephone
708-5272. 156
IF YOU WANT TO RliV, HELL, 
trade, or rent a mobile home, flrat con­
tact Mobile Home Agencies. Every deal 
a good deal, Telephone 763-4404, P.O.
Box 40, Kelowna, 150
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKIC- 
shore Road. Children welcome, No' pets 
plonnp, Cable TV Included. Telephone 
763-2678. tf
GREEN HAY MOBILE HOME PARK, 
Grren Roy Road nit Bouchrrle. Mn<l- 
■caped loti available In family and re­
tirement areas, Telephone 768-3543. tf
REPOSSESSION—1970 12* x 86* THREE 
bedroom, utility room, naw. furniture 
throughout. Okanagan Mobil* Home*, 763- 
7077. tf
FOR SALIC - 6*x40* MOBILE HOME 
set up In trailer park. Immediate poe- 
esMon. For Information, telephone 762-
0370. w
Wll.l. TRADE NEW HOME EQUITY 
for your vacation trailer or camper.
Call 762 0101 If
3.V x 10' TWO BEDROOM, FULLY 
hirnlkhed and net up, I'rlre 14,800, Tele-
phene 7M-23J1 Winfield. 136
«0'xl2' FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH- 
rd. No, 103. Winfield Mobile Homes. Tele- 
phon«YM-HM. tf
1870 MAZDA WAGON. ONLY H.000 
miles. I4k« new. Tslephsoa 782-3M7, .
IM
1M2 CHEVROLET BELAIR FOUR 
door •ulomatlc. I'.B., P.B., radio. Tele­
phone 7M0O11. 157
19*3 4'ORVAlil"nMONzC»wiT#FEEI». 
Bert offer nvnr- 9.'5O. T«lfphon»-To-
7141. IM
njr*
l»70.. li’ "x...62' I)iriX)MAT MOBILE
homa. Bink financing avallabla. For 
mora Information call 762-2917. ' 139
49. AUCTION SALES
KEIXWNA AUCTION DOME REGULAR 
■■lea every Wednesday, 7i00 p.m. Wa 
pay rath for complete eatatea and 
houaehold contenta. Telephone 763>3447 




Country Good. 10 oz. pkgs. 4■ 95c
■ Mill....... III llliHIIHIHII
Soup
Puritan.
Tomato or Vegetable. 10 oz. tins 8i89c
■■■HIIIBIIIIIIIIII1III IL
I■ it jint ■ uni «iimill ii 1<« *
Beans with Pork
Nabob.
14 oz. tins' ..... 6 99c
Prices Effective 'til 9 p.m. Tonight, 'til 6 p.m. Saturday
WE RESERVE Till* RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
NOW 2 FINE FOOD MARKETS — DOWNTOWN — ORCHARD 1’ARK
SUPERVALU
DOWNTOWN and ORCHARD PARK































JATamariik 19. Tasty 
tropical 
gOYlN treat 
1. CheW 11. Poltroons
tioisltf 12. Part o{
I ;l<». 1. fl III.*.;- 4 









































By George C. Thosteson. M.D.
i partner 















DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it
!a LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
used for tho three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
bints. Each day the code letters are different
WE
A Cryptogram Quotation 
DPQ/MUBJ LVWACYKB JP
IWQNYPHK, AKJ JVKQ PHKYVKUY 
UVK BWLK JVWBXO DPG OUD UTPGJ 
tfvKQ JP PJVKYO.-CY. VUY7Q XWBPJJ 
1 Yestertay'a Cryptoquote: THE "GOOD OLD TIMES’’-Aix 
TBIESL WHEN OLD, ARE GQOD^-LORD BYRON





















: uweP tabs cn tminss 
peop-si x wSHgbsoiM'ORM 
YOU THAT |,YXA HAS 
RSL8AS6P FROM THS HOSAWU!
9 is cue CAIBS I 
OUR GUSNSSS AFRAHSEAl&Nrl
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Is it safe any cure for fungus under the 
for a glaucoma patient to take a toenails and flngernalls?-Z.C.. 
dally dosage of hormones? I 
read that anyone with glauc - .ia
If you mean a home remedy, 
________ __ ,__ ____ o.__ __ no. But a dermatologist, and 
should not take hormones as sotnetimes your regular physl- 
’ .... _ ” ’ cian, can usually cure It. De­
pending on the type of fungus, 
medications sometimes do the
they r«,tain fluid in the body - 
M.S.
It is true that some hormones 
(the female hormones) can 
cause water retention in the tis-
job. Other times it is necessary 
to remove the nail, so medic a-
'tion can be applied more di-
And too much fluid retention rectly to tlie fungus. , 
can be an undesirable influence ,
sues.
with glaucoma, tending to in­
crease pressure in the eyes, and 
that is just what must be 
avoided.
But please note that I say It 
can be a factor, and distinctly 
do not say that it will be.
The point I’m trying to make 
is this: some patients with glau­
coma may have some other 
medical problem for which hor­
mones are the preferred treat­
ment. Indeed, by the time we 
get to the glaucoma age most of 
u$ are pretty likely to have 
something or other the matter 
With.us Which needs attention.
The amount of fluid retention 
from use of hormones depends 
on the dosage, and it depends 
also on the individual's reaction. 
I doubt that tlie average dosage 
of hormones would cause 
enough fluid retention to compli­
cate the glaucoma.
In any event, medication for 
tiie glaucoma ordinarily should 
offset the effect of the hor­
mones.
No, I can’t agree that pro­
hibiting hormones in such cases 
should be a hard and fast rule. 
It’s something for the physician 
to keep in mind. If eye pressure 
(the glaucoma) can’t be re-
Dear Dr. Thosteson: A friend 
of ours claims that he has a 
special substance or acid in his 
lungs that prevents nicotine and 
tar buildup. He also claims he 
can breathe in 90 per cent air 
pollution without any ill effects. 
Is it possible?—B.F.
I’ve spent enough time trying 
to explode some of the. ancient 
old wives’ tales—so now I guess 
I’ll have to do the same for 
some of the new consensical no­
tions—like the above, Utterly ri­
diculous.
duced to a reasonable level,
Dear Dr. Thosteson: T under­
stand that hardening of the ar­
teries was prevalent among my 
ancestors, and from symptoms I 
believe 1 may have the same 
affliction. I am particularly 
alarmed about my vision.
Would a physician be able to 
prescribe medication to help 
control this malady?—F.E.T.
Only within certain limits. 
There is no way to unharden 
arteries, but one of the principal 
consequences of hardened arter­
ies is high blood pressure, 
which can be harmful a vari­
ety of ways. Also, high choles­
terol may be a factor.




then in certain cases the use of doctor, find out whether your 
blood pressure and cholesterolhormones might be reduced or 
halted, but when the eye pres­
sure remains satisfactory, I see 
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Dear Dr. Thosteson: Is there
are too, high, and if so start 
treatment to reduce both. The 
eyes can, indeed, be affected by 
high blood pressure^ so if I were 
you I would get after this right 
away.
f YOU ANSWER ME, MRS. -t
franklin.po you know
. THAT WHEN I HANP OVER
I THIS CHECK TO YOUR 
HUSBANP... AFTER YOU 
BOTH SIGN WAIVERS...
...ITMARKS THE ENP/ 
YOU'VE GIVEN UP 
FOREVER YOUR RIGHTS 
TO PERI. PO YOU 
understand }.
THAT?!!




“Wo’ve been here 45 minutes. They’ve given us a table 
with a view of everything but a waiter 1”
-YOUR HOROSCOPE
By JF.ANE DIXON
Arica (March 21-April 19): 
Conventional Unes are apt to 
yield results well enough for to­
day's needs. You are niucli ap­
preciated In'your home,
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Practical action has to prevail 
over sudden whims. Where you 
have any chance nt all, seek the 
finto traits of your loved ones, 
retflih your home life.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): Or­
ganize your crew, for a day of 





By B. JAY BECKER
TEST YOUR PLAY
1. You are declarer with the 
West hand at three notrump 
and north leads the nine of 










A A Q10 9
2. You are ch clarer with the 
West hand at five diamonds. 







4 4 Pass 5 4
North leads the king of clubs. 
How would you play the hand?
A A J3
V K 10 N
AKQ
V J 9 5 3
4 AK108 42 "„E 4QJ75
*J2 LA-1AA43
you could fail in your mission 
if you won the ace of hearts at 
trick one and led a diamond at 
trick two. If North had the ace 
and played another heart at 
trick three, you might find your­
self in deep trouble.
2, The potential losers are 
two hearts and a cltib, for North 
may have the A-Q of hearts in 
addition to the K-Q of clubs. To 
overcome this possibility, it is 
best to^arrange for an endplay.
Win the king of clubs with 
the ace, draw trumps, lead the 
K-Q of spades, overtaking the 
second one with the ace, and 
cash the jack of spades, discard­
ing a club from dummy. Then 
play the jack of clubs, saddling 
North with the lead and forc­
ing him to either lead a heart 
or yield a ruff and discard.
1. This is one of those hands 
where, with correct play, you 
can't lose the contract no mat­
ter how the cards are divided.
Win the heart with the ace, 
Slay a spade to the king, and 
nesse the jack of dubs. If 
North has the king, you are 
sure to make the hand by re­
peating the finesse, so let’s as­
sume the jack loses to South's 
king.
South cannot return a spade 
or a heart without handing you 
a vital trick, while if he returns 
a diamond or a club you auto­
matically make nine tricks— 
two spades, two hearts, two dia­
monds and three clubs—by forc­
ing out the ace of diamonds.
It you started by attempting 
g heart finesse at trick one, the 
contract would lose its gilt- 
edged status if Scu’h had some­
thing like five hearts to the 
queen, plus the ace of diamonds 
and king of clubs. Similarly,
Rhodesian Plan 
Not Wanted
ADDIS ABABA, E t h 1 o p I a
whiltrappreciating the present.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): 
Early hours pre quiet, merging 
into gala moods ns romantic in­
terests thrive.
Scorpio (Oct, 23-Mv. 21): 
Other people's strugglci spill 
over into your palli, both career 
wise and personal projects. 
There's nothing for H but to 
help clear mutters up.
Haalttarlua (Nov. 22-Dec. SI): 
None other than tlie beat is apt
to suit you today. Younger pep- 
plc you've cheournged bring you 
pride. ( (
' Uanrieorn (Drr. 2?-.lan. in: •
firmly behind you, but some­
what Impatient, (let going while
21-Jnly 22):I Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): 
abbiit arc Like na not there arq acycral 
its vaii It »>1 * a ,«U iactivities you hadn't, thought
Rose Trial
On Monday
MONTREAL (CP) - Jacques 
Rose, 23-year-old mechanic, be­
gins his trial Monday on a 
charge of kidnapping Pierre La­
porte, former Quebec labor 
minister, in October, 1970.
Rose, known for vlolqnt. court­
room outbursts, is the younger 
brther of Paul Rose, who has 
been convicted and sentenced to 
two concurrent life terms for 
the murder and kidnapping of 
Mr. Laporte.
Defence lawyers will be Rob­
ert Lemieux and Jcan-Scrge 
Masse, the first time any of the 
four men charged In the kld- 
nap-slaying crisis has had a 
lawyer defending him on the 
kidnapping charge.
Paul Rose defended himself 
with the help of Mr, Masse, his 
legal adviser, and Bernard Lor- 
tlc, convlctqd of kidnapping last 
Sept, 22, did not bother defend­
ing himself or appointing a law­
yer. , ,
WHAT WERE 
YOU DOING POR 
AtR.GENTlL.INI?
SHUT YOUR STUPIP 
MOUTH! HANDOVER 




(he time i* light. Competitive 
activity isq't the most desirable 
stance but could work out well.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Im­
prove your own local environ- 
meat; gather about you those 
w have promised coopers-
about. Sec that you're not left 
out, go ahead to catch tip,
Aquarius (Jan. 2O.Reb. 18);
(AP> — The three African 
members of the United Nations 
Security Council introduced a 
resolution, today urging Britain 
to abandon its proposed settle­
ment with Rhodesia and to call 
a constitutional conference on 
the country's future,
Foreign Minister Omni’ Ai'tch 
of Somalia said the resoluti m 
s|x>nsored by Guinea, Somalia 
and Sudan hns the full support 
of all 41 states In the Organiza­
tion of African Unity.
Britain, which has already ve­
toed a Security Council condem­
nation of the Rhodesian settle­
ment, told delegates during pri­
vate discussions this Week that 
it Is prepared to veto this reso- 
,luilon also,
The British say they will not 
interrupt the worR of the Pearce 
Commission, sent to Rhodesia to 
test public opinion about the set­
tlement, They also object to 
part of the resolution referring 
to British falluro to end the 
Rhodesian rebellion, ; ,
African militants object to the 
Pcnrco Commission us port of 
hrrnngements worked nut with 
tlie white-minority government 
in Salisbury, which they sny 
will defer black-majority ixilitl- 
cal rights for many years.
A vote on |hc' resolution was 
not expected until Friday, the 
final day of the council's fust 
in e c t I n g In Africa, African 
sources said, ,
Lortie is serving a 20-year 
sentence for the kidnapping. 
The date for his murder trial is 
to be set March 6.
Francis Simard, serving a life 
sentence for murder, will have 
his date for the kidnapping trial 
sot March 6.
Mr. Lemieux had asked Jan, 
7, when Jacques's trial date was 
sot, that Iho Crown proceed 
with the murder (.barge first. 
The request was refused.
The 30-yenr-okl lawyer, who 
has defended several members 
of the Front de Llboration du 
Quebec, made a similar request 
When Lortie appeared for his 
trial but It also was refused. In 
Ixitli cases the Crown said It 
had the prerogative to choose 
which charge to proceed with 
fhsl.
Mr. Justice Roger Ouimet of 
Court of Queen's Bench will pre­





.BALLS O' FIRE •! 
EVER' TIME I TURN 
MY BACK THAT 
YOUNG'UN FLINGb 




Mont of what happen! now is HOSPITAL DISPUTE
high comedy—If you can ate the MONTREAL (CI’>
humor iit all. Consolidate your 450 physiotherapists, 
resources, । ' uonal theraplala ,and
Ab^ul
., occnpa- 
U t .  dieticians
Pisces (Feb. ID-March 20): A began their third consecutive 
alow morning meanders Into A 24-hodr study session Thursdnylion. \1 hi I'lviimiH inc iMicri u a zs n u auto i inuruo
Vlrgp <Aut. W-Ncnt. ?2h Just much livelier afternoon and with no indication of an early 
getting. through , the day in a evening with an adventure at ‘
hapjD frame of mind is ipiitc hand. I'm sue sentimental Inter., 
powiat, ij'icpaiv Im the (uiuic, cats. ' ,
break .Irv their dispute with the
deaths climbed by nn estimated 
four ;>er cent in Ilie first rlrir 
months of 1071 unit fatal accl 
(leilts by- nn‘estimated'5,5 per | 
cent, the Canada Safely Council ( 
said today. I
Traffic deaths were estimated 
at 3,844, up from 3.(195 In the 
comparable period of 1970. 
Fatal accidents ifine to an esti­
mated 3,237 from 3,007. ’,
Injuries were 3.3 per cent 
higher at an estimated 133,906 
compared with 120,000. Total ac­
cidents \ were es II in n ted at 
347,161 compared with 35.5,420.
I 'MUST HAVE ONE?. NK3| IT
1 TOUCH ME,DAD,1 
I'M RADIO-r
MY CLASS’ VOTED ME u 
MlSD PI IONE BOOTH 
FOR 1972'/ r—*
HGY! XM TRYING TO SLEEP.' 
CUT OUT THE SNORING, 
FREDDIE!
*r a s, as n a its » vh s»n mi । • i»» s. n * ,* »• s » *
Quehi'r it<ncininvin ,n.d ,, Mpiit-ibased on Stati.stiN Cinuida ir- 















development in the next 










Contemporary and simulated square
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AUSTRIAN VIEWS CANADA
Common Law System 'A Saviour
OTTAWA (CP) 
mon < law system 
Austrian, may be the last
ot his own on the issue.' The commoci law—the aeeu-
Retool society, he urged,, to] mulated body of rights and re­
break the monopoly that institu-lsponsiblUties In and out of stat- 
tions have on means of exist-
egates questioned the role of 





utes—offered the chance to the 
public to reverse these trends
and avoid the dictatorship.
— The com-mow is so important becauseltton of plans made by self-ap- asked themselves was how the 
during the next years and evenlpointed engineers of the fu- political and legal systems can UU.U.6 , J I.---- o be tuned up to solve prol^
chance Canadians have to pro­
tect themselves from a public 
panic that .could lead to a “new 
dictatorship’’ which would over 
see every part of our life.
Ivan Illich, educationpl philos­
opher told the national confer 
ence on the law Thursday;
“Insistence on due process
the next months the fear ot de-|ture.” — -- —
— ■ Many of the 350 delegates at lems ot spreading technology,
the conference—mostly lawyers, * " ’ *■stmctive growth will spreadamong the public.
Panic will make public opin­
ion ready to entrust bureaucrats 
with the management of a 
structural crisis.
“The stage is being set for a 
new dictatorship: the escalating 






The merits and efficiency of 
mass technology are illusons, he 
said.
In a later workshop, David 
Suzuki, a - University-of British 
Columbia zoologist, agreed that 
scientists and engineers have 
neglected to account for the so­
cial side-effects of their innova
Former labor minister Bryce 
Mackasey said he thinks the 
Commons has improved as an 
instrument of public opinion.
He noted toe government’s 
white paper process as an ex
lawyers to use their skills of 
ticulation to help people 
promise. ; ,
He stressed the values of. rea 
sonableness and the dignity of 
the individual in the face>of 
public impatience.
academics and legislators—
spent the rest of the day brew­
ing over that prospect
The four-day conference—toe 
first of its kind in Canada—ends
and the impenetrable bureauc 
racies it breeds, without creat-
Ing the gruesome nightmare 
pictured by Mr. Illich.
As the power of machines In­
creases, man’s individual rqle 
decreases to that of a mete con­
Mr. Illich, who runs the
Ultimately, even his choices
Centre for International Docu­
as a consumer are removed as
Dr. Suzuki, known for his tele­
vision series on toe subject, 
pointed to the future potential of 
genetics and changing the per­
sonality and chemistry of men 
as a problem with great social
The question toe delegates
mentation at Cuervanaca, Mex­
ico, put forth a blizzard of ideas
consequences—a - problem law
But other delegates argued 
that Parliament is not finding 
an escape from the dilemma of 
promptly facing social and tech­
nological change while taking 
toe time to seek and understand 
public views
Attorney-General Al Mackling 
of - Manitoba told toe workshop 
on Parliament that political par­
ties must put real policy'cholces 
—not just slogans—before too 
voters so they could put their 
views into law.
SPEND TO EARN
CAIRO (AP) — Authorities
9/2 interior latex paint 
roller tray kit. 
Paint Thinner St&Wc
Personal Shopping; Paints (30)




Vest or panties, 100% cotton, pre­
shrunk, withstands countless wash­
ings.
Personal Shopping: Girls* Wear (77)
he is forced to buy the wares of - .--------- —
organized business, medicine | yers must learn to understand 
and the rest. In still another workshop, del
LANG URGES ACTION •
announced that Egypt plans to 
spend 313.8 billion on econo
In a banquet speech, Justice 
Minister Otto Lang urged toe








Limit 2 Per Customer
Protein 21 Shampoo
Your Choice
For Normal, Oily or Dry Hair
14 fl. ox Reg. 2.98
Sale Pried
197
Personal Shopping Cosmetics (R)
Limit 2 Per Customer
Vacuum Cleaner
Replacement Bags
Reg. 1,29 Salo Price
64C pkg





Striped, with solid borders,
Singles
Spring Plaids, 54" Widths. Alt 'Wool, Quilt Lined
287 24?
MATCHING
97c yd Reg. 35.001897
Keystone Loose Leaf
Refill Paper Packs
Super Packs" with 200 sheets in 
wide, narrow ruled or plain paper, 
8’/2"xl I",
Stereo Tapes
’/z Price Wide selection of popular
design
44c
Personal Shopping: Stationery (3)
797 87494999
Persons! Shopping: Carpets (37)
. Perk Free While You Shop Simpions-Sean, Orchard Park, Kelowna
